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INTRODUCTION

The history of the cattle industry in southern Arizona 
can be divided into three periods: (1) the era of Spanish
exploration and mission founding, extending from 1539 to 
1822; (2) the epoch of Mexican control and the small influx 
of Americans before 1873; and (3) the modern period of occupa 
tion and development.

Long before cattle raising m s  introduced on the At
lantic seaboard, the Spanish had established the industry in 
the Southwest. Yet development in Arizona was quite irreg
ular, being frequently retarded by outbreaks of hostile In
diems. James Gadsden was severely criticized in 1854 for 
having purchased the "worthless desert" south of the Gila 
River. It is true that the area was Isolated and without 
good communication; but it was covered with luxuriant 
grasses which soon attracted adventuresome pioneers. After 
the subjugation of the previously unconquered Apaches in 
1874, immigration into the territory increased rapidly.

But then came inevitable overstocking and subsequent 
deterioration of the ranges. For over half a century the 
status of the industry has been shaped by the ever- 
prevalent necessity for provident utilization of grass and 
by periodical economic fluctuations resulting from climatic
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changes and national depressions. Individual and govern
mental attempts to bring security to the cattle industry 
are of primary importance, and therefore are given proper 
significance in the final chapters. _

' ■ : :



; : CHAPTER .1 .

THE SPANISH PERIOD

• The cattle industry in Arizona got Its start during
Spanish days when southern Arizona and northern Sonora were
known as Pimerla Alta. Though much of the early history of
the area still lies buried in the archives of Spain and
Mexico, translators have made available an abundance of
documentary material; thus considerable light is thrown on
the beginnings of the cattle industry in Arizona.

Southern.Arizona was a Spanish frontier, and not a
geographical entity in itself. From 1539, the time of the
first Spanish exploration in the Southwest, until 1854 the
history of this area is coupled with that of Mexico. The

.... 1northward extension of a modified encomienda system from 
Mexico City into the grasslands of the north was made pos
sible by the introduction of cattle and horses into the New 2 : - V' "
World• Though the arid regions were never settled in any
great strength, they were to be used for a very important

A semi-feudal system designed to exploit both the land and its aboriginal inhabitants. '
^ Walter P. Webb, The Great Plains, p. 91.
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industry which was to put to practical use land which the
3aboriginal people had considered of no value. ;

The first beef animals were brought into Mexico in
41521 by Gregorio de Villalobos, about whom little is known 

except that he saw the possibilities of the cattle industry. 
It is not certain how many calves he imported, but one ac
count sets the number at seven, six heifers and a young
bull. However, it is known that they were of the Andalusian

5breed from the island of Santo Domingo in the West Indies.
It is not likely that Villalobos realized the strik

ing similarities between the semi-arid regions of Mexico and 
the cattle-raising districts of western Spain; in fact, most 
of the northern provinces, including Plmerfa Alta, were yet 
to be explored. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that he 
took advantage of the likeness. The Andalusian breed proved 
to be very adaptable to the nbw country; they were quick- 
footed, sharp-horned, and subject to mutations, the off
spring -becoming wild when on' the loose. The fact that the
longhorn and the fighting bulls of the Spanish ring sprang6from this stock is some indication of its hardiness.

-c:
3 George M. McBride, The land Systems of Mexico, p. 38.
4; Charles W. Hackett, Historical Documents Relating to 

New Mexico. Nueya Vizcaya. and Approaches Thereto, to 17717TTP- 41. .. . .
5 Paul: I.: We liman; The Trampling Herd, p." -]*. 
° J. Frank Dobie, The Longhorns, pp. 41-42.
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; The Villalobos herd increased rapidly, and it was not 
long before other Spaniards began bringing in cattle which
increased in such numbers that cowboys, the first in

. -America, were needed. Many of these were captives who had
been branded with a "G," for guerra. after being taken by
Cortes from among the Aztecs whom he had defeated. It is
quite possible that Villalobos had one of these herdsmen.
If so, we can safely say that the first cowboy in this hemi-

7sphere wore a brand before the first cow.
Some idea of the rapid increase in the number of cat

tle in Mexico during these years can be obtained from the 
account of Robert Tomson, an English trader who was impri-, 
soned in Mexico City for his indiscreet tongue, written 
after his return to England in the middle sixteenth century:

^ As for the victuals in the said citie, of beefe, mutton, and hennes, capons, quailes, v Guiny-cockes, and such like, all are very good 
cheaper To say, the whole quarter of an oxe, 
as much as a slave can carry away from the 
Butchers, for flue Tomynes, that is, flue 

, Royals of plate, which is just two shillings v 
and sixe pence, and a fat sheep at the Butchers 
for thre| Royals, which is eighteen pence and . .. no more. ^
Viceroy Don Antonio de Mendoza continued the promotion 

of cattle production as his predecessor, Cortes, had done

7 Wellman, op. oit.. p. 17. - •
8 Richard Hakluyt. Voyages (ed. 1600), III, p. 447; 

quoted by Winship, wThe Coronado.Expedition," Bureau of 
Ethnology Report. XIV. pt. 1, p. 375.
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and he also secured horses and sheep from the mother coun
try. In 1540 he ordered an exploration of the region now
known as Arizona and New Mexico, and a period of marked

9though "brief, activity began in that direction. But before 
an account of the specific explorations into this region is 
given, it might be helpful to note a few of:the general 
characteristics of the Spanish expansion northward. r

The conquered regions were to be incorporated into the 
Spanish governmental organization, and the;"native was to 
be; made a bulwark of the.imperial state and an adherent of 
the universal church. . His territory would enlarge the em
pire and his contribution of tribute and service would fill

10
the treasures of his imperial and holy masters." -In: 
brief, Spain1 a purposes after making a conquest were,to 
convert and exploit the native. This system worked well 
among the tractable; and permanently-settled Indians of : . ; 
Mexico; but the nomadic people who roamed the northern.re
gions of New Spain were not easily conquered, would not
stay converted, possessed no property to be confiscated,"11and steadfastly refused to produce any. . As will be noted 
later, however, the missionaries were for a time able to

9 Richard J. Hinton, Handbook of Arizona, p. 27.
: : 1°. Webb, op. cit. . p. 88. ~ • v:. : : : :

11 Ibid.
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accomplish a great deal among friendly tribes in what is 
now southern Arizona and elsewhere. .•

There are several reasons for the success of the Span
ish explorers; First, the arid climate of Spain had inured
them to the adverse conditions which were later to baffle' ■
the Anglo-Americans. There is little in the memoirs and
journals of the explorers which indicates that they were In
any way surprised at the nature of the country. They
scarcely mentioned the lack of water or the unsuitability.12
of the country for human habitation. Secondly, the Span
iards were great horsemen. Nearly all their explorations 
were made on horseback and their journals attest the fact 
that the natives were awed by the horses. Two advantages 
were furnished by these animals in that long distances 
could be covered and food made available when other sources 
failed. However, the offspring of the Spanish steed under 
the Apaches and other hostile Indians was to become the 
chief obstacle in the advance of settlement.

Long before the other European nations began coloniz
ing the western hemisphere, the Spaniards had explored the 
region which now embraces Mexico, Arizona; New Mexico; and 
Central America. They were preceded, of course, by semi- 
civilized peoples who had developed irrigation projects. 
Though there is ample evidence in the ruins left in the

12 Ibid.. p. 96.
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valleys and mountain ranges and every reason to believe
that one of the most interesting epochs in Arizona's history
lies in these enigmatic mounds, there is no indication that
the people possessed livestock of any kind.

Cattle were first brought into this area by Francisco
Vasquez de Coronado. It is surprising that so little is
known about his expedition which so dazzled the natives with
its pomp and splendor. There were at least 230 horsemen

13and sixty-two armed infantrymen. Naturally the chief
problem for such an expedition was that of subsistence;
therefore Coronado added to the above retinue some one
thousand servants to herd five thousand sheep and 150 cat-

14tie so that a food supply would be always available.
This vast array assembled on the Pacific coast at Compos-

/tela shrouded by secrecy and mystery in order to excite
popular interest. After an enthusiastic speech by Viceroy
Mendoza, the army began its northward march on February 23, 

151540. ~ ' '■ •' V
The adventures of the animals taken on this trip are 

not clear in the accounts of the expedition.v It is evident, 
however, that the wealth-seeking gentlemen, who were eager

.... 33 ,George.P ..Hammond and Agapito Key, Narratives of 
the Coronado Expedition. 1540-1542, p. 103.

14 John W. Powell, "Report of the Director," Annual 
Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, XT7, pt. I, 1892-9•*, 
pTTvT.

3-5 George P. Winship, "The Coronado Expedition, 1540-
1542," Ibid., p. 382.



to reach the seven cities of Cibola, were prevented from 
making rapid progress,by the slow-moving cattle and the 
over-laden baggage animals. Several days were lost at the 
Rio Centizpac because the livestock had to be transported 
across one at a time. Then at Chiametla there was 
another delay, the army camping in.the remains of a village 
which had been founded by Nuno de Guzman, one of the early 
conquerors of the region. The situation there was different 
from what had been expected, because the settlers had been 
wiped out or driven away by a pestilence caught from the 
Indians and by fierce raids on the part of tribes from the 
surrounding mountains. As a result, Coronado's food sup
ply could not be replenished, and.a force was sent out .
into the mountains to obtain provisions. Not only was it 
unsuccessful but the commander, Samaniego, was killed. 
Fortunately, the hardy cattle which they had were able to 
thrive on the forage and grass. And.at this point it is 
interesting to speculate how different the history of the 
Southwest might have been if the north-European, grain-fed 
type of stock had accompanied this expedition instead of

- - - - - • ‘ . - ■ •• ' • • . . .  .... . . • x.. .

the Andalusian breed. Even with the latter, a large number 
of animals were lost before Culiacan was reached near the

16 Ibid., p. 383.
■' I? ibid. :j-.

9
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end of March, 1540.; Those that got through had worn down 
their hoofs on the narrow, rooky mountain paths and showed 
signs of weariness. The journey thus far had occupied a 
little over a month; but when one notes the "slow and tedi
ous marches, the continued waiting for lazy battle and the

18heavily-loaded baggage trains, and the vexatious delays"*
he can imagine why it seemed much longer to Coronado.

To speed up progress, an advance party of seventy-five
horsemen, twenty-five foot soldiers, and a few Indian allies
to herd cattle was organized. Having left orders for the
main army, under the command of Don Tristan de Arellano, to
follow within two weeks, Coronado left Culiaoan with this
smaller group on April 22, traveling along the coast, by an

19extremely rough way to the Sinaloa River. Many of Coro
nado's cattle were abandoned here in the province of Sina
loa and twenty-five years later a frontiersman, Francisco
de Ibarra, discovered thousands of their descendants run-

20
ning wild in this territory. The animals multiplied sur
prisingly fast. By 1586 Diego de Ibarra had 33,000 head 
of cattle, and Rodrigo del Rfo had 42,000 head, many of

1 8  Ibid. v v V:.;. • f.. r -

19 Hammond and Key, op. cit.," p. 15.
20 Letter of Coronado to Mendoza, August3, 1540, 

Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, op. cit., p. 553.
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these of the same lineage as Coronado’s herd. Apparent
ly the cattle became so numerous that they were slaughtered 
only for their hides and hoofs, and the carcasses left to 
rot. Perhaps the chief reason for this expansion was. the 
paternal legislation of the Spanish Government, which granted 
free pastures to Spaniards and Indians alike after 1533

After leaving this future ranch country' by way of the 
Yaquimi and Sonora Rivers, Coronado reached the San Pedro.
Proceeding down this river, he came upon the ruins of Chi-

.. i 23 X
chilticale, which he called Casa Grande, and where he re
mained for two days. The expedition then made its way to.
the Gila and perhaps into the present Y/hite Mountain Apache
Reservation, where they found little grass for the live-

- 24 , ; - . :' ■stock. r ‘ ‘

■ - ■ .. '• :: ' ■ \ \ . ' v 'It seems that there were few, if any, cattle with Coro
nado when he left the Gila, most of them having been 
slaughtered and consequently of no permanent value to the 
future production of stock in this area. Yet the fact that 
a slow ambling herd did cross the present United States 
boundary is of historic importance, for they were the first

^  Herbert E. Bolton and Thomas M. Marshall, The 
Colonization of North America. 1492-1783. n. 58.

22 je Lloyd Mecham, Francisco de Ibarra and Nueva 
Vizcaya, p. 208. * "

As yet no one has succeeded in identifying the site of these ruins. ... ' ~ ‘ ' " -.* —  ■ ...
^4 Letter of Coronado to Mendoza, ££. cit., p. 562.



Figure 1

T H E  N E W  S P A I N  A N D  N E W  M E X I C O  C O U N T R Y

From: Fourteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology,
1892-93, P. WT.
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of their kind to do so. Furthermore, the journey was
similar to a later development of great historical impor-

25tance, namely, the trail drive. To say, however, that 
any of these cattle escaped and survived to perpetuate the 
breed in southern Arizona is hardly justifiable because of 
the great losses in Sinaloa and the scarcity of food which
resulted in careful and watchful herding.

s  ■ ' •After reaching Cibola, Coronado again gives some indi
cation that he had livestock of some nature. He wrote to 
Mendoza that pasture was greatly needed since all provi
sions for the livestock had been consumed or lost oh the 
way. Though he made no specific requisitions for supplies, 
he did apprise the viceroy of the fact that it was neces
sary for cattle to spend at least a year on the road because 
they could not come in any other way or.any quicker.

It was almost a century and a half after Coronado's
entrada into Arizona before another white man is known to 

- . ' 2? -. have reached this region. The earliest explorer and mis-
sionary of lasting importance in the history of Pimeria
Alta was Father Eusebio Francisco Kino. While traveling
many a weary mile from 1687 to 1710 to save the souls of * 2

mm v • < ’ - » - - - - ■ f 1 ' * - - - ( ^ .25 Wellman, 0£. cit., p. 19.
26 Letter of Coronado to Mendoza, op. cit., p. 555.
27 Hubert H. Bancroft, History of Arizona and NewMexico, p. 346. ”— ------------
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the natives, he played a leading role in the expansion of 
the cattle industry into the valleys south of the Gila 
River. In the words of Bolton:

The work which Father Kino did as ranchman, 
or stockman, would alone stamp him as an unusual 
business man and make him worthy of " remembrance.
He was easily the cattle king of his day and re
gion. From the small outfit supplied him by the 
older missions to the east and south, within 
fifteen years he established the beginnings of 
ranching in the valleys of the Santa Cruz, the 
San Pedro, and the Sonoita. The stock-raising 
industry of nearly twenty places on the modern 
map owes its beginnings on_a considerable scale 
to this Indefatigable man.2° ,, .
Kino's career in Sonora began with the founding of the 

mission of Nuestra Senora de los Dolores in 1687, which was 
to be his headquarters for all his later work. Soon there 
was a stock ranch here which by 1700 furnished animals for 
units at Gaborca, Tubutama, San Ignacio, Imuris, Magdalena, 
Quiburi (on the San Pedro), Tumacaeori (on the Santa Cruz), 
Cocospora, San Xavier del Bao (on the Santa Cruz), Baco- 
ancos, Guebavi (on the Santa Cruz), Siboda, Busanio, 
Sonoita, San Laziero, Baric, Santa Barbara, and Santa Eula-

.... . It was perhaps 1691 when Kino, accompanied by Father 
Salvatierra in his tour as a visitador (visitor). first 
crossed the modern Arizona line to Tumacaeori. In 1692

28 Herbert E. Bolton, The Padre on Horseback, p. 64.
29 Ibid. , p. 64. " :i. . .
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he is said to have gone as far as Bac, near the present:
Tucson.; It is also fairly certain that he visited the Gila
valley ruins in 1694. Bolton says that at that time there
were 100,000 head of stock ranging in northern Sonora, at
Terrenate south of the Huaehuoa Mountains, at;Batepito on
the Rio de Bavispe, at San Bernardino south of the Perilla

30
Mountains, and at Janos. In December, 1696. and January, 
1697 the padre made another journey into vdiat is now south
ern Arizona. Ten days before Christmas he was greeted at 

- /the rancherlas of Quiburi by the Christianized Indians of 
that fortification. After allocating a few cattle for the
beginning of a small ranch there, Kino departed on January

f(> 7 /' f.7
13, 1897 for San Zavler del Bac; a number of cattle were 
likewise placed here . In -his diary Kino also mentions the 
establishment of the ranch of Sem Luis del Baeoancos (on
the Santa Cruz about on the present Arizona-Mexico line).

' :;-
On the 17th of March, 1697, Kino went to San Pablo de 

Quiburi ajad returned by way of San Geronimo, Ban!Cayetano, 
and Sah Luys to- administer to the spiritual needs of his 
converts, to baptize some Infants and sick-persons;'and to 
;notify them that they should be ready to accompany the sol
diers against the enemies of the province, mainly the
Jacomes, the Janos, Sums, and Apaches. Also at this time

.....1 .........." "  ' ""

oA ; ' :;T  o:" f
™  Herbert E. Bolton,-Map of Pimeria Alta.. 1687-1711. This m p  accompanies Bolt on. Kino1s Historical Memoirs of 

Pimerfa Alta. ' . --------- -
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there Is record of the assignment of the district of Cooo^
spera and Santa Maria, vdiich is on the Tgnaoio River just
south of the Patagonia Mountains in present Sonora, to
Father Pedro Ruis de Contreras with complete vestments or
supplies, including five hundred head of cattle and almost

31as many sheep and goats. : .
The first exploration of which any detailed accounts 

exist was made in the autumn of 1697 to the Gila. The ex
pedition was of a military nature and resulted from the 
suspicions respecting Kino's gentiles. It was hoped that 
the real disposition of the natives could he determined, 
and that a repository of the stolen goods accumulated dur
ing thirteen years of raids could he found. A score of 
soldiers from Frontreras under Lieutenant Cristobal Martin 
Bernal were joined at QuCburi by El Coro and thirty Sohai-
puri warriors; Kino, accompanied by Juan Mateo Mange and ten

32servants from Dolores, completed the expedition.
The party went up the San Pedro which Bernal and Mange 

described as being "pleasant and fertile, with irrigating 
ditches and its ranoherias— with 390 houses and 1,850 in
habitants counted— prosperous though much harassed by the

...31 Herbert E. Bolton, Kino’s Historical Memoirs of
Pimerla Alta (ed. 1948), I, pp. 164-16$.

32 Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, 
p. 355. Frank Russell, v’The Pima IndiansT1*""Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, XX7I, p. 27. : : . ■ ,—
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33Jocomes and Apaches In the- east.M : They went on to the
Glia and returned via the Santa Cruz. Concerning the re-
malnder of the trip homeward, Kino recorded in his diary
that they visited the Cocomaricopas at San Andres and then
departed for Nuestra Senora de los Dolores on November 21,.,

z1697• They passed the great rancherla of San Zavier del
Bac where the party found and killed cattle, sheep, and _
goats to replenish its food supply for.the last lap of the
journey. - • . ;

Simultaneous with the nwvement of livestock into those
areas which submitted to conversion there came an educative
process by which the Indians were taught.the principles of
farming and animal husbandry. Kino himself, of course, did
not own anything, but he gave instructions concerning the

.... /distribution of livestock to the various rancherlas and. 
supervised the planting and care of the fields. In this . 
manner the natives gained security, and the missionary 
fathers had the necessary supplies to carry fon further ex
ploration and baptizing among people still, more,remote. 
Writing, of the means, for conversion in a letter to King 
Philip V in 1708 Kino said, "Vfe already have prepared many 
ranches of cattle, sheep, goats, and horses, not only in

33 Bancroft, -History of Arizona and New Mexico, p. 356.
34 Letter of Father Eusebio Kino to King Philip V,

November 21, 1708. (Bolton, Kino»s Memoirs. I, pp, 173-
174.) - : ' •’ - -
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these pueblos, but also very far inland, at distances of
35twenty, thirty, forty, fifty and more leagues.” He found

the Indians in Pimeria Alta quite desirous of being formed
into regular mission communities; many of the ranoherias
built crude but neatly cared for churches^ cultivated their
fields, and watched the herds in expectation that padres'

36
would some day be sent. It is noteworthy that Kino con
ducted the agricultural operations with only Indian labor. 
In fact, only nine missionaries worked in Pimeria Alta dur
ing his lifetime and there were rarely, if ever, more than 
four in the field at once.

There are numerous examples which can be given of the 
great padre1s economic enterprises. The letter of Father 
Francisco Xavier Saeta, written on March 21, 1695, thanking 
him for the present of 105 head of cattle for the begin
nings of a ranch at Gaboroa (or Concepcion, on the Rio del

37Altar) is but one illustration.
In 1699 a ranch was established at Sonoita hear the 

present boundary line, in order that the mission there 
might be assured of food at all times and missionaries who 
should in the future reach California might be furnished

’ 35 Bolton, Kino13 Memoirs, I, p. 93.
56 Bancroft .. History of Arizona and New Mexico, d .

352-
37 Letter of Father Francisco Xavier Saeta to Kino, March 21, 1695• (Bolton, Kino1s Memoirs. I, pp. 136-137.)
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with provisions more easily. . Kino himself used it as a
base for supplies when he visited the Yumas and Cooomari-
copas. On this journey, from October 24 to November 28,
1699, he: was accompanied by Father Visitor Antonio Leal
through the Pimerfa to the Sobalpurls of the north and on
to the west coast by way of Bac, Santa Catalina, and Sonoita.
On October 26 they reached San Luys del Bacoancos where the
natives had made: preparations-for the eventual arrival of
a:permanent priest. There was "a ranch with seven head of
cattle, with two small droves of mares and eleven this
yearfs colts, and with two hundred sheep and goats;, also
crops of wheat, maize, and beans."; The party killed one

38beef:and two sheep for food. On the 29th they arrived at
....... / . 'the great rancheria of San Xavier del Bac, where three more

beeves and two sheep were:.butchered. The Father visitor
was very impressed at the sight:of the large herds: and the
extensive fields of «cultivated crops,Vand remarked that

39"they were sufficient for another city, like Mexico."
l ur.On November 3- at San Augustin del Oyaut (on the Santa 

Cruz near San Gosme del Tucson) a letter was received from 
a Captain Christoval Martfn notifying them that he was go
ing with the Pimas of Captain Coro in pursuit of the hos- 
tile Jocomes,.. Manje.*s account, however, states that the

^  Bolton. Kino's Memoirs, I, p. 204.
39 ibid., p.:205. > % ...
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captain was met at San Agustin. At least it is certain
that he was given ten head of cattle at San Luys for his
foray, and shortly afterward Kino and Leal went on to Nu-
estra Senora de la Merced del Batqui from which place
Tether Leal returned to Tutiutama. Kino continued:the jour-
ney to Sonoita to see if there were any sick there to be
cared for and to bring beef from, the ranch, which at the
time had about fifty head of cattle. After buying the r
needed supply he set out for Tubutama and arrived there

40
November 13, 1699.

The turn of the century brought the founding of the
mission of San Xavier del Bac, at which time the Padre had
his Indian cowboys round up some fourteen hundred head of
cattle from the ranch at Dolores, divided them into two 

41equal herds, and-sent one of them to Bac where corrals 
had already been constructed. In 1701 Kino noted that the 
fields of wheat belonging to the church looked good, as did 
the cattle which remained after some two hundred had been 
returned to San Luys on account of the negligence of the

' " - • : : . ' - - -  • V - . 42 ' \cowboys in watching the herds at Bac. ■- .
En route back to Dolores on this journey. Kino

. .wv : -  ̂ . , :

40 ibid., p. 207.
41 Ibid., p. 58. The other seven hundred cattle were 

sent across the Gulf at Loreto to Salvatierra in barren 
southern California.

42 Bolton, Kino’s Memoirs, I, p. 291.



on this journey stopped at San.Luya on April 12 and counted 
the cattle there. The 340 were just sixty less than Manje 
recorded as having been seen.at the Guebavi ranch on the 
same day. Seven days before, some soldiers from the pre- 
sidio of Frontreras had passed by the former ranch with 
some Indians of Cooospera and appropriated several beeves 
and sheep. At Cocospera the padres learned that the sol
diers and Pimas had killed.forty.Apaches and captured twenty 
children in the last campaign without the loss of a single 
Spaniard. J: v / ' i v ;:::'V,v

Shortly after his arrival at Dolores, Kino received a
letter from.Juan Bautista de Escalante, the commander of

^  *: ''these soldiers, which had been written from Corodeguachi 
(Frontreras). The document.is important in that it contains

• - , v • - '• : ,.......... . . . . .  ► ■ i. '. w X ■ . ‘ . :• '  " -  " '

information concerning Kino1s work. After the officer
_ . :: i. IT . . ... i ' ■- • * - ’ ’ ; • - • v  v. ... • • v ^ . A ' -

praised the missionary.for enabling the Spaniards to have 
such excellent, friends as the Pimas, he continues as fol
lows ! . , . . . - •- , . . - : - . ; .. ~

Now.let me inform your Reverence that my : - 
departure from that frontier was so very sudden 
that we all set out without any provisions for 
the campaign except a few tortillas in our sad
dle bags, for which reason necessity obliged me ,

. to kill at San Luys and at:Guebavi two ewes and 
one wether. At the same time I ordered sent . from said ranch of San Luys a few cattle to

43 Ibid., p. 292. . '
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Sonoidag44 which was the rendezvous of the 
Indians. And having detained Captain Coro a day 
to kill two beeves, they asked me to give them 
some, too, for which reason I killed eight, two 
for myself and six for the Pirns, four cows and 
four horses, two large and two small.

I give this information in such detail in 
order that your Reverence may decide what seems 
best to you in the matter, for I am ready to dp 
whatever your paternal Reverence may determine : 
concerning the payment of the amount of all this. 
Indeed, besides repaying it, I thank you, for :- 
the great care of your Reverence in having so .
many ranches in different parts is of much assist
ance to us, as has been the case on this occasion.
And so I await the response of your paternal Rev- 
erence, to whom may our Lord grant good health 
and a long life, that with your holy zeal you may 
give us many new friends for the defense of the 
holy Gospel.^5
By 1702 the missions of Tumaeacori and Guebavi had

46
also been founded within the present state of Arizona^
The former serves to. Illustrate the successful manner in 
which Kino induced the Indians to accept Christianity, for 
the new mission was"supplied with cattle and sheep which 
were driven a hundred miles from Caborca by the very Indians 
who had risen in revolt and killed Father Saeta in 1695.

It was in 1702 that Kino made his sixth and last trip

44 This is another name for Sonoita. The place was 
located east of the Santa Cruz River and north of Guebavi. 
There were three establishments in Plmerfa Alta with the 
same name. In addition to this one and another already 
mentioned in the text, there was a third south of Nogales.

45 Letter of Juan Bautista de Escalante to Kino, 
April 13, 1 7 0 1 . (Bolton, Kino's Memoirs. I, pp. 295-296.)

46 Bolton. The Padre on Horseback, p. 51.
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to the Pirns, traveling by way of Sonoita and the lower
Gila, However, there is no record of cattle having been
brought so far north as the Gila, that is, to the Fimas
proper as distinguished from the Papagos farther south who
were given cattle rather freely. Furthermore, there is
little likelihood that Kino exercised any great influence
over the northern Pimas. It is true that among his forty
thousand gentiles there were quite a number of them, but his

47usual sojourn there was always brief. His missions in Ari
zona were actually limited to a snail area in the Santa Cruz 
Valley.

In the same year Father Kino wrote a letter dated 
April 2, 1702 to the Father Visitor Antonio Leal, which 
clearly illustrates the initiative of its writer in the pro
motion of new enterprises. In listing the means by which 
the natives could be made to submit to conversion and the 
whole continent totally reduced, he names cattle as the most 
important item:

There are already many cattle, sheep, and 
goats, and horses...for, although in the past year 
I have given more than 700 cattle to the four 
fathers who entered this Pimerfa, I have for the 
new conversions and missions, which by the favor 
of heaven it may be desired to establish, more 
than 3,500 more cattle; and some of them are 
already, far inland, 90 leagues from here (those 
at Sonoita, for example, and by divine grace 
they can pass with ease to the Californias,

47 Russell, op. cit., pp. 27-28.
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Upper and Lower, as a certain Important person -
is pleased to name'them....4* .
During the time of Kino, and in fact until 1873 when , 

the Indians were finally put on reservations, the hostile 
natives constituted the chief retarding force to the white 
man’s attempt to Christianize and exploit the region south 
of the Gila; for that reason, no narrative on the history 
of the cattle industry would be complete without the story 
of their depredations. The chief offenders, of course, were 
the warlike Apaohes who not only stole livestock but also 
destroyed life and property. ..

In addition,,there was always the danger that the mis
sion Indians would revolt and take away cattle and horses• 
Such was the case in March and April of 1695 when the Pimas 
in the.Altar Valley rose in revolt, killing Father Francisco 
Xavier Saeta,and,four of his servants. Within a few .weeks 
most of the missions and ranches in the Altar and Magdalena

' • ' : 5 0

Valleys were burned and the stock killed or stampeded.
The revolt had resulted from the cruel and overbearing 
policy pursued by,the Spanish majordomo at Tubutama, in 
lashing the natives for every trifling offense.

Thus the Spanish themselves were often responsible for

Bolt on. Kino»s Memoirs. I. pp. 357-358.
- ^9 Frederick W. Hodge (Editor), Handbook of the Amer
ican Indians North of Mexico, Smithsonian InstTEuEToriT ” 
Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin No. 30, p. 64.

50 Bolton, Padre on Horseback, p. 78.
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much of the Indian trouble in Pimeria beoauae, in spite 
of Kino's assurances to the contrary, they suspected the 
Pirns of complicity in the savage raids and the Spanish of
ficers and troops were careless and committed many hostile 
acts on unoffending natives. One such incident involved 
a Lieutenant Solis who, upon finding some meat in a ranch- 
erfa, killed three Indians and flogged as many as he could " 
catch on the charge of cattle"stealing. Tet the meat turned 
out to be venison. : v -

There is no continuous record of the military opera
tions against the Apaches from 1695 to 1700; but it is rea
sonably .certain,that the nature of the warfare was similar 
to that waged against the descendants of these Indians and 
their allies well down into the last half of the nineteenth 
century. The only resistance faced by" the marauders was a 
presidio at Prontreras, or Cdrodeguaehi, and a oompania 
volante (flying company). And the only government was the 
commandant who resided generally at San Juan Bautista. %  
soldiers were always busy chasing the plunderers of some 
frontier establishment who invariably fled with their

52spoils, chiefly livestock, to their northern retreats.
The Apaches especially relished horse meat but never refused

51 Hubert H. Bancroft, History of the North Mexican 
States and Texas, I, p. 259•

52 ibid., p. 272.
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to escape with cattle, sheep, and goats from the ranches
of Pimeria Alta and elsewhere. •• :: - ~ i

Sometimes;the pillage was recovered, but never at this
time, nor for'nearly two. centuries, was there a decisive

♦

victory resulting in permanent peace on the frontier. The 
friendly Pimas,' Opatas, Cpnchos, and Tarahumares, after they 
began raising com and livestock, were attacked by the. raid
ers as often and as ruthlessly as were the Spanish. Never- - 
theless, they fought valiantly against their incorrigible 
neighbors and nearly always assisted the soldiers after be
ing called into rendezvous by the influential Kino who, as 
has been brought out in the Escalante letter, furnished 
beeves for the fighters. The padre's main reliance was up
on the Pimas whose chief, El Coro:of the eastern Sobaipuris,

53more than once proved his loyalty to the Spanish. .
',T/ After Kino's death in 1711 there is no record of a - 
Spaniard having entered Arizona for twenty years. Accord
ing to a newspaper article in the Tucson Dos Republlcas.
August 26, 1877, however, it is possible that padres Ale-

^  . .jandre Rapivini and Jose de Torres Perea served at Bac in 
541720-21. It is even more probable that soldiers from 

Frontreras pursued Apaches into the area. And one absolute

53 Bolton. Padre on Horseback, p. 71.
54 Bancroft. History of Arizona and New Mexico.

P* 36l. / ■ ;;



yU/il vi\r\ 1 - -generalization can be made, namely, that during this time
; - - i i  4 /  "  i i

most of the tribes forgot what Kino had taught them and
lost much of their fervor for mission life.

Yet in 1731 there was a renewed interest in Pimeria " 
Alta and some reawakening of missionary zeal.; In 1732
Father Felipe Segesser and San Juan Bautista Grashoffer.

; : S r : - - . - :the first permanent, Spanish residents in Arizona, took up= X . ; ■ ' .•
residences atrSan Xavier del Bac and at Guebavi, respective-56 ; i • ' ; .
ly. And four years;later Padre Ignacio Javier Keller of
Suamca made the first of his two trips to the Pima villages
on the Gila, the second coming the following year; on these
journeys he learned that many of the rancherias of Kino’s5? - ' , < /  
time had been broken up. Keller, in 1743, also made an
attempt to reach the Indians north of the Gila, but was pre
vented from doing so by the inimical actions of the Apaches. 
Then Father Jacob Sedelmeyer tried to make the same excur
sion a year later and wrote in his account that the warlike
Indians construed the'Spanish desire for peace as a sign of
fear, and for that reason did not hesitate to plunder wher-

/ ■=■ 58ever horses and cattle could be found.

55 ibid.
^  Thomas E. Farish. History of Arizona. I. p. 66.
57 Russell, op. cit., p. 28.
58 sedelmeyer*s account is given by General Ord in \ 

his Annual Report of the activities in the military depart
ment o F ^ x a s r o r  1877. Old Records Section, A.G.O.,i

. ' . ' v  /’
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Any prosperity which there might have been in the 
establishments of Plmerla Alta at this time was diminished 
in 1751 when a revolt of the Pima tribes occurred. Although 
the rebels were;subdued, some of the larger and more desir
able settlements, such as Santa Ana, rOcuoa/Sah Xavier, Ari-
vaoa, Guebavi, San Miguel de Sonoita, and Tumaoacori, were

59 -partly or entirely abandoned. Soon after the insurreo-
•tion, the vice-regal government:sent the first troops to be 

garrisoned on Arizona soil to the new presidio of Tubao to 
guard the two:missions and a half dozen pueblos including 
Tumaoaoori, Galabazas, and Tucson. But the heydey of eco
nomic success with ;c at tie and farming was gone even with . 
this protection. The remainder of the Jesuit period, 1751- 
1767, brought decadence; only a few neophytes were influ
enced by presidual protection against the Apaches and by 
offers of . f o o d F o r  all practical purposes the mission pe
riod in Sonoran history was ended. If it had not been for 
the hostility between the Pimas and the Apaches, the Span
ish in Pimeria Alta would have been confined to four garri- 60sons. „.v. : V'

In 1767 the Jesuits were expelled from New Spain and

.....58 (oont.) War Dept. (Rister, The Southwestern Fron
tier, p. 34.)

59 Russell C. Ewing, "The Pima Uprising of 1751: A 
Study of Spanish-Ihdian Relations on the Frontier.of New 
Spain,” Greater America, pp. 259-294.

60 Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, pp.
368—369•
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all missionary property confiscated. But what the royal:
comisarios did: with the livestock and other possessions is
not on record. Concerning the matter, the viceroy in 1793
wrote that •’there is no reason to'doubt that they either
wasted or embezzled the rich;temporalities of all or most
of the missions, and that these funds were lost, and de-

61
cadence or ruin could not be prevented." The fourteen 
Francis cans who had reached their missions in Plmeria Alta 
by June, 1768, found the establishments in a declining con
dition and subject to frequent attacks by the Apaches.

Caballero Teodoro de Croix; upon taking command of the 
Provlncias Internes (northern provincea of Mexico) in 1777, 
sent back to Mexico the most urgent appeals for reinforce
ments since he regarded the. condition of the country as 
most critical. Though no statistics were available for the
frontier losses he reported that 66,155 cattle had been62
stolen and 116 haciendas plundered in Nueva Vizcaya. It 
is safe to say that the losses nearer the Indians’ base of 
operations farther north were relatively as great. Appar
ently a corps of troops was organized in 1782 to combat the 
danger, but they did not actually see service.

The Franciscans were also faced with another problem

61 Parish, It op. cit., p. 66.
62 Bancroft, History of North Mexican States, p. 645.
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which had arisen with the departure,of their predecessors. 
The neophytes had become independent, haughty, and disre
spectful for authority during their year of freedom from 
control under the rule of the oomisarlos. This - change from 
their previous docility, which was so necessary to the Span
ish system, largely resulted from the example set by sol
diers and settlers. From this time on, the missionaries 
were limited to religious control over them. .They even had 
to refer requests for labor to native officials and to pay. 
for it. Only by caring for the sick, instructing children, 
and by gifts were they able to regain any semblance, of ef
fective control over the natives. ^

According to, a register made by order of General Jose^ 
de Galvez in 1769, there were eight missions and sixteen 
pueblos with 2,018 Indians and 178,gente.de.razon:(people 
of reason) besides the soldiers and their, families in 
Pimerfa Alta^ San Xavier del Bac was in charge of Padre 
Francisco Garoes from June, 1768. There were a few neo
phytes here who had been induced by a promise of no work to 
return, but most of them were absent when the Apaches', .be
fore the end of 1768, destroyed the mission, killed the 
Indian governor, and captured two soldiers. In later raids 
all the mission cattle were stolen. A visits of Bac, San 
Jose de Tucson, had nearly a thousand Indians who engaged

P-
63

285.
Ibid., p. 673; Herbert I.Priestley, Jose De Galvez.
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in agriculture and occasionally visited the padres; in
1776 the garrison of Tubae was .moved to Tucson. -The second
mission in Arizona at the time was Santos Angeles de Gue^
bavi, with three visitas, San Jose' de Tumacacdri, San Caye-

' %

tano de Calabazas, and San Ignacio de Sonoitac,
: The next phase of any importance in the cattle indus

try of this area is related to the problems of Alta Gall- ! 
fomia. A letter of June 22, 1774, drafted by Father Serra 
and sent to the viceroy, is indicative of the needs of that 
province, '

Livestock is the only thing that remains to 
be desired, but it is enough for us that your 

• Excellency may know it, for in that case we do 
not doubt that you may remedy the matter, whether 1 by commands to carry into genuine and due effect 
what has been agreed on and enacted for Cali
fornia, or by directing that the animals come by 
way of Sonora, for once they have been supplied,

; their increase is certain in lands so rich as 
these. No more will be necessary although the 
conquests should penetrate many hundreds of 
leagues into the interior, for from here it will 
be. possible to go on supplying the land farther on.o4
Since it was very important that there be communica

tion by land between the province of Sonora and California 
for the conquest and reduction of the latter, Don Juan 
Bautista de Anza, captain of the presidio of Tubac, was 
finally given permission by the viceroy, Don Fray Antonio 
Maria Bueareli, to open a route. Livestock was rounded up

64 Charles E, Chapman, The Founding of Spanish Cali
fornia. p. 318.
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at Tubac for the expedition. Notwithstanding the fact-
that the Apaches fell upon the horses and mules on* January
2, 1774 and drove away thirteen of them, Anza and his
twenty soldiers were in Altar, the last presidio on the,

65route, by January 8a  ̂ Their food supply was insured by 66
some sixty-five beeves that; were being driven on the hoof.

On the 9th the expedition;reached La Aribac (Arivaca}
which Anza described as a place which was occupied by some
Spanish cattle ranchers,until the end of the year 1751».

67when it was abandoned because of the Pima uprising. On 
January 28 they reached San Marcelo de Sonoitac. Of a water
ing plaee just to the north Anza said, 0It is sufficient for 
planting in the moderately good land about a fanega of
maize. It lacks.roof timber but it has pasturage enough•to68
maintain as many as .one thousand head, of stock.!’; ;

; All along the way the Indians encountered were so well- 
behaved that Captain Anza entrusted some cattle with the 
Yumas on the Colorado River to be kept until his return.
The destination of San Gabriel, California, was finally. 
reached on March 22, where the party remained a short while.

65 Herbert E. Bolton, Palou’s New California, III.
p . 136. ...  ......:------------------ . . -

66 Herbert E. Bolton, Anza’s California Expeditions.
II, P. 2. - : _ .  ̂ .

67 ibid., pp. 4-5.; . ^
68 ibid., p. 23.
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Concerning the departure of Anza from California, Palou :
says that he left with the intention of going in person
to Mexico City to report to his Excellency the Viceroy. >-
Having discovered a route to the western province, he now :
hoped that the missions and presidio there would be able

69to prosper with cattle and horses 'from Sonora. .
Then between October, 1775 and January, 1776, Anza,

accompanied by Padre Garces and Father Pedro Font (chaplain
of the expedition), successfully led a party of 240 men,
women and children from Tubac to found a settlement at San
Francisco. In his diary Anza listed the number of animals
taken as follows: twenty-five pack mules, 340 saddle ani-

70mals, and 302 beef cattle. •_ ;
Father Font, however, recorded a few more in each of 

the above,classifications than did Anza. . The inventory in 
his diary gives a total of 355 cattle; thirty of these be
longed to individuals and the other 325 were to provision
the expedition on the way, those being left over to be used

71as stock cattle for the new settlement at San Francisco.
"I may note,11 he added, "that these items, (Including . 
horses, mules, etc.) kept diminishing on the way because 
some animals died, others were lost, and others were traded

Bolton. Palou*3 New California. Ill, p. 141.
70 Bolton, Anza's California Expeditions. Ill, p. 2.
71 Ibid., IV, p. 23.
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as occasion offered.* One example of the losses is given 
in Aziza*s diary entry of November 23, 1775» after pasturage 
had been found at the foot of Cerro de Santa Cecilia (Ante
lope Hill). It seems that many of the beeves went into the 
brush along the Gila River from which the herders could not 
force them to leave. The animals refused to travel and in 
order to escape, declined to come out of their hiding
places; they snorted and stomped their hoofs on the ground

73 , _• . . _ ......
like'wild cattle. Anza had to continue his journey to
California without several of the recalcitrant cattle.
After founding the presidio of San Francisco in 1776V Anza 
returned to Pimeria Alta. :

Another event which should be noted in its relation to 
cattle in southern Arizona is the Yuma Massacre of July 17, 
1781. According to church records, the Indians on the 
Colorado were some of the worst in the Southwest, but for 
several years the Tumas, under Chief Ollyquotquiebe (or 
Palma), had been pleading for the establishment of a mis
sion; and in 1779 Fathers Garces and Juan Diaz with fifteen 
soldiers were sent to prepare them for it. It was soon 
learned, however, that the Indians were actually interested 
in Christianity only for the wealth which they might secure.

72

7% Ibid., 17, p. 24.
73 ibid.. Ill, PP. 34-35.
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They were quite1 disappointed in the meager presents . : 
which the' padres "brought. :And then other reasons for dis
content- were not long In following. The first occurred in 
1780 when orders came.from Teodore de Croix, Commandant- 
General of the Interior Provinces, for the founding on the
Colorado of two settlements of a new type, each embodying

74a combination of mission, presidio, and colony. These . 
unique communities, in addition to priests:and soldiers, 
contained ten families;near each mission to serve as ex
amples to neophytes, who were to live among the settlers.

But trouble began almost at once because the natives 
found that they were pushed away fromithe best common lands 
and their crops ruined by the Spanish cattle. Though it 
had always been the Spanish policy to appropriate the most 
desirable areas, for the use of their; own! settlers, it had 
never been quite so obvious to the Indian that his inter
ests were being subordinated.

The sojourn of Captain Fernando Rivera y Moncada and 
a half dozen of his soldiers neeir the Colorado added to the 
discontent because their horses and cattle, perhaps a thou
sand in all, began eating the green mesqulte beans which

75furnished the Yumas most of their food supply. The

74 chapman, op. cit., p. 412.
75 ibid., p .  413.
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uprising Wiioh followed greatly affected the cattle indus
try, for it closed the Anza route and put an end to.the :at
tempt, to supply California with livestock; it also thwarted 
efforts to establish.settlements on the Colorado.

It has already been noted, that the garrison at Tucson 
was increased from fifty to seventy-five in 1780. Though 
records are very incomplete, it is fairly certain that many 
other useful reforms.were effected in the military service 
about this time in a final effort to protect the settlers 
and missions. In 1784, for example, a company, of. Opatas
which gave efficient aid to the Spanish soldiers was br- 76
ganized. Two years later. General Ugarte y Loyola.was 
ordered by the viceroy to make certain alterations in the 
Indian.policy since it had become obvious that, warfare alone 
would not restrain the savages from raiding the Spanish 
establishments for livestock. Yet extermination of all hos
tile tribes was to remain the incessant goal while each in

77turn was being forced to sue for peace. . . ■
For the first time, however, treaties were to be per

mitted , and as long as these were observed the natives were : 
to be treated kindly. In the words of Jose de Galvez,, they 
were to be "furnished with supplies, encouraged to form 
settlements near the presidios,. taught to drink intoxicating

Farish, I, op. cit., p. 68.
77 Bancroft, History of North Mexican States. p. 648.
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liquors, and to depend as xnuoh as possible on;Spanish
78

friendship for the gratification: of„ their needs." And 
meantime the different enemy tribes were to be incited into 
strife among themselves.

. Apparently this new policy was successful. At least 
there were no serious depredations until after the first 
decade of the nineteenth century. However, it, is quite evi
dent that the Indians were just biding their time at the
expense of the Spanish, for they were supported by the gov-

79ernment at the cost of $18,000 to $30,000 dollars annually. 
But meanwhile the missions on the Santa Cruz appear to have 
reached the zenith of prosperity with the development of 
stock ranches and some mining on the haciendas. Most im
portant of the ranches were those at San Bernardino, Babo- 
comari, San Pedro, Arivaca, Calabasas, Sapori, Raventon,
San Rafael de la Zanje, Sonoita, and Tubac in addition to 
those in the San Simon Valley, Agua Prieta and Pueblo 
Viejo. Sierra Bonita was perhaps the largest of the 
ranches, though they were all great plantations.

Most of the haciendas were on Spanish land grants which 
were originally made for the purpose of mining. However,

78 Parish, I, 0£. cit., p. 69.
79 ibid. 7 ' v ' 1
80 Bert Haskett, "Early History of the Cattle Industry in Arizona," Arizona Historical Review. VI (October, 1935),

PP. 5-6. " ■ - v- v • - : / ;
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livestock was brought to supply the miners with food, 1 
clothing and work animals, and it was soon discovered that 
the rugged Andalusian cattle thrived on the nutritive 
grasses in the northern valleys. Stock raising then de
veloped very rapidly until it- had become the most dependable

81
source of income from the haciendas. But the boom came
to an abrupt end with the restoration of Apache terror in
1811. Writing in 1807 concerning this lull since about
1790, Zebulon Pike gave the following brief description:

Some of the bands have made temporary 
truces with the Spaniards, and received from 
25 cents per diem each. Those people hang 
around the fortifications of the country, drink, 
shoot, and dissipate their time; they are haughty and independent.82
So the new military organization proved to be effec

tive for over thirty years, near the end of which time 
money and food supplies began to come irregularly. Conse
quently discipline and the careful watch over the Indians 
relaxed; and the Apaches, no longer able to depend on the
Spanish dole, turned to their more characteristic warlike 

83
ways. In 1818 and 1819 the Navajos warred against the
Spaniards, and in 1820 the mission of Tumacaoori was partly

84destroyed by the Apaches. Settlers were forced to

81 Ibid., p. 6. 84 Bryan, 033. cit., p. 17.
82 Elliot Coues, The Expeditions of Zebulon Pike, II,

751‘ . - : :........... _

83 Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, p. 402.
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abandon their stock ranches and all fell into desolation
with the exception, in Arizona, of settlements at Tucson
and Bac, which were protected by soldiers. And even they
may have been abandoned by a decree of the government on
December 2, 1827, following the fall of the colonial gov-

85
em inent ;in  •Mexico; ; U -

: . - - - - .

y.i. v.

I": , i

I

85 Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, p. 406.



CHAPTER II

MEXICAN LAND GRANTS AND APACHE DEPREDATIONS, 1820-1872

-As indicated -In • Chapter '1^ the missions and the fron
tier rahcheros of New Spain were comparatively prosperous 
before 1820. So great had become the size of the Spanish 
herds that New'Spaih necessarily7' expanded northward, and the 
foundation of the cattle industry in the valleys and on the 
plains' of the Southwest was laid ;• Even before the Mexl can 
revolution for1 2 3 independence^ stock: raisers begsin to peti- • ; 
tion for government pasture lands. They continued seeking 
grants from the Mexican officials, and by the 1830*s ranches 
were thriving as far north as Tucson. : ;

In the Santa. Cruz Valley, the Ortiz brothers, Tomas2 3
and I^iacio, were established at Genoa and at Ari'vaea.
The first of-their grants was secured in December, 1821 from 
Governor Antonio Cordero of the Provinces•of Sinaloa and 
Sonora for"the purpose of raising "large battle" and horses;

1 Ray Mattison, ‘"Sirly Spanish and Mexican Settle
ments in Arizona,” New Mexico Historical Review. XXI, No. 4 
(October/ 1946), pp. 285-286.

2 See Journal of Private Land Grants for the District
of Arizona in the Surveyor-General* s office, PEoenix/ I, 
pp. 394-395 (hereafter abbreviated as JPLO>. -

3 ibid.. II, pp. 83, 91-99* In 1856 the title was 
transferred to the Sonora Exploring and Mining Company.



the second was acquired.in 1833 from Atemacio Otero, the
alcalde, of Tubac, on the basis of an 1812 grant to their ,

> ' .4'father, Agustin Ortiz, of two sitios for stock raising.
To the south at Buenavista was the ranch of the Tuveras 

which was sold to the father-in-law of Jose'Tuvera, Don
Josefa Morales, by the Treasurer-General of-the West in 
September, 1831; the.land was occupied by Tuvera and his 
heirs until 1851, at which time it was purchased by Hilario 
Gabilondo and in turn by Jose Ifiaria.. Quiroga in 1872 for ,.

Another large grant was that of. the Romeros,.whose 
herds roamed the ranges at San Rafael de la Sanja (or Zanja) 
The four, sitios, three within the nresidio of Santa Cruz.

• ' v- ' -  ^  '■ .......... .................... 1 - v  . , . .

were given to Don Ramon Romero in 1825 by the Comisario- 
General of the Treasury, Public Credit and. War of the State 
of the West, Juan Miguel Riesgo. ... , ■ .
* •• 4 * 6 7 • .... ■ ■ ■> .. - » t .. 4 •: > ... • ... — - " , ..... • MM r- . A/  S tTitle to the San Jose de Sonoita ranch of one and 
three-quarters sitios was issued to Don Leon Herreras in 
May,. 1825 because, as was stated in his application of 1821 
for additional land, he had more cattle than he could ;=.

4 A sltio was approzimtely one square, league. ....
— - 5 JfTjG, TV, pp.

6 Ibid., I, pp. 437-39. The transaction was made in 
accordance with the Spanish law of 1754 since the Mezican 
Congress had not yet issued the Provisional Regulations of 
1825. v

7 Ibid., pp. 297-302, 311-326.
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adequately pasture at Tiibac. It was riot until 1857 that' 
his heirs transferred their Interests; iri 1833 and again in 
1836, however, they were driven away by the Apaches.: - :

Farther east along the valleys-of the San Pedro and 
its tributaries were the vast ranges of -the Elias-(Gonzales) 
family: San Ignacio del Baboeomari, Agua Prieta, Los No- - 
gales de Elias, arid the Sari Juari de Las Boquillas and No^ 
gales. % e  first was granted In 1832 to Ignacio a M  dona 
Eulalia Elifas, citizens - of Royon and Arispe, respectively, 
and consisted of eight sitioa upon1 which the vlsita or mis
sion station of Huachuca had been established during the 
, • - 8Eirio period. Boundary Commissioner Johh^Rv' Bartlett de

scribed the Baboeomari in 1851 as the largest in Sonora at 
the time of its abandonment. Not less than 40,000 head of
cattle roamed the entire length of the Baboeomari Valley in

9the present Santa Cruz and Cochise Counties'. ‘
In May, 1833, a title was issued to Captain Ignacio

Ellas Gonzales and Nepomucino Felix to four sitios for
, .. ' ; . . . . .  . ... ... . 10stock raising at Sari Juan de las Boquillas y<Nogales; r ;~.

Three years later Rafael, Juari, and Ignacio Ellas Gonzales

** Ibid. , pp. -154-165: also see Herbert E. Bolton, Rim of Christendom, p. 594.
9 John R. %irtlett, Narrative of Exploration and Ex

periences in Texas. New Mexico.. Sonora and unihuaEua. I. 
PP. 396-397* ' ‘ . .

JPLG, III, pp. 64-67.
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received the Ague Prieta in order that they might pasture 
cattle and sheep which, according to their petition, could 
not be fed on the land already in possession of the family.

Then in January, 1843 the Lbs Nogales de Elias tract 
was granted to Jose Elias. Three witnesses'testified that 
the petitioners (Elias and his parents, don Francisco Gon
zales and dona Balbanera Redondo) had sufficient stock to 
settle the seven and one-half sitios; Erancisco Armenia of
Ymuris certified that he had gathered four thousand head of12
beef cattle for, purposes of counting.

In what is now southern Arizona and northern Sonora 
was Lieutenant Ignacio Perez*s San Bernardino ranch, the 
larger portion of which is still a part of Mexico. In ap
plying for this land P^rez stated his intentions to create 
a buffer state against the Apaches. Two or three witnesses 
claimed that he had a sufficient number of cattle to stock 
the land, one saying he had over four thousand head. The 
grantee was sold the four sitios in 1822. but no title was ‘'.~.‘.".".r: 1 iq. ■ ~

. . i * ' mm ̂  'ever issued to him by the Spanish Govemmeht. Apparently 
San Bernardino was abandoned in the 1830,s and most of the 
estimated 100,000 cattle were left behind to roam the range

11 See Estate of Frank Ely and Edward Camou vs. United
States, I84 V.S., .639. - .-,.

12 JPLG, II, pp. 455-493; HI, PP. 1-18. i: ,
13 see the San Bernardino files, Oeneral Land Office,

Phoenix• " ■■■' * ... . 1 .: .... ■ -•



in a wild state. r . _
The Mexican cattlemen not only utilized their Spanish 

and Mexican grantsi but also occupied lands in excess of- 
those specified. The latter were called ’’overplus” and ,, 
could be acquired under Mexican _laws by paying the cost of 
survey- and the price which prevailed when.the original 
grant wasmade.; u v :. - - > c

.There were also several mission, grants,south of-the 
Gila. However, the;Mexicans were not as paternalistic as 
the Spanish had been. In 1834, by^the, process of seculariza
tion, the, mission properties escheated to the state: and on 
February 10, 1842 the Mexican.dictator, Santa Ana, ordered

XP
the sale of temporal-lands. « Nevertheless,,it,1# note
worthy here that they survived for awhile even under ad
verse conditions, and their ultimate abandonment came si

14

multaneously with that of the ranches as a result of depre
dations by the Apaches.

Tumao&oori was perhaps the oldest grant of any kind in 
Arizona, having been a vlslta or mission-station of Guebavi 
in the eighteenth century. In 1806 the natives had been 
given four sitios for cultivation as well as. grazing land.
A year later additibnallterritory of the old:pueblo of \

. .. . 1A gej-t. Haskett, "Early History of "the Cattle Industry 
in Arizona."Arizona Historical Review. 71. No. 4 (October. 
1935), P. 8.;— — . -rrft rn

1^ Matthew G. Reynolds. Spanish and Mexican Land Laws.
P. 239.



Calabasas was given to them for their expanding stock
. - ,farm. As late as 1841'there was a settlement at Tuma-

- y / 'cacofi, but in April, 1844, in accordance with the law of
1842V the mission lands were sold at public auction to don17
Francisco Aguilar, brother-in-law of Governor Gandera.J

Cattle could also be found at the presidios and pueblos 
during the early Mexican period. Tubao was given a company
of soldiers in 1826, but by I838 became a pueblo under
civil rather than military authorities. In that year ' -
Jose*'Marfa Martinez received a plot near Tubac which mea-

19
sufed seven hundred varaa in length and 175 vafas in

. - 11: r  It: 2 0  r

width;1 or approximtely twenty-two acres. :
'When Tubac and'Tiimcacori ^mre destroyed by the1 Apaches 

in i848j the people"moved to Tucson. By special decree of

24.

■'C

Senv Exec. Dob. No; 207. 46 Cong. / 2 Sess;, pp^ 18-
•- 3

JPLG. I, p# 178/ C-;-V :: i . ;  v
. , Hubert H. Bancroft, History of Arizona and New Mexico, p. 382. .^

A vara is equivalent to 32;9927 inches^■
J 20 m o ,  HI, pp. 34-36. Toribio de Otero in 1789 had received some four hundred acres on both sides of the Santa 

Cruz from the Lieutenant-Commandant, don Nicolas*de la Erran 
See JPLO. Ill, pp. 27-29. Martinez and Otero were both re- 
quiredto.help the-regular soldiers against the Apaches, an 
indication .of the stabe of affairs at that time. In 1858 
Martinez conveyed-his claim to the heirs of Otero. The 
grants were occupied down to 1881 except when the hostile 
Indians forced evacuation from time to time. In March of 
that year U.S. Surveyor-General John Wasson recommended confirmation of the titles. See Ibid., pp; 56-63.



the Governor of Sonora, each emigrant was to he given a 
plot of ground; at Tucson or at;San Zarler.; z Accordingly, 
Ivfe.rtinez asked for a grant and the right to pasture his stock 
on the common lands of the mission; and when the Indians 
agreed to a tract four, hundred by five hundredvaras. Ig-. 
nacio Saens, justice of the presidio of Tucson,Vissudd him' ■
a title on February 4, 1851.

• f
:«, 1 j y '

In brief, it ban be said that the Mexican expansion in ^
! /the early nineteenth century resulted in a reoccupation of 

the same visitas and rancherfas of the eighteenth century.
But like the pioneers who preceded them, the cattlemen were i

VJforced by the hostile Indians to abandon their ranges. As
' ■ ' . . v , ■ - v. . ;

the dates of the land grants indicate, the frontier was - .
relatively quiet during the 1820fs in the main areas of de-

■ • ■ . . ■ ■  ■ : '■velopment, namely, the valleys of the Santa Cruz, San Pedro. . '' Y'
and Sonoita. But proceedings oh the petition of Leonardo
Escalante and others for a grant at Tres Alamos to provide
for an increased number of cattle were disrupt in 1831 by

' 22Apache raids, and no petitions were filed after that date.
In 1837 the Mexican Government offered a bounty of 

$100 for the scalp of each Apache brave, §50 for that of an 
Indian woman, and $25 for an Apache child’s. After Chief 21 22

21 Ibid., IV, pp. 82-85, 94-102. : ::
22 Ibid., p. 294.
23 Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies, printed by 

Reuben G. Thwaites, Early Western Travels. 1%. n. 82.
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Juan Jose and a number of., his Apaohes were killed by mis- , 
creants who wished to profit from the bounty, the Indians 
became Increasingly, more hostile and were a constant deter
ring factor in the further expansion of.the cattle indus
try . in the valleys, of southern Arizona. They destroyed the 
settlements, drove away, the livestock, and forced the peo
ple to seek refuge, at Tucson or San Xavier, .vdiich remained 
only on account of soldiers being stationed there. Need
less to say, stock raising was impossible under these cha-. .....  •- ' " 2i|, ' " . ' - . . - - ' V: - .< J ). % '
otic ocmditipna, :: ,
. > Before the Mexican War the abandoned cattle reverted 
*9;. atwild_, state • and were gradually scattered or killed by 
the; Apaches. During the war the.region, now. included in 
Arizona, lay outside the battle zones, but several military 
expeditions crossed the area with their, own livestock to 
supply the soldiers.. General S.W. Kearney, accompanied by. 
Kit Carson, William H« Emory, and two hundred.dragoons.,
made such a trip in 1846. On one occasion Carson organized 
a band of volunteers after the. Indians had.driven away the 
expedition’s cattle.and horses, and recovered the beeves. 

Emory’s notes are somewhat revealing on the cattle

24 From the article by Colin Cameron in Report of the 
Governor of Arizona to the Secretary of Interior, 1895". 
p» 2l. ..

Richard H. Williams, "The History of Livestock in 
Arizona." Arizona, VI, No. 11 (September, 1916), p. 6.
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; osituation at the time. He was able to learn that the Pimas
had but few cattle, and that these apparently; were all  ̂.

26
steers used only for.tillage. : On frequent 00casions;the
soldiers observed fresh tracks of cattle and horses,-and
were told by the Apaches that marauding parties of their

27people were making successful raids into Sonora; _ Evi
dently the wild herds had been thinned out considerably.

However, the experiences of Philip St. George Cooke, 
who led- the Mormon Battalion of■some four hundred people 
from Santa Fe to California over the southern route; attest

x 2 Ko- '-T . -..r.X *. r; itthe fact that many cattle were,still on the loose. . For
c..:" r: l • tv ; , :vnearly two weeks in December, 1846 the battalion lived off

. r-".' ' L. ... ^ v t -  it. : w v . ;  i . v  _bull meat. Very few cows and calves were seen, for this
was the season when the bulls, as is the case with buffaloes,
:: tt-->were separated from the cows, running together; also, the 

cows were more easily killed and the Indians had taken near- 
ly all of them. The wild bulls were black, brown, blue 
and red in color, though the black predominated; their 
horns were trim and white. The animals were often described 
as ‘’mealy-nosed’’ because the face was covered with coarse

w  v . i
u--:*; v o.i : : ‘

Exec. Doc. No. 41» 30 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 84.
27 ibid., p. 74. Lr“' ^ :v ! "

. 28 ncooke,s Journal of the March .of' the Morutoh-Bat
talion, 1846-1847.n Southwest Historleal Series. VII, p.
a i l t o --- 11 .  - e.• x
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29hair.
On December 11, near the abandoned ranch of San'Ber

nardino, occurred the historic encounter of the battalion 
with a herd of these wild beasts. Cooke described the 
event rather vividly: :: :  ̂ 0-
1 " There was quite an engagement with bulls..^ .

They attacked in some instances without provaca- 
r.;v tionv One ran on a man, caught him, in the thigh, 

and threw him clear over his body lengthwise;
: then it charged on a team, ran hi Si head-under cthe :

first mule, tore out the entrails of the one be
yond; and threw, them both over. Another ran -
against a sergeant, who escaped with severe 
bruises, as the. horns went each side of him. A tc 
third ran at a horse tied to a wagon, and as it 
escaped, its great momentum forced the hind part of the wagon from the road.30
Guy M. Keyser, a private in Co. B, recorded in hisI.-:.:-:::; v . . • :A_ t.-.;- -rA '"rricr-a ..

journal that the bulls were very hard to kill unless shot
■ ' . . . , ^  *1 v ‘ ■ ■ - ' • ' - - ' ; . ' . . - ' . % - * ; - -

in the heart.
Later expeditions also encountered the wild cattle.

In September, 1850, for example. Lieutenant Colonel J.D. 
Graham’s party saw a herd near the San Pedro which ran away

: ■ ’ - ' i A;',:.-, arA. - .A:.-j A--'; / i v

29 j. Frank Dobie, "The First Cattle in Texas and the 
Southwest, Progenitors of the Longhorns;" Southwestern: 
Historical Quarterly. 2U, No. 3 (January, 1939), p. 188. Generally the Spanish cattle were classed as just "cattle" 
and "black cattle."
;i : 29 30 31;"Cooke’s Journal," 0£. cit., p. 143.

31 Frank A. Golder, Thomas A. Bailey and J. Lyman 
Smith, The March of the Mormon Battalion from Council 
Bluffs To^CalTfornTa, 111, p. 144.
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at such a pace they could not he - overtaken. 'Graham ob
tained meat (idiich was very' tough) from Mexican cattle ; -
hunters, and learned that the town of Santa Cruz was sup-

33plied with wild beef. : v; :-  ̂ -
In May, 1851 United States Boundary Commissioner John

R. Bartlett passed through the region-and' saw the animals
roaming in small herds of five or six/' each led by a state-

34ly bull. He described how Mexican contractors roped the 
animals by the horns, fastened them to the heads of domes
ticated cattle and1 drove them into a corral to be sold to

35the government. I r;. v::
■ The history of Arizona before "-1848 Is • predominantly• 

Spanish and Mexican, quite inseparable from that of Sonora. 
Very f ew cattle were brought in from the East until after 
the gold discovery in California when many animals were 
driven over the southern route, approximately the route of * 
the present Southern Pacific road - bed, to the mines on the 
coast where beef was much in demand and the handling of it 
a profitable occupation. : : v m ; - - c - : l ' y-

The emigrants were by no means unmolested on their way

: 3- Sen. Exec. Doc. No. 121^ 32 Cong., 1  Seas., Report 
of the Secretary of War, p. 36. . ,

33 ibid., pp. 44-46.
....*  Bartlott, I. =£. C l t . i.

35 ibid., p. 417.'
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to markets, nor without troubles, for the Apaohes made 
"southern Arizona a veritable oharnal ground. In the vicin
ity of Apache pass the bones of slain cattle paralleled the 
roads for miles." James G. Bell, who accompanied John
James* herd, recorded the experiences of that party in 1854. 
This party was following several other Texan-owned droves, 
namely, those of Franklin, Buch and Bryant, Dunlap and 
Houston, and Major Erskine. Chi August 25 the Apaches killed 
Houston and rode away with about twenty head of his and Dun
lap's cattle. About the same time Fairchild lost his entire 
herd, and some 140 head were taken from Buch and Bryant.
James received warning from those in the lead and was more- 
fortunate. ; h ;■

However, one must not be misled into believing that 
the emigrants were never at fault for the Indian hostilities. 
One incident which occurred during the above drive serves 
to illustrate the unscrupulous policy of the Anglo-American 
in his Indian relations. A man by the name of Callahan, 
commander of Erskine*s escort, organized a group of thirty- 
eight whites and twenty-five Mexicans to follow the plunder
ing natives. The men encountered a party of forty Indians 
and killed all but nine and took sixty-five head of stock 
from them. Though it was later discovered that they had

James H. MoClintock, Colonel MoClintock's Radio 
Talks on Arizona. No. 7.
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attacked a party returning to Mexico rather than the In
dians who had m d e  away with: their animla, they refused

37 .to return the stock. -- :: ; ; T
. Generally the travelers moved in companies for protec

tion and kept a close watch over the stock, a procedure 
which curtailed the aniaals* opportunities for feeding. - 
However, this system had to be relaxed when the Gila was 
reached. Cooke, for example, found little grass near the 
river. He was quite disappointed, since there were no wild 
cattle in this area. Nor did the Marieojpas have;many ■
beeves; in fact, when-the Cooke herd- driven by a corporal
and three butchers; stopped for the butchering~of ah animal,

38the Indians looked on with great delight €ind-curiosity. ::
Charles E. Pancoast, leading a group of Quakers to 

California, wrote that the grass near the Santa Cruz was 
excellent, but that the cattle were exhausted and mere skele
tons by the time the Gila Bend was reached. Progress was 
slow because the only available food for the animals was 
willow leaves, flags, and occasional;bunch grass. iThey had 
to be turned loose at night and would wander great dis
tances in search of grass. Thus it was sometimes necessary 37 38

37 James G. Bell, "A Log of the Texas-Callfornia 
Cattle Trail, 1854,n (Edited by J. Evetts Haley), South
western Historical Quarterly, XXXV, No. 4 (April, 1^32), 
p. 308.

38 ftpootce * a Journal. * op. cit., p. 176.
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that the Quakers spend the greater part of the day huntihg 
for them, so that twelve miles was a good day's march. — 
Over twenty head of cattle were lost, and those which sur
vived were so weak that the men were compelled to pull the ~ 
wagons across the more difficult places with ropes 1 It was
only after twenty-one days in the desert that the Paneoast

39party reached Ft. Yuma. ;
• The Colorado River, with its wide and swift current^

furnished another problem for the emigrants. A company of
soldiers was-providing a rope ferry about the time of Pan- •
coast's journeyi- Their price of fifty cents per wagon-and
ten cents a cow was not too expensive considering the fact
that there was an ample growth of mesquite trees on the op- 

40 ;
posite side. Later/ however, the price was as high as

41
|8 per wagon and $1.50 per animal. ~ l- v
: On his return from California in 1852, Mrtlett met

many emigrants on the southern route. On July 23, for ex
ample,. he met a.party with nine wagons, each drawn by ten 
oxen. This number furnished more pulling force than was 
necessary to draw, the wagons, but the owners were taking
the animals to market as beef cattle and had found it much
; : : -

39 Charles E. Paneoast, A Quaker Forty-Niner, pp. 249-

5 40 -Ibid., p. 254.
^  Bell, 0£. cit., XOTI, No. 1 (July, 1932), p. 54.
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42
easier to drive them yoked them, on the loose. These•yoke
animals were the first brought into the region south of the 
Gila by Anglo-Americans. Many- of them had to be abandoned 
when they became footsore, and were appropriated by prospec
tive settlers and station-keepers who were to-use them as

43a nucleus in Starting ranching enterprises 4  ̂But thou-';
sands of cattle reached' California; so many, in fact, that

44prices dropped from ̂ 300-1500 in 1849. to $50-#150 by 1851,
45and as low as $6-|7 a head in 1855. •

v In spite of price dropsj however, large numbers of cat
tle were taken to the West down to about 1870. A few drives 
ended in Arizona. R.B. Moore drove a herd from Texas and 
sold them at Yuma in 1849« Other cattle were marketed by 
H . Ward at Yuma and Caliehte in the 60*s. In 1854, Jesus 
and Jose M. Redondo brought cattle to the Yuma Talley for
grazing, but the Apache and Papago Indians soon appropri-

47 ..... ... • . ..... ' -ated all of them. As in earlier■days, the natives - 42 * * * 46 *

42 Bartlett, o^.cit., II, pp. 310-311♦
^  Haskett, op. cit.. p. 9.
^  Hubert H. Bancroft. History of California, VII,

54 n....  . *— -------— ----
^5 Texas State Gazette, August 18 and 21, 1855 (Bell, 

op. cit., No. 3 (January. 1832), p. 210.)
46 Williams, op. cit., p. 6. . I , , ,
^7 Haskett, ££. cit., p. 11.
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continued to Make ranching and trail-driving difficult.
In 1854 alone,: according-to John Bell, some three

thousand head of cattle were lost along the trails south of
the Gila, the Indians having gained possession of at least
three-fourths of them. All stock was esteemed booty be-

48cause it served as legal tender among the Apaches. Yet, 
by way of speculation, it is hot too far-fetched■to say that 
these .same Apaches by1 retarding the Spanish and Mexican ad
vance actually had hastened later development. Huge-land * 
grants did not cover-the future Arizona to complicate later 
settlement, as was the case in the Rid Grande Valley of :
New'Mexico.-\ ■ Uu:- , : r ; 'A'::- .

Notwithstanding the unsettled conditions, there was a 
slow trickle of population into northern Pimerfa Alta in - 
the 18501s. Few of the California emigrants remained in ! ;
Arizona but, as:wascthe case with Thomas Childs, Peter

49Brady, Andrew Dorsey,' and Peter Kitchen in 1852, quite a 
number were disappointed as gold-seekers and returned to 
Arizona. Others found it almost impossible to leave after 
arriving. One such person was William S. Oury, who reached 
Tucson in 1856 en route to Texas. He was obliged to await 
for additional travelers to organize a wagon train for r 48 *

48 Belly op. cit.y XXK7I, No. 1 (July, 1932), p. 49. ”
4-9 Williams, op. oit., p. 6.- ... *mmm ~ ..r.. ;; •. : - - " : - '•
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protection against the hostile Apaches. But by the time
six months had elapsed, he had decided to remain. Other

50
pioneers were similarly influenced.
. T h e  chief reason, however, for interest in the area re
sulted from the. completion of negotiations for the Gadsden.„ 
Purchase in December,.1853•; 4 year later, William H.
Emory was sent out to survey the Mexican boundary, and this 
area with its rich minerals and excellent grazing lands be
came United States territory. But it was not until Febru
ary, 1856 that formal possession,was taken with.the raising 
of the American flag over Tucson by Bill Kirkland and the ,. 
departure of the Mexican garrison. At that-time Yuma 
(founded in 1854) was the; only Amer ican-occupied town, but 
in 1856 four companies of the First United States Dragoons 
were stationed at. Tucson, and the following year Fort Buchan
an was established on the Sonoita in the center of a rich
grazing country to protect the Santa Cruz Valley and re-

51strain the tribes from north of the Gila. However, no 
permanent fortifications were erected because of the un- . 
healthy climate. In 1859 Fort Breckenrldge (now Fort 
Grant) was erected near the junction of the San Pedro and 
Arlvaipa. With these overtures for protection, mining and 50 51

50 Charles T. Connell, "The Apache; Past and Present,"
Tucson Citizen, May 1, 1921.. :  ̂ ^

51 House Exec. Doc. No. 1, 34 Cong., 3 Sess., p. 3.
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ranching begem to develop.
Bill Kirkland was one of the first to bring cattle $ 

from Sonora. In 1857 he brought two hundred head of the 
Mexican breed to the Canoa Ranch; thirty-five miles south 
of Tucson. Apparently they were stolen in I860. In Novem
ber, 1857 Silas St. John, assisted by Janes Laing of Ken
tucky and William Cunningham of Iowa,,took a herd of stock
from Yuma -to Maricopa Wells to be used at the station of

52the San Diego and San Antonio Line lo cated there. : ‘
But these cattle and a few other importations were in

significant in comparison with the widespread industry which 
had occasionally arisen under Spanish rule-ln the eighteenth 
and the early-nineteenth centuries.r In 1858; for example; 
Tucson, was suffering from a scarcity of food, and Fhoclon
R. Way wrote on June 12 that there was no fresh meat to be 

53had. A few cattle were raised on the open'range -for the'
military organizations and emigrants, but the undertaking
was dangerous due to depredations of the Indians under
Cochise and Naw-hil-zay, and the incessant raids of Mexican

54thieves from across the border. o * 53 54

.. 52 Williams, op.' cit.. p. 15.
53 Phooion R. Way, Diary of a Trip to Arizona and of

a Residence at Santa Rita within % e  Gadsden Purchase. ms. 
Eafayette floXTege. (W. Clement Eaton, Frontier life in 
Arizona, 1858-1861," Southwestern Historical Quarterly. 
XOTI, No. 3 (January, 1933i, p. 185.) .;

54 Eaton, op. cit., p. 191.
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The miners and mine owners also had small herds which 
were frequently taken. In September, 1859# to take one ease, 
sixty head of battle and mules belonging to the Sonora Ex
ploring and Mining Company were driven away from the Arivaea 
Ranch by a band of natives. The director of the mines purr
sued the culprits with six of his men and recovered all but 

55twenty head. Other owners, however, were less fortunate.
- But the Indians: were not the sole deterring force to; 

thecountry * s progress. ; Raphael Bmpelly wrote in 1861 - ; 
that the population of Arizona,, except;forv Ha few American 
mine: owners "and ranchmen, was made up of outlaws" .which com
prised escaped convicts from Australia, Mexican outlaws from
Sonora, and escapees from the San Francisco -Vigilance Com- 56
mittee. Because of this element,'ranching did:not immedi
ately become a widespread and flourishing: industry; - r.
Tr. : Most of the ranches were situated near the rivers where
water could be more easily obtained, and temporary:adobe

57huts served as houses. v: The earliest section to be set
tled by the United States was the:Sonoita Valley.between
the Patagonia and Huachuoa Mountains under the protection

58
of the troops at Fort Buchanan. But there were also to 55 56 57 *

' : / - .... ' .. _ 1
55 Arizonian, October 6.1859.
56 Raphael Pumpelly, - Reminiscences. I, p. 200.
57 Raphael Pumpelly, Across America and Asia, p. 7.

. 58 ConnellXop. cit., February 12, 1921. ' "
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be found oattle ranches on the Baboeoiaarl, and the Santa
Cruz was settled as far. up:as the Calabasas Ranch; fifteen

59miles beyond Tucson. • : .  ̂ ^ v: - -
One of the first men to furnish stock for the ranches 

was Bill Kendrick, known as Jack Johnson, who drove several 
herds into Arizona: in 1861; Thomas Childs bought two.him- • 
dred head from him for an establishment:where the Ajo mine 
is now located. Billy. Four was another rancher - who;brought 
in cattle at the time, but apparently the Apaches succeeded 
in-making:away with the animals, though the white settlers 
and Papago Indians recovered part of them;for him. .That ,

t] r v

there were few:cattle in Arizona at the time is indicated
by. Four.1 s statement that t only work steers were seen from
the Rio Grande to Tucson, a town which had four milch cows
and other cattle that were corralled at night to prevent.the60 5
Indians from stealing themi ■ : s

: With the outbreak of the Civil-War, all progress was
arrested when troops were withdrawn from the territory of61
New Mexico. The promising beginning of. economic life: in 
the Gadsden Purchase region were brought to temporary-ruin. 59

59 Ibid., April 10, 1921. o--, - . : -
6° Williams, op. cit.. p. 15» : y ■ ^  ,

see letters of Bv’t Lieutenant-Colonel R.S. Canby 
to the Assistant Adjutant-General, Headquarters of the; Army, 
Washington. War of Rebellion: A Compilation of the Of- 
ficial Records of "The Union and Confederate Armies. Series 
X, vol. IV, pp."T9, 61.
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The Apaches assumed that the whites had become panicky1and, 
no longer fearing pursuit or punishment, they satisfied 
their propensities for plunder and murder to the fullest ex
tent. They swept out from the hills and, along with Mbzi- 
ban bandits, desolated ranch after ranch uhtli-no man's 
life was safe outside the walled pueblo-of"Tucson; Fetb 
Kitchen was almost the only settler to hang on after this 
latest assault of the Apaches; his ranch was the only safe 
place between Tucson and Magdalena, Sonora,-though careful 
guarding of the livestock was necessary even here. It was
kitchen who coined the phrase concerning the -road to Sonora:62
"Tucson • Tubac, Tumaeaeori, and to Hell." Sylvester :
Mowry wrote that desolation"ms never so sudden and so com
plete; : .X, -c, .r.-v-i : '/, x-x-",.: x X - XX

On February 24i 1863, Arizona * beceume a separate terri-
' . . 63tory with«four counties: Pima, Yavapai, Yum, and Mohave.

The first cattle brought into the Arizona territory south 
of the Gila were forty head purchased by William Oury at 
Tucson, from emigrants on the way to California from Texas- 64
in 1864. In the same year. Governor John N. Goodwin -•

Frank.C. Lockwood, Arizona Characters, pp. 48-55.
6,3 George H. Kelly. Legislative History of Arizona,

P. IV. .. . . ..  . . .. .
- ^ Report of the Governor of Arizona to the Secretary 

of Interior, ISffi), p . 2l.
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devoted a portion of his message before the.First Terri
torial Legislature to the Indian situation. He denounced 
the Apache.as "a murderer by hereditary descent— a thief , 
by prescription— who subsisted on stolen stock* and pre
vented the development .of rich mines and grazing lands in 
Arizona. With emphasis he recommended that war be waged
against the natives until they were compelled to submit to

oplife upon reservations. - -
: After the war, brave attempts were again made to re-

occupy the stockless ranges. In 1866 General Banning
brought cattle into the territory from California to supply
the military. The following year the firm of Hooker, Hooper
and Hines secured a contract for the same purpose and drove
cattle in from Texas. From 1868 to 1870, Hooker * s.company
supplied soldiers as well as Indians on the reservations66 .
with beef. Others who engaged in the business were Hardin
and Martin, Tully and Ochoa, Samuel C. Hughes, Miles L..

6 7 ......... ....... " - "Wood, and,Eben Stanley. . r
At the close of the Civil War, Texas.had found itself 

without markets and again turned to western markets, especi
ally California, where droughts had created a demand for

65 I W . ,  p. 9. , ̂  ^
66 Report of the Governor of Arizona to the Secretary 

of Interior, p. ^1. . . ; 3;
6? Haskett, op. cit., p. 19.



both beef and breeding stock. Among the drovers was 
Thomas T. Hunter who, in the fall of 1867, entered Arizona 
from central Texas with a small herd, seeking buyers at the 
government posts. He passed by the small garrison at Fort 
Bowie and thence to Tucson on the way to the Salt River. . 
As a reward for his persistent caution, he was not attacked; 
but the much larger herd, perhaps three thousand, of Norbo 
and Sloan met a different fate in 1868. The sixty or 
seventy cowboys were so over-confident that they put their 
heavy guns in the chuck wagon north of Tucson. When the 
driver of this vehicle reached Pieaeho Peak ahead of the - 
outfit, he -was murdered by the Apaches and deprived of his 
weapons. The Indians then attacked the unarmed cowboys and 
stampeded the herd toward the rough mountains to the east. 
Troops were summoned from Fort Lowell, but to no avail for 
the cattle were gone and a complete loss to the owners.

The Apaches also thwarted early attempts to turn cat
tle on the range. In 1868, for.example, Colonel H.C.
Hooker tried to graze a herd near Presoott, only to have 
the Indians force their removal. A year later he pastured 
four thousand head south of the Gila bn the Baboeomari near * 69

61

68

Bancroft, op. cit.. p. 15.
69 Thomas T. Hunter, "Early Days in Arizona,"

Arizona Historical Review. Ill. No. 1 (April, 1930), p. 105.
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Fort Crittenden, but the Apaches also compelled him to 
abandon this section. He then took the herd to the Babo- 
quivara Talley one hundred miles southwest of Tucson, on a 
range leased from the Papagoes. This tribe consumed about 
four hundred beeves, but Hooker considered his losses less

70than would have been sustained elsewhere in the territory.
In 1868, William S. Oury brought the first cattle of 

fine breed to Arizona. He purchased one hundred heifers 
and four bulls from an Illinois drover, and personally super
vised the drive while escorting his daughter home from school 
in St. Louis. The cattle were kept in the Santa Cruz Talley
near Tucson for sixteen years before being moved to the open 
• 71range. ;

Another pioneer rancher was Colonel Thomas Hughes who
started his Pennsylvania ranch near Fort Crittenden in
1869. But in the spring of that year the Apaches commenced
murdering and stealing after two winters of relative quiet,
and Hughes lost everything in some seventeen raids on his

72
premises during the.early 70*s. The population at the 
time was small and widely scattered over the San Pedro, 70 71 72

70 Report of the Governor of Arizona to the Secretary
of InterTorTT 8 ^ . —  ----- —  — ---- ---------------

71 colonel C.C. Smith, "Some Unpublished History of 
the Southwest," Arizona Historical Review. IT, No. 1 
(April, 1931), p. 13. Colonel Smith was a son of Oury's daughter.

72 Connell, op. oit.. May 1, 1921.

62

■
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Santa Cruz, and Sonoita Valleys in Pirn County. With such 
a large area to protect, the military proved ineffective, 
largely because news of depredations traveled so slowly 
from one ranch to another.

Some idea of the losses incurred by the possessors of
livestock in the territory can be obtained from the memorl-

' . • • , - ■- . 73als which some of the ranchers sent to Washington. Their
claims were representative of nearly every category of per
son dealing with cattle in the territory at the time, but 
the Weekly Arizonian’s annual summaries of the Indian rav
ages were more impressive. Tlie chronological list ^6r*the 
year ending July 23, 1870 showed a loss-of ovet five hundred
cattle and ten thousand dollars in other property in Pima

74County alone. 73 74

73 Ibid.; see also House Mlso. Doc. No. 16, 42 Cong.,
1 Sess.,p. 1. Alphonso hazard,a resident trader of thir
teen years in Arizona, swore that the Apaches captured 
forty-nine head of his animals during the year 1869 and 
sixty-three head the following year. During the same peri
od Milton Ward, a settler near Adamsville, lost $2,47$ worth 
of livestock from his residence.

James A. Moore, a station keeper, claimed that 
forty-one head of cattle and seven horses were taken from 
his station from April, 1869 to April, 1870; and H. Morgan 
reported a loss of twenty-nine cattle from the Pima and 
Maricopa Indian Reservations between December 1, 1870 and 
February 4, 1871.

74 Weekly Arizonian. July 23, 1870. The following pas
sage is apropos! "September 7— Indians made a descent upon 
a ranch at Reito and captured thirty-five head of beef cat
tle, the property of don Pancho Gomez.... October 5—  
Colonel J.T. Stone, Mr. Kaler and four soldiers murdered and 
the team and mail captured twenty-five miles from Apache 
Pass. October 13— A band of Indians captured a herd of
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... The development of the. country under these circum
stances was Indeed perilous. Territorial governors, begin
ning with Richard 0. McCormick in 1865, continually wrote 
the Secretary of Yfar urging the formation of volunteer com-

- . - . " * * , - • - - » - - i ^ - - - |p*B ■Z5panies. of natives to fight the hostile Indians* : . Legis
lature after. legislature sent memorials to Congress stress
ing the dependence,of the territory * s progress In the oocu-
pation of rich pastural lands upon the.subjugation.of the 

/o
Apaches; but the War Department failed to apprehend the 
situation. In fact, its investigator. General William
Sherman, reported after.a brief.trip into the territory

.*■ 1 ■ * .... , • * * - .» • •» .*■* * > . . . - - . •' = " - ’• - > -• -■

that nothing was to be feared from .the Indians. .... ..
.Meanwhile the raids went on incessantly, even after.

' - . »*• ■* ■ ■ * - ' — • - - 4 r . . *■*.. 1 - - • •*- •••• * - ■ ' ■- *•" ' «-v U

1870 when several bands of Apaches were brought together
J * * * - : „ î,K . . » >,  ̂ *■ ■ - - p ’ - • • - - ■* * .■1 ‘ . -. . - / * * * *

(eont.} ninety cattle at the Reito, and killed one 
Mexican and four horses. November 20— Indians rah off the 
Government herd at Camp Bowie. January 17— -The Indians . in
vade the premises of Clint Thompson at Saeaton, and capture 
some forty-five head of animals. January 18— Thirty-eight 
head of cattle captured by Indians near San Zavler. March 
1— Indians made a raid upon.the ranches at Gardener and_ 
Brown near Camp Crittenden. April 7— A herd of two hundred 
cattle, the property of Juan Greglaba, stolen from a field 
in the vicinity of town. June 8— Indians made a raid upon 
the ranch of Mr. Gardener, on the Sonoita, kill David Hol
land, capture a Mexican boy and run off a herd of cattle.”

.75 .Kelly, o^. oit., p.. 23-23, 28.
76 House Mlao. Doc. No. 16, 42 Cong., .1 Sess., pp. 1-2,
77 Arizona Miner, September 30, 1867.
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> and provisioned on the Aravaipa River near Camp Grant.
Since the Indians were not properly supervised, they were
able to continue their plundering at ranches and mines to
the south. On one occasion, in April, 1871, about twenty-
five of them made a foray to San Xavier where they drove

78
off cattle and horses. A posse of six Americans (includ
ing William S. Oury), forty-six Mexicans, and ninety*»two 
Papagos, headed by Jesus Elias, was formed at Tucson on 
June 29. After a thirty-mile night march, they surprised 
and massacred the Indians at Gamp Grant. Oury attempted to 
justify this vengeance by recapitulating the Apache atroci
ties. He said that the posse recovered much loot taken by 
the Aravaipa band in their depredations on the Santa Cruz.
At least the farmers and ranchers were able to return to 

79their homes.
Antagonistic relations between civil and military au

thorities ended in 1870 when General George Crook was or
dered from Oregon to Arizona. He was given more troops 
without objections from the eastern churches, long opposed 
to forceful measures, since his stated purpose was to sub
jugate the Apaches by fear rather than slaughter.

78 Smith, op. cit., p. 16. The above passages were 
taken from the paper read by William S. Oury, an eye-wit
ness of the event, to the Society of Arizona Pioneers, 
April, 1885. 79

79 McClintock, op. cit., No. 28.
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Headquarters for the Department of Arizona was established 
at Port Whipple (near Prescott J, and subsidiary garrison's 
with troops numbering from one to three hundred men were 
placed nearby. In April, 1872, General 0.0. Howard, as a 
special Indian commissioner', persuaded Cochise to abandon 
hostilities and induce other chiefs to do likewise. - Some 
fifteen thousand.who eventually‘submitted were placed-on
the newly organized Chiricahua Reservation-, while hold-outs
became victims of the relentless warfare waged by General 

80
Crook. By this time central and southeastern Arizona

■ .................  81were nearly free from the dreaded Apaches.' - v - . t
According to the statistics of the 1870 census:,: there

were only 5,132 cattle of all descriptions in Arizona that
. . 82year with an evaluation of $143,996. . Of these 1,799, 

assessed at $77,496, were in Pima County which contained 
all the land south of the Gila except a portion of Yuma 
County. Prices of livestock and agricultural products were 
high in Arizona. Beef in 1871 was between twelve and 
fifteen cents per pound, and grains three cents per pound

80 Crick Jackson, The White Conquest of Arizona, pp. 27-28. --------- — a----------------
^  Acts. Resolutions, and Memorials Adopted by the 

Seventh Legislative Assembly of the territory of Arizona. 
Joint Resolution, tfo. 2, pi l7$»

Department of Interior. The Statistics of Wealth:, 
and Industry of the United States, NinthCensus, III (June,
W ot . --------------------
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83south of the Gila.
Most of the beeves consumed were driven in from Texas, 

Oregon, Idaho and California to the government posts and . 
reservations. In most cases these herds were large— as 
many as four thousand each— and came over offshoots of the 
Goodnight and Loving trails from west Texas by way of El 
Paso, Las Cruces, Deming, Stein's Pass, and Port Bowie. In 
1872 alone Hooper and Hooker drove four herds totaling 
15,500 from Texas.

They were followed by Hardin and Martin with large
numbers to sell, and by the Vails and Sanfords who located- ■ • gL
permanently on ranches. The same year Colonel Hooker 
established the Sierra Bonita Ranch northwest of Willeox 
in the Sulphur Spring Valley. And it was not long before 
hundreds of other cattlemen came to settle the vast and ex
cellent grazing lands of Arizona.

&3 Williams, op.I bit.. p. 16.
^  Report of the Governor to the Secretary of Interior.1896, p.“5ir
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: : \ : CHAPTER III r

■ - -

BANG! AND MARKETING PROBLEMS OF THE 
SEVENTIES AND EIGHTIES -

..Stock ranching has always been a frontier Industry and
has served a place of primary importance in the advancement
of western civilization. In the Southwest, two phases of
development seem to predominate: (1) the merging of the
northward expansion of the Spanish settlements with the
westward movement from the Atlantic Coast; and (2) the 

: -v .:v:' : ' n r _adaptability of the industry to the arid country which for
the first time gave the cattleman an opportunity for land 
utilization that the agriculturist could not easily sup- 
plant. Both phases permeate the entire history of the cattle 
industry in southern Arizona, but the second became m r e  im-r ■
portent with the rapid influx of population after 1872.

Success in ranching after this date was dependent upon 
the possession of water and an abundance of native forage. 
The men who located along the rivers and streams controlled 
the unfenced range and, though they did not own the land or
grass,■it was understood among neighbors that the appropria
tion of water entailed the possession of certain range
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rights. :
As background to subsequent development, it should be 

mentioned that most of the herds in Arizona during the early 
701 2 3s were driven in from Texas and California to supply 
troops and Indians with beef. Advertisements in the Arizona 
Citizen calling for bids would indicate that the business 
was lucrative. (hi January 27, I872, for example, bids were 
asked for the delivery of all the beef and mutton needed by 
soldiers in Arizona for the year commencing July 1, 1872.
It was estimated that 2,000 beeves and 1,000 wethers would 
be required. A clue as to the importance of the drives is 
shown in the fact that.Lieutenant Colonel•M.D.F. Simpson '
stipulated that a $$,000 bond should be posted to assure, ■

' ' ' ..2
faithful execution of the contract. In May of the same

.  ̂ ■ . . .  • - , ■ ‘ - -■

year appeared the request of the Superintendent of Indian 
Affairs that bids be sent for supplying approximately 75,000 
pounds of beef cattle for immediate slaughter.

Under fair circumstances, these contracts would have 
resulted in profitable operations. However, the returns 
from the occupation were not so great as one might expect. 
Indian and Sonora thieves wreaked such depredations on the

1 Walter P. Webb, The Great Plains. p. 228.
2 Arizona Citizen. January 27, 1872.
3 Ibid., May 11, 1872.

1
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herds of the contracting firm of Hinds and Hooker that 
there was a deficit for the fiscal year ending June 30,

, - - • . . * 41871. Furthermore, several of the herders were killed.
Another difficulty arose over the failure of Congress 

to appropriate enough money to pay for the beef furnished 
the Indians. It is certain that the government peace pol
icy would have been jeopardized if enterprising men such 
as H.E. Hooker had not managed to supply the needs of the 
reservations as well as the public demand.

Meanwhile the fame of Arizona *s unequaled grazing fa
cilities had been widely spread. Hundreds of emigrants 
were coming into the new cow country to begin an experimental 
exploitation of the luxuriant grasslands, which would even
tually culminate in the deterioration of the range.

Though very little livestock found a market outside 
the territory in the 1870*s, there is evidence of there 
having been much activity. The Citizen frequently reported 
shipments of hides by wagon trains to the railroad terminal 
at Yuma. The July 17, 1875 issue listed a shipment by 
Tully, Ochoa and Company of two hundred hides, and it was 
estimated that 5,000 hides had been shipped from Tucson

• -  - - - - - y  1 ' - ■' " -   ; ' "

alone during the first half of the year.

^ Ibid., January 27, 1872.
5 Ibid., July 5, 1873.
° Arizona Citizen, July 17, 1875•
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In 1877, Governor A.P.K. Safford stated that stook 
raising had become one of the leading Industries, with thou
sands of cattle having been imported from neighboring states

7and territories. Drouth conditions in California had 
caused the shipment of cattle from that state. The reduc
tion of railroad rates to Yuma for suffering stock, not fat 
cattle, expedited the movement. From Yuma the animals,
many of good American breed, were brought up the Gila and

8
spread over the valleys of southern Arizona. r

Thus, from about 1876 to 1880 the cattle business ex
tended rapidly. Although the largest individual herd was 
Hooker's Texas cattle, the majority of the cattle were, of
the Mexican breeds, handled in small herds by Mexican 

9raneheros.
The pioneers soon learned that the table-lands, foot

hills, and valleys would never be used extensively for any 
purpose other than grazing, and that agriculture would be 
confined to valleys bordering the streams; In a paper of 
this nature, it would not be feasible to expand fully on

? See the Message of Governor A.P.K. Safford to the 
Eighth Legislative Assembly of the Eighth Territorial Legis
lature of Arizona. January 6T~l87j>: and to the flinth " 
Legislative Assembly. January 1, 1877.

Arizona Citizen, April 28, 1877.
9 Clarence W. Gordon, et. al., "Report on Cattle, Sheep 

and Swine, Supplementary to Enumeration of Livestock on 
Farms in 1880." Tenth Census of the United States, 1880. 
p. 93. ' '
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a technical description of the vegetation Which attracted 
settlers in the 70*s* However, some knowledge of the botan
ical conditions is necessary for a thorough understanding 
of the range cattle industry..

Prior to the introduction of large herds, there was an
10

abundant plant growth everywhere. (hi the high plateaus 
pine, brome, and western wheat grasses formed a continuous 
covering on the ground. In the canyons and over the foot
hills which surround the numerous mountain ranges was copi
ous vegetation consisting mainly of the renowned grama,—  
White grama (boutelona oligostaohya) predominated in val
leys and on the high table lands— and mesquite grasses.
Shrubs and bushes, filled with tangled growths of black 
grama (boutelona erispoda), were found everywhere•

Below altitudes of four thousand feet, Indian wheat 
and other winter annuals thrived, and the so-called "six 
weeks" grasses furnished summer and fall plants. In the 
moist valleys, tall saoaton grasses (muhlenbergia distl- 
chophylla) predominated and provided a protective soil cov
ering which prevented erosion by obstructing the run-off of 
water. Many of the older settlers can remember when these 
flood plains were intact and were characterized by rich

j.j. Thornber, The Grazing Ranges of Arizona. Univer
sity of Arizona Agricultural Stat1on^BulleTTn Wo. 6$ 
(September 21, 1910), p. 335* v
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grases instead of the scattered sage, greasewood, or mes- 
quite so common today.

The deterioration of Arizona’s ranges seems to have
been contemporaneous with the development of ranching.
Cattle invariably cause erosion by destroying vegetation:

11 :and by forming channels for the passage of water. The 
primary objective of cattlemen up to 1885 was numbers; over
stocking was the inevitable result of unrestricted use of 
the federal range for grazing purposes. .... ..

The formation of the arroyos in southern Arizona val
leys is spread over considerable time, and details of the 
process have seldom been recorded. But the change from ag
gradation and the building of flood plains to_ channel- 
trenching can be placed in the 1880’s in most of the impor
tant valleys, though many tributaries were not affected un
til the nineties. Since the changes were initiated at 
slightly different times in the various localities, it seems . 
Imperative to trace the early development of the cattle in
dustry in each of the main areas of settlement.

The Santa Cruz Valley was the center of the first 
American occupation. In 1869, at the time Hooker had left 
cattle with the Papagos on the Baboquivarl range, the firm 
of Marsh and Driscoll brought four hundred Mexican cattle

James T. Duce, "The Effect of Cattle on the Erosion
of Canyon Bottoms." Science, XLVTI, No. 1219 (May 10, 1918),
P. 451. “
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from Sonora to a point on the Santa Cruz below Tucson,
where-Indian and Mexican thieves took a heavy toll. By
1870 more than a dozen Mexicans were each running from
twenty to seventy-five head of cattle in the valley. Three
years later Don Sanford took up a water claim near Fantano12and stocked it with several hundred head from Texas.

In that year it was estimated that there were at least
two thousand head of horned cattle from Tucson to Sahuarita,

13a distance of about twenty miles. In the former town, 
plans were maturing for the growing of stock in the sur
rounding territory on a large and permanent scale. E.N.
Fish and D.A; Bennett, for example, made claim to a valu
able stock site forty miles south and a little east of Tuc- 

14son. By 1880 most of the old ranch sites had been re
established , and nearly every water claim adaptable to the 
business had livestock. The largest ranches were American,
running on the average from 500 to 800 cattle eachw However,

15the majority of cattle owners were Mexican. . r
The grasslands occupied during the 70*s in the Santa

12 Gordon, 0£. cit., p. 93. : ■ '
Arizona Citizen, October 4. 1873. ; r

14 Ibid., October 18, 1873. :  ̂ ^
15 Gordon, op. olt., p. 95.
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Cruz Valley had a thick growth of saeaton and other vegeta
tion which prevented the cutting of channels as the water 
spread out during times of flood in a thin sheet over the 
whole valley, doing no damage. Tules (bulrushes) grew in
boggy places, and large mesquite trees helped to protect 16
the soil. But as cattle were brought in, the range was 
overstocked and unable to stop either the floods or the re
sultant process of erosion after the mid-SO’s.

Brief mention should also be made of settlements in 
regions near the Santa-Cruz. To the west were isolated 
ranches along: the Arivaca Creek, the ad jacent mesa lands 
and foothills having been almost untouched before 1880. In 
the early 70*s a Doctor Wilbur had about two hundred cattle 
there, and Pedro Aguirre had a small herd. In 1877, N.W. 
Bernard began dividing his time between a small ranch and a 
country store-at Arivaca. A year later John W. Bcgen ar
rived and formed a partnership with Bernard v/hich eventually

17evolved into the Arivaca land and Cattle Company. In * I,

^  See Kirk Bryan, Erosion and Sedimentation in the 
Papago Country. Arizona, U.S. Geological Survey. Bulletin 
No. 730, 1922, p. 177; Volney M. Spaulding, Distribution 
and Movements of Desert Plants, Carnegie Institution of 
Washington. PubTTcati6n"No. 113. 1909, p\! 9; and Sen. Doc. 
No. 973, 62 Cong., 3 dess., pp. 3-32. For a description of 
the Santa Cruz flood plain about 1700, see Herbert E. Bol
ton, Kino fs Historical Memoirs of Pimeria Alta (ed. 1919).
I, pp. 122, 173, Zo5-2o6, 236.

Gordon, op. cit., p. 95; Richard E. Williams, 
"History of the Cattle Industry in Pima County," Proceed
ings of the Thirteenth Annual Meeting of the Arizona Cattle
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the nearby Sopor! area, Juan and Tomas Zifas had between
six and seven hundred cattle in the 701s, and Bustamante

18
had fifty or sixty. Farther up the Santa Cruz Valley,
the outfit of Pusch and Zellweger began operation about
1874 in the west foothills of the Catalinas at Steam Pump,

19north of Tucson.
Other development occurred east of the Santa Cruz 

where several Mexicans were located. In the Rincon district 
Emilio Carrillo had over four hundred cattle on the Tanque 
Verde, and Joaquin Tellez grazed a herd in the Rincon Moun
tains. Manuel Amado was also a prominent' cattleman in the 
district, the town of Amado being named after him. ■

The Rilllto Valley (a tributary of the Santa Cruz) is 
another region which was once covered with a good growth 
of grass. The river course was indefinite and lined by an 
almost continuous growth of cottonwood, ash, walnut and 
willow trees. These conditions prevailed until after 1872 
at which time the United States Army post was moved from 
Tucson to Ft. Lowell, near which natural grass could be cut 
for hay. A few years of such cropping, as well as

(oont.) Growers1 Association. 1920, p. xi. For change 
in the flood plain of Arivaca Valley, contrast reports of 
Lt. Michler (Wm. H. Emory, Report on United States and 
Mexican Boundary Survey, 1857^ TV p. 11$) and Major' David Ferguson (Sen. Exec. Boo. No. 1, pp. 1-22, 1863) with that 
of Bryan, 0£. ^ 7 7  p7^42. v : :: ; -

18 Ibid. p .  .
19 Ibid.
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overgrazing by cattle that were brought in during the 70*s, 
resulted in the destruction of the root grasses. The gen
eral effect of settlement was to increase the rapidity of
run-off and thus the length of dry seasons. The stage was

20
set for the drastic erosion of the 90*s.

last of the Santa Rita Mountains is a broad, rolling 
tract bounded by the Sierra Colorado on the north, the 
Whetstone Mountains in the east, and the Patagonia and Hua- 
ohuca chain on the south. This was the second general area 
of occupation. The region has few streams of consequence, 
but is fortunate in having permanent water at the base of 
the Santa Ritas. There are also many scattered natural 
reservoirs which temporarily hold rain water. Never-failing

P

springs insure a supply during periods of drouth. So in
spite of the harsh winter winds and the powerful summer
heat, several of the largest cattle ranches of the territory
were located on these cienega lands. Among them were the
Empire Ranch which in 1880 grazed over five thousand cattle
and the Cienega Ranch where about a thousand cattle were

21kept along with twenty-three thousand sheep.
The Empire was started in 1876 when Walter L. Vail end 22H.R. Hislop bought the small Fish Ranch near Ft. Crittenden.

20 George E.P. Smith, Groundwater Supply and Irrigation 
in the Rlllito Valley, University of Arizona Agricultural Ex
periment Station Bulletin No. 64 (May 12, 1910), pp. 97-98.

^  Gordon, op. cit., p. 95.
22 Arizona Citizen, August 26, 1876.
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The ranch consisted of only 160 acres at the time with a 
four-room adobe house and a large corral which was built 
with adobe walls eighteen inches thick. A young English 
investor named John N. Harvey soon joined the firm, which 
was then called Vail, Hlslop, and Harvey. The neighboring 
stockmen gave it the sobriquet "English Boys" since Hlslop 
was also from England.

One of their first land purchases arose from an in
herent dislike for sheepmen. Some sheep were located two 
miles east of the ranch in the Cienega Valley, and the new 
firm bought both the land and stock in order to be rid of 
the neighbor. The sheep were traded to one "Yankee Miller"
as part payment on eight hundred Texas cows which the trader

23
had driven from the Pecos Valley in New Mexico.

S'Edward L. Vail, Walter's brother, described the Cienega
region around Pantano as being a succession of meadows
thickly covered with saoaton and salt grass in 1880. The
mesquite had not yet taken over the country, but grew in

24the gulches and checked erosion.
The valley of the Sonoita (a tributary of the Santa 

Cruz) and the Babooomari (a tributary of the San Pedro) were 
also favored with natural reservoirs. The former had

^3 See the Vail file in the Arizona Pioneers* Histor
ical Society. .

See Reminispences of Edward L. Vail, in ms. form at 
the Arizona Pioneers * Historical Society.
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several partially Irrigated farms which furnished neigh-
25boring mines with grain and hay. The Babocomari Talley

proved very, suitable for stock because of its excellent
grass and plentiful water supply. v V  -

By 1880 the San Pedro Valley, extending north from the
Sonora line to the Gila River, was occupied by scattered
herds belonging mainly;to.Mexicans, Mormons, and cattlemen
from Texas and California. The Mexicans brought a number
of small herds about 1873-1874, .and a Mormon settlement with
a few dairy animals established a colony below the Tombstone
crossing in :1876. About three years later Dan Murphey,
one of the biggest California cattle owners, reached the
lower San Pedro with a fine herd consisting mainly of.Dur-
hams:and Devons. . These animals, which numbered about three
hundred in 1880,' were shipped to Yuma and thence driven
overland to the ranch near Mammoth. Mirphey intended to
use them for improving the Mexican longhorns; on=,a large ; ;
land grant which he had recently purchased in the State of
Durango, Mexico, but the;Pesquero trouble in that country
changed his original plan. Walter L. Tail paid $100, a

27considerable amount then, for one of the bulls, : and the

2? Gordon, op. olt., p. 95. r :
26 Ibid.
2? See Reminiscences of Mr. E.O. Stratton, ms. Ari

zona Pioneers* Historical Society’*’ also Reminiscences of 
Edward L.;Vail, op. cit.
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entire herd: was sold shortly afterward. In 1880 the hold
ings in the San Pedro were mostly of from fifty to 250.head 
each, the notable exceptions being two Texan herds, one of
2,500 in the Mule Pass and the other of 3,600 on the Babo-

28
comari Ranch located on the tributary of the same name, v: .
The first was owned by John H. Slaughter, who later moved
to San Bernardino Springs.

Erosion came later in the San Pedro Valley them in
most of the others. Progressive deterioration began in the
1880's, and by 1892 the head water fall of the river had cut
the boundaries of the "San Juan de las Boquillas y Nogales"
grant. The valley, originally covered by saeaton grass and
groves of trees, was changed into a forest of mesqulte by

29the arroyo-outting process.
In the southeastern part of the territory west of the 

Dos Cabezas and Chirioahua Mountains was another . center of 
settlement. The Sulphur Springs Valley, about twenty mile s 
wide and fifty to sixty miles long, was known as "Playas de 
los Pimas" in Spanish records. In 1880 the valley was 
described as being particularly adapted to the grazing of 
range cattle because of: its location, climate, abundance 
of forage, and freedom from the damaging.brushy chaparral. 
The only drawback was the deficiency of water, but by the

28 Gordon, o&. cit., p. 95. - v ■ V ^
29 Bryan, bp. cit., p. 341.
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above date the natural springs and olenegaa were furnish
ing sufficient water for over eighteen thousand cattle.
The ranch sites were usually ten to fifteen miles apart 
and located in the foothills of the mountain chains sur
rounding the valley; the extent of the ranges was determined 
by the possession of water that controlled all nearby graz
ing. .;V,

. Among the early settlers who took up water claims and 
commenced operations between 1873 and 1878 were Brannick
Riggs and the firm of Steele and MaeKenzie, each having sev-

30
eral hundred cattle of the Texas breed• Though Mexican 
cattle were more numerous, the largest single herd in 1880 
was that of Colonel Hooker on the Sierra Bonita; it con
sisted of some 5,500, mainly Texans., Hooker was undoubted
ly the cattle king of his day, having gotten his start 
through government contracts. His ranch, established in 
1872 north of the Chiracahua Indian Reservation some ten
miles from Camp Grant, comprised approximately twenty-five

, 31square miles of rolling valley and mesa lands.
Hooker early saw the value of improving his breeding

stock and of raising supplemental feed. By 1874 he had
sown considerable blue grass and clover seed, and stacked

30 Gordon, op« oit., p. 96.
31 Arizona Miner, December 7, 1877; Arizona Citizen. 

December 19, 18747
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32two hundred tons of fine clover hay. The construction of
strong corrals and a windmill, in 1876, furnish further ex-

33amples of the initiative of this enterprising cattleman.
Perhaps the least desirable area of settlement was 

that which extended westward from Agua Caliente for some 
thirty miles along the lower Gila. In 1880 not more than 
eight hundred meat cattle grazed on the impoverished ranges 
there. These animals belonged to some half dozen settlers 
located at the most favored spots near the river banks 
where the only permanent water"was available. The majority 
of animals which fei on the "six weeks” gietta and salt 
grasses, interspersed between frequent mesas of sand and 
gravel, were full or half-bred Mexican cattle; though one 
California herd was imported in 1877. Really only the 
small, hardy Mexican cattle could thrive on the desert bor
der. The stock were often reduced in numbers by alkali 
present in the water or salt grasses', and by Indian thefts. 
One rancher who transferred his 350 cattle from the Gild to 
southeastern Arizona reported the Indians had stolen many 
Of his animals. ' - — : L

Before about 1880 the Gila channel from the Santa Cruz 
junction to Yuma was narrow, with firm banks bordered by

32 Arizona Citizen. December 19, 1874.
33 Ibid., August 12, 1876.
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cottonwoods and willows, but by the early 1900 * s it occu-
34pied a sandy waste from a quarter to a half-mile wide.

Mr• John Montgomery, an Arlington rancher,:attributed the 
change:to the practice of cattlemen of burning.the heavy ; . - 
brush that once covered the banks, in order to drive out 
wild cattle. Thus the unprotected surface was exposed to 
rapid erosion;  ̂ . :

In summarizing the evidence presented for the differ
ent valleys, no conclusion can be reached except that the 
range country was misused. David Griffiths, the botanist 
of the Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, sent a-cir
cular letter to cattlemen of the territory in 1901 cor
roborating the contention that the public ranges of southern
Arizona were once comparatively productive, and that deteri-

35oration accompanied overstocking. . , . : : : ^
It was during the early 80 * s that most of the better 

grazing lands were apportioned and the Arizona ranges be
came fully stocked.. The completion of the Southern Pacific
Railroad through Arizona in 1881 opened up the country to .

36
capitalists at home and abroad. Thousands of cattle were * 35 36

Clyde P. Ross, The Lower Gila Region. Arizona— -A 
Geographical and Hydrologic~Keconnaissance with a Griilde to 
Desert Watering Places, united States Geological Survey 
Water Supply Paper No. 498, pp. 64-67> 94-95, 1923.

35 David Griffiths, Range Improvement in Arizona. 
United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau' of Plant 
Industry Bulletin No. 4, 1901, p. 9.

36 Report of the Governor, of Arizona to the Secretary 
of Interlor, ISffiT, p. 21.



subsequently imported from Mexico, Utah, and Texas.
Shipments from the latter state were especially numer

ous because of the enactment of the Texas land laws of 1879 
and 1883, which initiated a mandatory leasing system provid
ing for the payment of nominal fees; the new system was 
criticized adversely by stock raisers who preferred free 
and unrestricted grazing farther west. The only check on
the Texas movement;resulted from apprehension over the preva

37lance of Texas cattle fever in the summer of 1884. It 
was feared that the disease might be communicated to the 
cattle of the territory. The acting governor of the Ari
zona territory therefore forbade the admission of Texas 
cattle for a limited period.

Statistics given in the annual reports of the terri
torial governors show that the number of cattle increased

38greatly in the southern counties of the territory. But 
several years elapsed before a surplus was available for 
export. Not until after the boom collapsed in 1885 was the 
railroad utilized for marketing beef outside the territory. 
Before that time, railroad construction companies,% govern
ment posts, miners and local butchers furnished the prinoi-

39pal markets for animals which were sold. In 1881, for 37 * 39

37 ibid.. 1884. P. 524.
1 - " • ' ..   T - ' k.'3®. See Appendix I, p. 232, post.

39 J. Wayne Stark, Marketing Arizona Beef Cattle, ms. 
University of Arizona thesis, p . 2. Also see Clifton 
Clarion, November 25, 1885.
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example, three-year-old cattle were worth, on the average, 
#15 per head, two-year olds, #10 per head, and yearlings 
about #6. By 1883 ;the average price had advanced to #30.

As indicated above, the time of reckoning arrived in
.. . . .  . ' '  ' -

1885. Overstocking the range had destroyed the grass to 
the point that the severe summer drouth of that year re
sulted in a heavy mortality among cattle. With drastic 
losses facing them, a group of cattlemen, headed by Ban
Ming, met at Willcox to pray for rain as a general air of' - ... .' - - 41 ' -■
discouragement fell upon the territory.

A drop in prices added to disastrous conditions. Cat- 
tie that had been valued at from #30 to #35 sold for #10 
or less in 1885. On November 25, 1885, the Cameron brothers 
shipped six hundred three- and four-year-old graded steers, 
averaging 1100 pounds from the Huachuoa Station. The 
average price of #27.50 was low, considering that most of 
the animals were high grade shorthorns; but the dry and de
pleted ranges necessitated a sweeping reduction of stock. 
F.H. Watts and many others were forced to follow the same 
policy of selling their steers as feeders at greatly * * *

Report of the Governor of Arizona to the Secretary of Interior, 18'gT. p. 927.
^  Will C. Barnes, "Cowpunching Forty Years Ago,” 

(address before the Twenty-fifth Annual Convention of the 
Arizona Cattle Growers1 Association), Weekly Market Report 
and News Letter, X, No. 6 (February 10, 1931).

Arizona Daily Star, November 25, 1885.
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reduced prices to California, Kansas, and Montana purchasers,
The long drouth was general and affected all. Cattlemen
would often pool their stock for sales volume. Such was
the case with Atohley, Crowley, Meliz, and Acton, who in
December, 1887 drove 500 head of cattle to Tucson from the

43San Pedro Valley for shipment to Los Angeles.
The result of this heavy marketing was the removal of 

all fat cattle from the range by June, 1886. Since that 
time the ranches of southern Arizona have been devoted to 
breeding purposes. An agreement recorded with the county 
recorder on May 23, 1887 illustrates the changed range pol
icy. D.A. MaoNeil and P;L. Bfoore transferred their stock 
and the S.U. brand to Jacob Schaerer for five years, on the 
condition that when practicable the male cattle should be 
sold and the proceeds used in the acquisition.of female
StOCk. . : ..V X - .

Until 1892 the generally accepted policy was to retain 
all she stock and sell range-grown three-year-old steers.
At that time, however, northern buyers refused'to accept' ■ : ■ " . : ' y : v. ' " : y - y y ; ' - 44
the three’s unless the two * s could also be purchased. In 
1890 the average age of marketed range cattle was 2.18 years. 43 44

43 Tombstone Prospector..December 17. 1887.
44 Colin Cameron, "Report on Cattle." Report of the 

Governor of Arizona to the Secretary of Interior. TF96, p.
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45Ten years later It had been decreased to 1.63 years. The 
age has been lowered until now the raising of calves or 
yearlings is followed almost altogether.

With the dependence of cattlemen on the railroads for 
transportation, a number of difficulties arose. Not the 
least important were the high freight rates and the inade
quate cattle cars. In 1886 the Atchison, Topeka and Santa 

/ -Fe offered some help by promising a $10 per car reduction 
to points east of Kansas City. Yet rates from various sta
tions in southern Arizona to Kansas City, St. Louis, and

46Chicago continued to be relatively high.
By 1890 the Southern Fqcific Company had decided that 

the cattlemen of southern Arizona could stand a raise in 
shipping rates. Tariff schedules to certain California des
tinations were • increased twenty-five per cent; Since cat
tle were selling at low prices; the ranchmen protested 
vigorously on the:grounds that the animals being shipped

45 Address of Richard H. Williams, "Quality versus 
Numbers in Range Cattle," Proceedings of the Ninth Annual 
Meeting of the Arizona Cattle Growers 'Tssoclatloh, 1916,
p. 3 8 . ---- — ----------- -- ■. 1 . ------- —

Clifton Clarion. December 16, 1886. The following 
table shows the rates from various shipping points to themarketing centers: To ____

From , . Eansas-City St. Louis Chicago
Willoox $145.00 $175.00 $190.00
Benson 149.50 (Sic.) 1 7 5 . 0 0 1 9 4 . 5 0
Pantano 151.50 181.50 196.50
Tucson . 154.50 .... 184.50 199.50
Huachuca 155.05 185.00 200.00
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were not beef, but yearling steers that required fattening
in California before their owners eould realize any size- 

47able return. However, the San Francisco office refused 
to compromise, undoubtedly thinking that Arizona ranchers 
were compelled to transport their animals by rail. But 
such was not the case. .

In January, 1890, Walter L. Vail and his new partner 
from California, C.W. Gates, were advised by.their foreman, 
Tom Turner (who had trailed herds from south Texas to Dodge 
City), to drive their cattle overland to California. Ac
cordingly on January 29, 1890 the drive began with a herd 
comprising some nine hundred steers; the venture was pre
carious, considering the nature of the cattle ’ and the ter
rain crossed. Near Casa Grande occurred the worst stampede 
of the journey, some 150 of the herd running away to the 
Pima Indian Reservation where their recovery met some oppo
sition. Some twenty-five or thirty were lost for lack of; :
forage before the Warner Ranch was reached. Yet an average

48
of $4 per animal was saved.

•*, -

Other resourceful Arizona cattlemen joined the oattie
driving movement in defiance of railroad extortion. In

^  Tombstone Prospector. March 24, 1888. Large numbers 
of such animals were snipped; in 188? alone the Southern 
Pacific carried twenty thousand worth $600,000'from the 
territory. . ■ y : v - .v: ,

48 Edward L. Vail, "The Diary of a Desert Trail,"
Texasland— The Pioneer Magazine, VI, No. 7 (May, 192b), p.5.
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December, 1890, George W . Lang started a herd of one thou
sand on the journey which he expected would take seventy 
days in all. With total expenses running between #1 arid 
$1.50 per animal, Lang expected to add over $4,000 to
his profit, since the railroad rates were $90 per car with

■ ■ - , - . ,   .. 49fifty to sixty cars being required to move the cattle.
Colonel W.C. Land, cattle king of Benson, drove three thou
sand feeders and stockers the same year. He estimated that 
it was $3 per head cheaper to drive the cattle than to ship 
them by rail. • ' ■ “ '

However, the railroads proved more cooperative in other 
matters. By the early 90*3, for example, they were begin
ning to introduce improved oars in which cattle could be 
fed and watered, and the new ears were separated into com
partments. An experiment with the new Burton car in 1886 
showed an average saving of two daysf traveling time ffom 
Arizona to Kansas City as well as 135 pounds per head, which 
at the time represented over $4. To this amount could be 
added twenty to thirty-five cents per hundredweight be-. '51
cause of the better preserved condition of the animals. * 51

^  Arizona Daily Star. December 3, 1890.
5° ibid., December 6, 1890. : n
51 Letter from Erskine R; Merrill, General Agent of 

Burton Stock Car Company to Colonel H.M. Taylor, Chairman, 
Committee of Transportation, Cattle Growers1 Convention, 
Kansas City, Mo.; House Misc. Doc. Noi 139, 50 Cong., 2 
Sess., p. 334.
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Unfortunately, however, the companies were slow to make 
general use of the Burton, Newell, and other Improved cars.

Even with adequate railroad transportation at fair 
rates, the plight of the Arizona stockmen would have been 
serious in the late 80*s. The cattle of Texas, New Mexico, 
Colorado, and western Kansas were glutting the eastern 
markets; since a quarantine existed in the northern states 
against animals from the "Lone Star State," the competition 
was mainly in the East. For that reason the Stock Growers’ 
Association of Southern Arizona in 188? appointed a commit
tee consisting of John Slaughter, Brewster Cameron, and C.M.
Bruce to investigate the possibility of putting a trail

52 ■- :•"through from southern Arizona to Wyoming and Montana. Al
ready in 1886, Carson and Company of Apache County had 
demonstrated the practicability of such a route by driving 
1,800 head of steers to Montana; no difficulty was encoun
tered at any time in securing water and grass for feeding 

53purposes.
Although the committee of three made a favorable report, 

no large number of cattle were ever sent northward on the 
hoof. However, there were occasional rail shipments. In 
1893» for example, J.M. Holt, a Montana buyer, purchased 
$60,000 worth of cattle in the vicinity of Tucson; shipment 52 53

52 Tombstone Prospector. April 5, 1887.
53 Ibid., May 19, 1887.
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of the five thousand head was spread over ten days, a
trainload of twenty cars leaving each day. Four years
later Brady and Levin contracted to supply Frank Benton
of Cheyenne, Wyoming with seven thousand range cattle from

. 55the San Pedro Valley. Thus the desperation of cattlemen
for markets In the late 1880*s resulted in the acquisition
of a permanent market for large numbers of livestock.

Two general trends can be noted in the cattle industry
during the late 80*s as the result of the depression. First
was the tendency toward the consolidation of small holdings
into companies; and secondly, the development of artificial
water. The Sierra Bonita Land and Cattle Company was formed
by H.C. Hooker, M.W. Stewart, and Fred Chamberlain in the

56
Sulphur Springs Valley in 1887. Another similar organiza
tion was the Tombstone Land and Cattle Company which began 
operations in the same year. According to the articles of 
incorporation, the company was formed to purchase and sell 
land for cattle ranges and water rights, as well as to raise 
and market cattle. A third of the $100,000 capitalization 
was subscribed by John Volz, Peter Volz, Joseph Pascholy, 
Ernst Stom, F .A. Abbott, and Adam Bing on May 18 when the * 55 56

%  Oasis. June 8, 1893.
55 ibid., January 9, 1897.
56 Tombstone Prospector. April 5, 1887.
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articles were signed. Many of the smaller stock growers in
the foothills of the Dos Cahezas and Chiricahua Mountains
took shares in the Washington Cattle Company of West Vir- 

57ginia. The Arivaca Land and Cattle Company was also an
example of the consolidations.

With all natural water supplies claimed, cattlemen
were compelled to develop artificial sources. By 1888 the
Chiricahua Cattle Company had-a number of wells from which
all the water needed was obtained. The steam pump on their
west well threw fifteen thousand gallons an hour; the north
well, 125 feet deep, had a twenty-foot windmill; other
windmills twenty, sixteen, and fourteen feet in height were

58
being erected on other parts of the range. As early as 
1880, ranches in the Sulphur Springs Valley had become des
titute of water and various measures were instituted to 
meet the needs of cattle; wells were dug, natural tanks

5scraped out, and piping constructed from foothill springs.

^  Ibid., March 24, 1688. Large cattle companies - 
which were in existence during the early part of the decade 
were the San Simon Cattle Company; Tevis, Perrin, Land and 
Company (Cochise and Pima Counties); Whitbeck Cattle Company 
(Cochise); Santa Rita Cattle Company (Pima); Calabasas Land 
and Mining Company (Pima); Whetstone and San Pedro Land and 
Cattle Company (Cochise); and the Chiricahua Cattle Company (Cochise and Graham).

5** Ibid., December 28, 1888.
59 Gordon, op. cit., p. 97.
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Much private capital was expended throughout the territory
to bring the water into close proximity to grasses, and yet
as late as 1893 the territorial governor reported a great
mortality among the weaker classes of cattle because of the

60
great distances between food and water.

A new phase of the industry was enhanced in the 80fs, 
namely, the fattening of cattle within the state. Although 
the Salt River Valley north of the Gila had been utilized 
for the purpose as early as 1877, it was not until cotton
seed products were available that feeding was conducted bn a 
large scale. Some advances were made in the late 80*s.

Since there was no home market and freight rates were 
prohibitively high about 1887, alfalfa hay rotted in the 
fields. The recently-completed branch line of the Southern 
Pacific from Maricopa to Phoenix had brought in a few cat
tle, but the winter was exceptionally wet and the steers 
improved very little. A year later, however, a number of 
the more enterprising ranchers sent larger numbers, believ
ing that the alfalfa country could be adapted to the fat
tening of cattle. : ; : r - :

Colonel H.C. Hooker drove twelve thousand young steers 
to the.. Hatch Ranch in the fall of 1888 to prepare them for 
the San Francisco nEirket; he purchased approximately a

GO Report of the Governor, op. cit.. 1893, p. 20.



thousand tons of hay to feed the animals should occasion 
arise. The expense incurred in driving the herd from Graham 
County was relatively low— $39$ for barley, hay, and twelve 
days’ labor. Thus it is seen that the more remote sections 
of the country were accessible to the rich valleys.

In December of the same year, Colin Cameron drove an 
equal number of cattle to the Maricopa County fields to be 
fattened. A few days later Walter L. Vail sent seventeen 
cars of cattle to pasture on lands of the Stinton, Pritt, 
Lewis, and adjoining ranches near Tempo. Records of cat
tle shipments from the central Arizona valleys indicate a 
rapid increase in numbers being fed there. In 1892 a thou
sand steers were taken to the Salt River Valley alone.
r ,One of the most encouraging features of the.livestock 

industry in the early days was the cooperation of. those en
gaged in beef production. On August 17, 1878, the Terri
torial Stock Raisers’ Association under the leadership of 
J.J. Gosper was organized so that mutual aid and informa
tion on strayed stock could be rendered to all concerned, 
ideas^exohanged, and a compilation of brand descriptions
m a e . r ' * 63 64

94

^  Arizona Weekly Enterprise. November. 17, 1888. . ,
^  Tombstone Prospector. I^cember 2$,, 1888.
63 ibid., December 28, 1888.
64 Weekly Arizona Miner. August 23, 1878.
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Another noteworthy feature was the introduction of 
blooded animals'and the grading of cattle. The first bat
tle brought in were of Inferior stock and could perhaps be
categorized into three distinct types, exclusive of the mld-

65nineteenth century "wild cattle.n The so-called "Texans" 
of Spanish origin were of mixed colors, though patches of 
white were quite common; their horns were thin and twisted 
backward; they were tall, gaunt and long-legged with large 
hoofs and a thick, coarse head; little use of them for breed
ing purposes: could be made, since crossing with better ani
mals resulted in wild and not very prolific hybrids.

The strictly Mexican animals were smaller than the 
"Texans," more bony, and also not very easily improved by 
purebreds;: the predominate color was black and white, though 
brindles as well as buckskin and calico colors were not un
common. The best cattle available were the "Chino" of 
"Curly-haired Texans" which were fleshier and better formed, 
with a smooth conformation and horns of medium size; as 
breeding animals they were excellent; the Chino's color re
sembled the brownish hue of the buffalo, though the under
coat had a bluish tinge after-the spring shedding of the 
long, curly hair.

Even with.their, desirable range qualities, these hardy 
Mexican cattle were inferior to the standards set by 65

65 Williams, oj). clt., p. 37.
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industrious cattlemen. The range system of grazing, where
all the stoek of all owners grazed in common on the public
domain, prevented early and rapid herd improvement since
no cattleman wanted to buy bulls to improve his own and
his neighbor's herds. But there were .scattered and steady
importations of better breeds. In 1873 J.W. Roberts of
Fort Worth, Texas brought seven Durhams:to Arizona from
Lincoln County, New Mexico, along with two thousand other 66
beeves. % V  ̂ :

Mention has Wen made of Hooker's imported herds of
purebred stock. -It is contended by some that he brought
the first improved herd into Arizona. Regardless of the
truth of the contentions, however, it is;certain that the
Sierra Bonita proprietor was very much interested in better
breeds of all kinds. In 1874 and 1876 high-graded bulls of
the shorthorn and Devon breeds were brought to the ranch

67from New Mexico, coming originally from Illinois. For r 
the most part, Hooker considered a good half-breed animal 
most profitable, since losses in the acclimitization of pure 
breds were heavy.  ̂ ■ y

In August, 1875> the Saxe Brothers sold two Kentucky 
shorthorn heifers to G.D. Roberts for $1,800, one heifer 66 67

66 Arizona Citizen. October 4, 1873.
67 Gordon, op. cit., p. 97.
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to F.P.F. Temple of Los Angeles for #650, and one bull to
M.P. Manning for #700.00. Mr. Mart Maloney also purchased68
a blooded shorthorn bull from them. Another example of
the introduction of purebreda is the acquisition by Marsh
and Driscoll of fourteen head of Devon covzs averaging

69#62.50 per head in November, 1878.
The owners of improved stock mentioned here represent 

but a fractional part of all the Arizona ranchers who re
alized the advantages of better breeds. Stockmen were 
learning that it cost no more to feed and market a good 
twelve hundred pound steer than to condition a "scrub" 
which would not weigh half as much. The greatest and most 
noticeable improvement, of course, came in the 80*s with 
the introduction of Herefords. The "white faces" were found 
to be most suitable for the arid climate. They are essen
tially grass-fattening animals which proved to have all the 
vigor and endurance of native cattle. They sold as well in
the beef market and better as feeders than did the other 

70
breeds. ' .v; "

Among the early Hereford breeders were Colin Cameron 
of the San Rafael Ranch and H.C. Hooker. In the early 80*s 
Cameron imported some of the purebreds to his ranch east of * 70

Arizona Citizen. August 28 and September 11, 1875* 
Arizona Star, November 14, 1878.

70 Report of the Governor, op. cit.. 1893, pp. 23-24.
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71Nogales. In November, 1887, the Sierra Bonita rancher
unloaded two carloads consisting of forty-three bulls, all
entered in the American Hereford Record; the shipment was
from the T.C. Miller Company of Beecher, Illinois, the

72
oldest Hereford breeders in the United States. About the

. . . . . . . . .  „ _ . " •• •

same time, the Thoroughbred Cattle Company was importing 
well-bred animals to Benson and other southern Arizona lo-
",r ..... '  - ' - i. ' . -A ' '  '

calities. Some of their customers were the Rich Brothers 
and the Stein's Peak Cattle Company of the San Simon Val
ley, Proctor Brothers of the, Munson Cienega, and S.E.
Heaton of Teyiston. By the 90*s such breeders as Cameron 
had graded animals for sale. In December, 1897 the San 
Rafael owner sold his cull calves for $100 each. Ekey and 
Beckwith, upper Santa Cruz ranchmen, were able to purchase

.* .• *  ■ . - r j » ' ' ' . -• >74seven registered Hereford bulls from him. ... :, ..... r
Another method of breed Improvement, namely, spaying, 

was occasionally used. In 1887 the Erie Cattle Company, to 
give one example, hired J.S. Shipman of Cottonwood Falls, 
Kansas, to spay a thousand off-colored and Mexican heifers. 71 * 73 74

71 Matt Culley, "Good Range Cattle." Arizona Cattle- 
log. I, No. 10 (June,.1946), pp. 3-6.
- 72 Tombstone Epitaph, November 5, 1887.

73 Tombstone Prospector, April 9, 1887, and February
19, 1888." ' " -

74 Oasis. December 11, 1897, and January 1, 1898.



The oowa then fattened quickly, and the herds were effeotu- 
75ally culled. ;-v .• ... . '

• The quality of "cattle continued to Improve until hy ; 
I889 the territorial governor v/as able to report that few 
herds could be found, except along the international border, 
that did not show a high degree of improvement. Arizona 
cattle continued to improve rapidly after 1890, with the ex
ception of a brief period during the second Cleveland'admin-

76 •;istration when Mexican cattle were admitted duty free.
These cattle, however, produced an inferior carcass which : .
brought at least a bent a pound less than most Arizona .

77beeves. cA
The narrative of the early.ranching in southern Ari

zona would be incomplete without mention of. the Indian.dep
redations which continued, until 1886, to be an important 
retarding factor in the expansion of the cattle industry in 
southern Arizona. Supposedly the subjugation of the Apaches 
and the death of Cochise in 1874 culminated in amicable re
lations for all time, and control over the Indian reserva
tions was accordingly transferred from the War to the In
terior Department. The expected peace apparently prevailed 75 76 77

75 Tombstone Epitaph. December 24. 1887.
76 Williams, o£. oit., p . 38.
77 Report of the Governor. o p. oit., 1893, p. 38.
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throughout the territory until June, 1876, at which time 
the Apaches of the Chiricahua Reservation were transferred 
to the White Mountain Reservation. Many rebelled and left 
the reservation to raid the settlements.

Among many complaints from cattlemen because of the 
outrages was one from Sam Hughes who reported in September 
that the Sonoita, Santa Cruz, and San Rafael districts were 
losing large numbers of cattle. The Apaches would kill a

79beef when in need, he said, and leave the balance to spoil. 
During 1877 the roving bands increased in size, and conducted 
raids under the leadership of Victorio and Geronimo until 
the former was finally killed in 1880. A short period of 
inactivity ensued, but in April, 1882 a group of one hun
dred warriors and four hundred other Indians departed from 
San Carlos for the Sierra Madre Mountains in Mexico, from 
which they conducted forays into southeastern Arizona after 
March of the following year. At the time of the outbreak 
in the reservation, the citizens of Pima County raised 
.111,000 to put'fifty'men'into the field. This force, how
ever, had no permanent effect and the task of subduing the 
Indians once again fell upon the Federal Government. 78

78 Arizona Citizen. September 25. 1875.
7* Ibid., September 23, I876.
8° Report of the Governor, op. olt.. 1883, p. 11.
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Legal prosecution of the Indians was facilitated by
a Congressional act of March 1, 1885 which conferred jurls-

81
diction upon territorial courts. Yet provision for cover
ing the expenses of the courts was not made until March 2,

82
1889.

Federal troops were sent against the natives in 1885, 
and soon forced Geronimo to surrender. But even then, six
teen more months of intensified depredations had to be en
dured; and not until August, 1886 was General Nelson A.
Miles successful in bringing about Geronimo*s second sur
render and the removal of the Chiricahua and Hot Springs 
Apaches to Florida by an order of the Department of Interior 
dated December 5, 1885. Fima, Cochise, and Graham Counties 
suffered materially from Indian hostilities and, in spite 
of the drouth, the assessed valuations of 1886 exceeded those
of the previous year, as a direct result of the restoration 

83of peace.
The importance of the Papago Indians in the history 

of the cattle industry will be taken up in a subsequent 
chapter.

23 Statutes at Large, p. 385.
25 Statutes at Large, p. 1004.
Report of the Governor, op. cit., 1886, p. 3.



CHAPTER IV

. ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, 1890-1940

After the heavy rainfall which came during the winter 
of 1888-89 and the following summer, great optimism for fu
ture prosperity in the cattle industry prevailed in Ari- 

- 1 - - ’ ' ' - - '* . ' ; . - :
zona. Yet five years later many cattlemen had been com
pelled to sell their herds to meet financial obligations. 
They not only suffered the privations accompanying the na- 
tionwide depression, but also experienced the ruinous local 
conditions resulting from drouth and overstocking of the 
ranges; the low prices and heavy cost of marketing simply 
added to their plight.

Previous to 1890 it was clearly demonstrated that over
crowding the grasslands resulted in the destruction of vege
tative covering and the production of unsatisfactory beef 
animals. The severe drouth of 1892-93 served to obviate 
the impossibility of fattening the three- and four-year-old 
steers which had been retained because of deflated values.
In May and June of 1892 many cattle died, mostly in southern

Report of the Governor of Arizona to the Secretary 
of Interior, 1^9, p . 13.

2 Ibid.. 1893, p. 21.



Arizona because of the greater severity of the drouth 
there. When July and August passed without rain, cattlemen 
fully realized how.heavily the ranges were overstocked.
The only solution was to remove the cattle or lose their 
entire investments; special railroad rates for "starving 
cattle" served as an added inducement. During September 
and October many of the cattle in southern Arizona were 
shipped to California, Texas, the Indian Territory, Kansas 
or.Montana. The animals were sold as feeders at greatly 
reduced prices. Yet a fifty to seventy-five per cent mor
tality was sustained in southern Arizona, the largest part 
coming in May, June and July of 1893• . .

It is estimated that over 200,000 head of all classes 
were shipped from Arizona during the fiscal year ending. 
June 30, 1893. In June of that year, W.D. Fenter reported 
that the ranges in Pinal and Pima Counties were in terrible 
condition; during the entire rodeo, extending from the. 
buttes near Florence to a point near Tucson, not more than 
250 calves were branded where there should have been thou-

'' ' ' " ' ■ 4 , ' :: :: :sands. Many wells were completely dry.
According to the records of inspectors at the various 

shipping points, the number of cattle sent from the terri
tory declined during the year ending June 30, 1894. The

3 ibid., 1896, p. 22.
4 Tempo News, June 24, 1893.
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attraction of the Salt and Gila River Valleys as cattle- 
fattening centers was largely responsible for the decreased _ 
exodus. Also, there was sufficient rainfall after the
middle of July, 1893, and ample grass was furnished for-

5 " ' ........  ........ "the cattle. Nevertheless, the number shipped was above
normal-— 157,783 for the first six months of 1894. - Moreover, 
the 217,013 shipped out in 1894-95 and 220,583 in the fis
cal year 1895-96 broke all previous records. Of the latter 
total 40,344 came from Pima County— Tucson, Pantano, and 
Calabasas constituting the main loading stations.

The drouth had left the range practically without 
bulls and as a result calf crops were much below normal.
By 1896, however, prices had risen an.average of $3.50 
above those in 1892; returns of $8.50 for yearlings, $11.50 
for two's and $14.50 for three's and older steers enabled 
a few ranchers to purchase bulls in the latter year. The 
trend toward making breeding the chief concern of the indus
try continued, since it had been discovered that the reten
tion of yearlings reduced the coming calf crop and the size6of the breeding herd which could be kept. Cattlemen had 
thoroughly learned that the grazing capacity of a range is 
the number of cattle which can be carried through the 
poorest season; their herds consequently improved through

5 Report of the Governor, op. cit., 1894, pp. 29-30.
6 Ibid., pp. 126-127.
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7
the elimination of unprofitable stock. ;

By 1897 Arizona cattlemen were beginning to sell regis
tered animals. W.A. Flege of the Summit Ranch hear Dragoon 
had the honor of shipping the first range-bred bulls from 
the territory for breeding purposes. On February 22 he 
sold two carloads of Herefords to Carl Stanley of Pueblo, 
Colorado. In March, he sold steers to the Holt Cattle Com
pany of Denver at #13, $16 and |19 and thus proved the ad-8
vantage of quality breeding.

The livestock industry was flourishing in the terri
tory in 1897-98. Copious summer rains had resulted in an 
abundance of forage everywhere except in western Pima and 
Yuma Counties. Southern Arizona had never enjoyed greater
prosperity. The cattlemen were disposing of record numbers

9 "of cattle at high prices. In April, 1897, for example, a
thousand cars were ordered for battle shipments to be made •
from southern Arizona, and the shipping season had only be- 10
gun. In the first two weeks of May 23,000 head were

< 11checked through Tucson alone. For the first six months

7 Ibid., pp. 23-24.
® Arizona Weekly Star. March 11, 1897.
9 Report of the Governor. op. cit., 1897', pp. 43,

153.
10 Oasis, May 1, 1897.
11 Ibid., May 22, 1897.
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of^the year 31,977 head were shipped from the same station,
12more than ever before. Cattle shipments from Cochise

13County aggregated 85,000 head for 1897. Arizona feeders
and stockers sold particularly well on the Denver market
for northern ranges; prices quoted on June 5 were #18 for
yearlings, §22 for two's, and $27 for three’s, while the

- ■ 14fleshier animals brought from #3.80 to $3.90 more.
By autumn, stockmen were beginning to feel the boom.

With a plentiful grass supply, they refused to sell cattle
for less than #14, #17, and #21.00. Many in the south-
eastern part of the territory held out for #25 per head, a

15good Indication that the stockmen were prospering. How
ever, a portion of their profits went for taxes. In August 
the Territorial Board of Equalization raised cattle valua
tions as follows: Cochise 14 3/4 per cent; Pima 6 1/2;' 1
Maricopa 4 1/2; Pinal 6 1/2; Graham 17; and Yuma 3 per cent. 
Land and improvements valuations were also increased, part
ly because ranchers were developing water by digging wells 
and building reservoirs, their indebtedness for the most

3-2 Ibid., July 10, 1897.
13 Ibid., April 23, 1898.
14 Tempe News. June 12, 1897i 
13 Oasis. January 1, 1898.
1& Daily Arizona Journal-Miner. August 13, 1897.
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17part having been removed. • .
In spite of the,drouth In 1899 and 1900, cattlemen re

mained unprecedent ly prosperous. Losses were relatively
18

insignificant and prices were maintained. Several com-
paratively new features of .the industry continued to be
important. The shipment of cattle to Kansas for fattening
was a common practice. In January, 1898, for example, the
Chiricahua Cattle Company transferred seventeen thousand" ' 19" -
cattle to pasture lands in that state. Furthermore, the
marketing of beeves in California, Denver, Kansas City and
Chicago from the alfalfa fields of the valleys increased 20
rapidly. ..... . ■ .. * * .

By 1902, however, the livestock industry was sustain
ing considerable losses as a result of the long-protracted
drouth. But a heavy-calf drop partially compensated for2 1 ........
this unfavorable condition. The assessment rolls showed 
only a gradually decreasing number of cattle, a tendency 
which had been apparent during four years. Cattle produc
tion in the following years continued to be a business

17 Report of the Governor. op. cit., 1893, p. 153.
1® Biennial Report of the Live Stock Sanitary Board to 

June 30,19o o , p. 3. The governor in his report for 1899 
stated that rains were heavy during the summer of that year.

19 Oasis, January 15, 1898.
20 Report of the Governor, op. cit.. 1899, p. 13.
21 Minutes of the Live Stock Sanitary Board, March 22,

1901, p . - 8 T  " " "
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governed largely by climatic factors, with periods of pros
perity or adversity occurring in.sequence.

The industry in 1903 was characterized by sufficient 
rainfall, ample forage, and a heavy calf crop. Unfortunate
ly, however, feed and water became scarce after a dry win
ter. Losses amounted to perhaps a third in 1904 as a re-

22
suit of the abnormally large calf production. But once 
again abundant rains came in July and August, 1904, so that 
cattlemen rapidly recovered from the latest downward fluc
tuation of conditions. Soon the ranges were restocked with

23importations from Texas and other states.
The reports of the last territorial governors indi

cate a continuance of prosperity, with only occasional set
backs. One exception, of course, was the panic of 1907. 
Buyers were unable to obtain money from the banks to fulfill
contracts for May and June deliveries of steers; by autumn,

24however, the financial situation had cleared. There were 
few cattle losses resulting from starvation or lack of 
water, though in 1910 Colin Cameron introduced a measure 
in Congress whereby titles could be secured to forty-acre 
entries located for the development of wells. It was ex
plained that a scarcity of watering places in Arizona caused

Report of the Governor, op. cit.. 1904, pp. 73-75*
23 Ibid. , 1905, pp. 76-77*
24 Ibid., 1906, pp. 27-28; 1907, p. 22; 1909, p. 13.
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considerable losses.
During the twentieth century, simplified open-range 

ranching had been gradually superseded by a highly compli
cated business organization with greater production costs 
and heavy capital investment. From 1910 to 1920, market 
prices increased rapidly and substantial profits were pos
sible in spite of increased expenditures. In his message 
of March 18, 1912 to the First State Legislature, Governor 
George W.P. Hunt described the roseate condition of the in
dustry; two-year-old steers were bringing an average of

26$35 per head, and older stock up to $50.00.
Three years later, the governor stated that excellent

range conditions, encouraging market facilities, and high-
beef prices favored the cattlemen in the greatest period

27of prosperity theretofore experienced. In the same year, 
Dr. Richard H. Williams depicted the ranges of Arizona as 
being unsurpassed for the breeding of stockers for sale to 
northwestern growers. But he urged the further development 
of beef-fattening enterprises in the irrigated valleys to 
remove the profit-absorbing commission agents and

25 Ibid., 1910, p. 13.
Message of Governor George W.P. Hunt, Governor of 

Arizona, to the TTrst Legislature of tEe State of Arizona, 
larch I8,"T9I27 p.' IS.

2? Message of Governor George W.P. Hunt to the Second 
State Legislature, January 11, l9l5» P. 17.
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28
middlemen. ' X : . ." ' / , c : -

In 1916 T.W. Tomlins cm, secretary of the National Live
stock Association, suggested to the Arizona Cattle Growers1 
Association:that railroad rates to Missouri River markets
were too high, and that the State Corporation Commission

29should be requested to investigate. - Accordingly, the 
State Commission, with the assistance of the Interstate : 
Commerce Commission, secured reduced rates ranging from 
twenty-nine to forty-one per cent for cattle shipments. 
Charges on short hauls of less than fifteen miles were de
creased from $20 to $15.50 per oar; three hundred miles or 
under, $88.50 to $62.50 per ear. Cattle could be shipped
from Phoenix to Los Angeles for $94 instead of the previous

30
rate of $126.85.

Cattlemen were of course benefitting by the war boom 
as well as by the cessation of frozen beef importations . . 
from Argentina. Prices rose on the Denver markets by April, 
1918 to $12.75-$14.25 per hundredweight for fat choice to

28 Address of Dr. Richard H. Williams, "The Beef Out
look, " Proceedings of the Eighth Annual Meeting of the 
Arizona battle Growers'rT33ociation, l9l5, p p . 24^25~7~

StockerH refers to calves, heifers and young steers, including yearlings; whereas "feeder" is a term 
designating steers and bulls eighteen months or over.

29 Address of T.W. Tomlinson, Proceedings of the Ninth 
Annual Meeting of the Arizona Cattle Growers’ Association,isle, v: %. — — — — — — -

3° Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Meeting of the 
Arizona Cattle Growers' Association, 1917. P. 33.
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prime steers; #10 to #11.25 for good to choice feeders;
#12-#14 for veal calves; and #9.25 to #10.75 for good to

31choice stockers. But Arizona stockmen were not without 
problems. Despite their opposition, all available grass
lands were being leased for large numbers of animals from 
the dry plains of Texas. One H. Morgan, for example, trans
ferred forty carloads to Gadsden near Yuma; R. Durrell, a 
Yan Horn, Texas cattleman, leased 100,000 acres north of
Nogales and by January, 1918 had placed three thousand head

32
of feeder beef cattle there. Furthermore, stockmen in
the state were suffering losses up to #2,000,000 a year
from predatory animals; coyotes were most destructive to
calves, while the gray wolf and mountain lion preferred
yearlings though they frequently destroyed fully-grown

33animals too.
Since the increase in cattle population due to importa

tions and heavy calf drops was accompanied by dispropor
tionate price raises, stockmen began adopting more intensive 
methods; many became farmers as well as ranchers. To pre
vent losses, even of culls, dams were installed for water * 32 33

31 Arizona Range News. April 5, 1918.
32 courtiand Arizonan. January 19, 1918.
33 Address of M.E. Musgrave (Predatory Animal Inspec

tor in charge of Arizona, U.S. Biological Survey), "Destruc
tion of Livestock by Predatory Animals and Their Practical 
Means of Destruction," Proceedings of the Twelfth Annual 
Meeting of the Arizona Cattle Growers•Association, 1919,
p. 112. '
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storage and silos built for feed. The possibilities
of developing new ranges during drouths had practically
diminished by 1910, and certainly by the 1916-18 dry period.
Thus development of permanent sites was necessary.

In 1920 very severe climatic conditions caused an
extraordinarily high mortality among cattle. Supplemental
feed and maintenance charges were too expensive to permit
fattening, and consequently premature marketing was rieces-

35sary and resulted in considerable financial loss. Fur
thermore , the market conditions were unstable because 
insufficient credit was available to buyers.

The following year was even drier, many stockmen being
compelled to drive their cattle into Sonora where grass was

36
more plentiful. According to C.M; Harrison, the Arizona 
crop statistician, spring pastures on May 1 were only fifty- 
five per cent normal and even lower, forty per cent, in 
Cochise County. Losses resulting from the drouth beginning 
in the autumn of 1920 had reached one hundred per thousand 
as compared with the sixty-one average for the previous ten 34 35 36

34 Message of Governor Thomas B. Campbell to the Fourth 
Legislature ortKe State" o? Arizona. January"l>, ,  p. 48V

35 Southwestern Stockman-Farmer, XXXVII, No. 1 (July 
30, 1920), p.;

36 ibid., XXXVII, No. 17 (March 30, 1921), p. 7.
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37years. .Moreover, the exceedingly high freight rates 
worked a very serious handicap upon cattlemen, especially 
before a temporary twenty-five per cent reduction to Cali
fornia and the Northwest was secured.

But all was not gloom. By May, 1922, Arizona livestock
39was reported in excellent condition. In addition, the 

greatly increased urban population in California was fur
nishing a most important market. In 1920 some 84,196 head 
were shipped there from Arizona and 130,751 the next year.
The diversion from eastern and northern markets meant a

40shorter haul and less absorption in freight payments.
Though most of the southern Arizona ranges were dry during
the early summer, rains replenished the water supply in
August. Harrison reported pasture conditions to be very
good— ninety per cent normal in Santa Cruz County, seventy-
eight in Pima, and seventy-five in Cochise, quite an im-

41provement over the previous year. The §20 per head 
assessed valuation as determined by the Arizona State Tax 
Commission for 1923 was a further.indication of the 37 38 39 40 41

37 Ibia*, EDCVII, No. 20 (May 15, 1921), p. 9.
38 Ibid.. XXXIX, No. 10 (August 15, 1921), p. 2.
39 Tucson Citizen. May 4, 1922.
40 Southwestern Stockman-Farmer. XDCDC. No. 14 (Feb

ruary 28, 1$2&), p. 4T -
41 Ibid.. XXHX, No. 20 (June 15, 1922), p. 6; XL, 

No. 5 (November 30, 1922), p. 6.
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42 . ..ameliorated, position of the industry.
However, complete recovery was extremely slow and un

steady. By September, 1923, the economic situation was 
again unfavorable. Another periodic drouth and a re
sultant feed shortage occurred in 1925. As usual, the 
necessity of avoiding overstocking and overgrazing during 
better years became apparent. One Pima County cattleman, 
for example, had conserved his pastures and thus suffered 
less; a Texas buyer who acquired two carloads of his cattle
considered the animals very superior in quality and condi- 

44tion.
The seasonal variations and special conditions such 

as have been described often do not reflect the general 
trend in the cattle industry. Yet it can be safely con
cluded that continued overproduction and the prolonged ef
fects of the 1920-21 agricultural depression were consider-

45ably abated by the summer of 1925. During the latter part 
of the decade, Arizona cattlemen prospered. In 1928, for 
example, they received an average of §45 per head for cattle * 43 44 45

Ibid., XL. Ho. 9 (January 30, 1923), p. 12.
43 Associated Arizona Producer. Ill, No. 20 (January1, 1923) ,.p." 9. ' —  --- -
44 Ernest B. Stanley, "A Menace to the Range Livestock 

Industry in Arizona," Ibid., III, No. 24 (March 1, 19250,
P. 3.

45 Ibid., IV, No. 6 (June 1, 1925), P. 3.
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46
shipped. An abundance of rain made the "crash" year also
profitable; steers in October were bringing over $11.per

47hundredweight in Los Angeles. Though prices dropped some 
in 1930, market conditions remained favorable and the fi
nancial position of the stockmen was satisfactorily streag- 

48
thened.

In 1931 deflationary prices again prevailed, having 
dropped $2 to $3 per hundredweight within a year. In early 
March, Arizona-fed steers of good quality brought top re
turns of $7.75 to #7.85, and Mexican steers from Arizona

49$5.50 to $6.35 on the Los Angeles market. The decline
continued until $6.25 to $6.75 had become maximum for bet-50
ter beeves in March, 1932. The following June, yearlings
were selling at $15 to $20 per head, whereas in June,

511930, $40 to $43.50 was ordinarily received. .
At such prices the cost of production exceeded the 

market returns, a situation which caused cattlemen to de
mand a reduction of taxes on livestock and grazing lands. * * * * * *

Arizona Range Hews, December. 7, 1928.
17 Arizona Daily Star. October 11 and November 22, 

1929. ------- — ^ -----
A® Arizona Producer, Till, No. 21 (January 15, 1930), 

P. 15.
^9 Weekly Market Report and News Letter, X, No. 8 

(March 10, I931T
50 Ibid., XI, No. 10 (March 24, 1932).
51 Ibid., XI, No. 24 (June 28, 1932).
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Most range cattle were assessed at $15 per head, two-year
52

and older steers at $20, and feeders at |25 per head. 
Consequently the county assessors and state tax commission
ers agreed to readjustments at their December, 1932 meeting 

53in Globe. Proposed valuations were #10 per head for range
cattle, $10 for the second classification, and #15 for '
feeders; assessments on grazing lands in the southern coun-

54ties was not to exceed #1 per acre. In 1933, per acre
valuations for grazing lands in southern Arizona counties
were as follows: Cochise, sixty-nine cents; Pima, #1;
Pinal, eighty-six cents; Santa Cruz, #1.13; Graham, #1.11;
Maricopa, $2.42; and Yuma, $1.06. The reductions helped
the cattlemen to meet expenditures, of which there were 

55many. . , .... • - , . ■
. ■ Inspection fees were also burdensome. In shipping to 

Arizona packing plants, for instance, ten cents per head 
for inspection at the ranch was paid, twenty cents was 
charged for carcass inspection, and an additional ten cents 
levied for hide inspection. Furthermore, losses due to 
poisonous plants were increasing production costs.

Then by the summer of 1933 another dry season limited 52 53 54 55

52 Ibid., XI, No. 46 (December 6, 1932).
53 ibid., XII, No. 1 (January 3, 1933).
54 ibid., XI, No. 12 (April 5, 1932).
55 Ibid., XIII, No. 30 (August 7, 1934).
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56
cattle.feed mostly to brouse. Beef prices decreased to -

57less than §5 per hundred on the Los Angeles market. In 
the spring of 1934, a widespread drouth engulfed practically 
two-thirds of the nation. The Agricultural Adjustment Ad
ministration diverted §100,000,000 to an Emergency Cattle 
Program. In June, Arizona was declared a drouth state and
all the southern Arizona counties were classified as emer- 

58 '
gency areas. The county, agents were appointed as County
Drouth Directors, and:Mr. P.H. Boss was made Director of

59Drouth Relief for Arizona. :
The Bureau of Animal Industry, determined whether cat

tle should be condemned or shipped. In the latter case, 
an appointed cattleman appraised the animals before their 
delivery to the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation. The 
basis of payment was the approximate price of cattle as 
estimated: by.the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. It was 
soon learned, however, that the majority of cattle were 
mortgaged, little remuneration actually reaching the pro
ducer from the "purchase payment." Consequently, a 56 * * 59

56 Ibid.. XII, No. 22 (July 5, 1933).
: ^  Ibid., XII, No. 18 (June 6, 1933).

Address of P.H. Ross (Director, Agricultural Exten
sion Service, University of Arizona), before the Arizona 
Cattle Growers' Convention at Globe, February 20, 1935. 
Ibid., XIV, No. 18 (May 7, 1935).

59 Ibid., XIII, No. 27 (July 17, 1934).
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"benefit payment" was allowed in accordance with the Jones- 60
Gonna11y Act.

The cattle, having been accepted for use or condemned, 
were classified according to age into three categories:
(1) two-year-old and over, (2) one to two years, (3) under 
one year of age. Purchase payments for condemned animals 
were |6, $5, and $1, respectively; and those accepted for 
use brought $6-$14, $$-#10, and $l-$5 in that order. Bene
fit payments of f>6, $5, and #3 were added for cattle trans-61
ferred to the Surplus Relief Corporation. :

Southern Arizona cattlemen were grateful for the • 
Drouth Relief Program. Not only were reasonable prices re
ceived, but the opportunity for culling herds also proved 62
beneficial. When the program ended in January, 1935
some 2,729 Arizona producers had contracted to sell 101,352
cattle (Pinal County records incomplete}; of these animals
83,195 were slaughtered for use and 18,157 condemned, the

63average cost to the government being $14.29. * 61 62 63

__  See the letter from Congresswoman Isabella Greenway
to the Arizona Pioneers’ Historical Society, June 8, 1934.

61 Emergency Cattle Agreement. Administrative Ruling 
No. 1, Agricultural Adjustment Administration (mimeographed 
circular in files of Arizona Pioneers’ Historical Society).

62 Address of Governor B.B. Moeur to the Twenty- 
eighth Annual Convention of the Arizona Cattle Growers’ As
sociation. 1934, Weekly Market Report and News Letter.
XIII, No. 7 (February 27, 1934). * '

63 ROSS, OP. Oit.
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The benefits of the program were partially counter
ected by the method in which processors of the relief cat
tle were compensated? they were given the tenderloins, 
shanks, liver, tongue, and so forth from each animal for 
canning the remainder of the carcass. In Arizona, the meat 
thus secured for services entered the channels of competi
tion and constituted about ten per cent of home consumption. 
Beginning September 5, however, a concession was made by 
the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation which commenced using

64the hides from slaughtered cattle for relief purposes only.
The State Board of Equalization furnished the cattle

men some assistance by reducing cattle valuations from 
$10 to #9 for 1934. A blanket reduction of the state rate
from $1.07 to $1 per hundred-dollar assessed property valua-

65tion was also attained. In 1934, the state rate was
lowered further to seventy-eight cents, but the assessment
on range cattle was raised to §11, making total taxes for
the two years quite comparable where county and school dis-66
triot levies remained steady.

64 Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XIII, No. 32 
(August "21, 1934).

65 Ibid*, 3311, No. 30 (August 7, 1934).
66 ibid., XIV, No. 41 (October 22, 1935); Arizona 

Taxpayers* Magazine. XXII, No. 5 (September-October, 1935),P. 2. *
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However, sensational improvements in the industry oc
curred with the end of the drouth in 1935, and taxes were 
of negligible importance. A six-year record for cattle 
exportations was broken in October when 115,000 Arizona cat
tle worth $3,475,530 were shipped to markets and feeding 
areas. Earl E. Harrell, secretary of the Live Stock Sani
tary Board, reported that the shipments were within 20,296
head of the October, 1928 movement, which had been the

67largest in history. Cochise County furnished the most 
beeves with 23,024 followed by Santa Cruz with 14,253. 
Moreover, the prices received were phenomenally better; 
they represented the first good market since the start of 
the depression.

Also of great assistance to development of ranching
enterprises at the time was the Arizona Livestock Produc-68
tion Credit Association. This company, controlled by 
practical stockmen, made loans on a yearly basis with the
possibility of renewal. Long-term planning and sound eco-

,  ̂ 69nomic management were a most desirable result.
Additional incentive was secured through the Soil Con

servation Range Benefit Program announced by the * 68 69

^7 Arizona Daily Star, November 23, 1935.
68 Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XV, No. 6 

(February 2$, 1936).
69 Ibid., XIV, No. 40 (October 15, 1035).
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Agricultural Adjustment Administration on September 29,
701936. The program was designed to. encourage range im

provement. Erosion, for example, was to be checked by a 
better distribution of stock secured through the construc
tion of fences, dirt dams, tanks, and wells. Participation 
was optional, but by the summer of 1937 some 450 Arizona 
ranchers were cooperating, 120 being in.Cochise County
where a large area of privately-controlled state and

71privately-owned patented lands were held.
: The Federal Government shared a portion of the expense

paid. Allowances were based on the carrying capacity of
ranges, the maximum amount being equivalent to $1.50 per
animal unit multiplied by the carrying capacity. Proposed
improvements were planned by the operators and approved or
rejected by a county committee of five, consisting of three

72
farmers and two stockmen. : * .. * 71 72

':7° Ibid., XV, No. 36 (September 29, 1936).
71 j.c. Jamieson, “The Range Conservation Program," 

The Roundup. I, No. 1 (July, 1937).
72 jeoe Jamieson (member of the State Soil Conserva

tion Commission).“Range Program." Proceedings of the . 
Thirty-third Annual Convention of the Arizona CaTTtle Grow
ers* Association. 1937. PP. 16-17.Projects and payments granted for each ranch in 
1937 were as follows: development of springs.and seeps,
$50; earthen reservoirs, fifteen cents per cubic vard of 
excavation; wells (if water conveyed to a tank), $1 per 
linear foot; water spreading by permanent ditching, ten 
cents per linear foot; and range fences (at least three 
wires with good posts not more than twenty feet apart), 
thirty cents per rod; rodent control (destruction of at 
least ninety per cent of the rodents in an infected area),
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The Range Conservation Program for 1938 fostered the 
practice of deferred grazing. Any operator who removed all 
cattle from twenty-five per cent of his range until the 
grass reached maturity received assistance up to sixty per 
cent of the range-building allowance, providing such did 
not exceed $1.25 per animal unit. Allowances for that year 
were determined on the basis of three cents per acre plus 
seventy-five cents per animal unit of the grazing capacity. 
Other methods recognized for preventing soil erosion and 
for conserving grasslands were water spreading, gully stop
ping, spring development, and the eradication of cactus,

73cedar, and mesquite.
The cooperation of the Civilian Conservation Corps and 

the Forest Service were responsible for the successful im
plementation of many phases of the program on private, pub-

74lie, and tribal-managed Indian lands. But no amount of 
rehabitation of ranges could prevent adverse climatic con
ditions, and in 1938-another drouthy spell occurred. 
Fortunately, however, prices remained. Arizona-fed 73 74

7^ (oont.) six to fifteen cents per acre; re-seeding, 
twenty cents per pound of seed sown; and fire guards (not 
less than four feet in width), three cents per linear foot.

73 The Roundup, I, No. 6 (December, 1937).
74 Weekly Market Report and News Letter. XIX, No. 2

(January 9, 194$). ,
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yearling steers brought over $9 per hundredweight at Los
75Angeles in August, 1938. In April, two years later, re-

76
ceipts were relatively the same. 75 76

75 ibid., XVII, No. 31 (August 16, 1938).
76 ibid., XIX, No. 13 (April 2, 1940).



CHAPTER T

LANDS

The-problem of dividing the range into profitable 
units has existed since the open grasslands commenced to be 
overcrowded. The old policy of grazing out the range and 
moving on had become impossible by the 80*8. Permanent lo
cation and the opportunity to develop necessitated proper 
land legislation. Unfortunately, the federal land laws 
were based upon an arbitrary number of eastern-conceived
acres rather than upon the possibilities of utilization and 

1
production. Though the semi-arid rancher usually required
at least four sections to adequately support his family,
no provision for the acquisition of the requisite amount was

2ever written into a federal statute.
Whenever possible, legal control of ranch holdings was

obtained and the area fenced. However, investment in land
valued from a few dollars to fifty or more was not ex- 
* 3tremely attractive. A common procedure involved staking

^ A.B. Hart, "The Disposition of Our Public Lands,” 
Quarterly Journal of Economics. I. No. 2 (January. 1887).
P. 182. ' — '— —

^ John W. Powell, Report on the Lands of the Arid 
Region. 2nd ed.. p p . 21%2T: ”

3 Arizona Citizen. September 25, 1875.
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a water claim and using the surrounding open range lands.
The Homestead Act of 1862 provided for the free distribu
tion of 160-aore farms, which ultimately caused the break
up of the cattlemen's open range. Yet it furnished immedi
ate basis for securing grants along natural streams and 
. 4consequently control over adjacent lands. Large organiza
tions frequently arose when cowboys took homesteads and

5transferred them after five years to their employers.
Additional land was obtainable under the Timber and

Culture Act of March 13, 1873, which was a variation, not
6

a modification, of the Homestead Act. Supposedly, title 
to one-quarter section was granted in return for the culti
vation of forty acres of timber over a period of ten years. 
But it was impossible to legislate forests into the arid
regions, arid by judicious fraud the Act was made just another

7means of increasing the size of land holdings.
By 1875 the need for liberality in the disposition of 

western lands was obvious. President Grant recommended the

4 12 U.S. Statutes, p. 392.
5 Clara M. Love, "History of the Cattle Industry in

the Southwest," pt. 2, Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 
XX, No. 1 (July, 1916), p. 7. ”

6 17 U.S. Statutes at Large, p. 605.
7 Walter P. Webb, The Great Plains, p. 412.
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enactment of laws recognizing the limitation of certain arid 
lands for pasturage. Two years later on March 3, the 
Desert Land Act became a statute, the initial modification 
of the land system in the interests of cattlemen in southern 
Arizona. The extension of the number of acres to 640 was 
definitely a concession, and the requirement for irrigation 
within three years and the payment of |l.25 per acre pre
sented only temporary, obstructions.

The desert entry was profitable to stockmen since it 
could be held three years for twenty-five:cents an acre. .
According to the 1877 report of the Surveyor-General of 
Arizona, nearly a hundred declaratory statements had been 
filed under the Act by October, actual residents of the ter
ritory comprising the majority of applicants. To fully con
form with irrigation provisions, the honest settlers and 
ranchers were often compelled to take their land in zigzag 
shape, thereby confining it to the proximity of streams.
One claim on unsurveyed lands, for example, had forty-four

io . . A'.'. .,;/.corners.
But on October 1, entries were temporarily suspended 

and investigations made to determine and set aside lands

C> Congressional Record. 44 Cong., 2 Sess., pt. 1,P* 32. , . ...... .. ..... . . .  ̂ ^
9 19 Statutes at Large. p. 377. By 26 Statutes at 

Large. p. 391, only 3?0 acres could be acquired.
10 Arizona Citizen. October 27, 1877.
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11which were strictly agricultural. Among the early
grantees in Pima County were several erstwhile pioneers
whose names have been mentioned heretofore, namely, Thoms
and Samuel Hughes, E.N, Fish, A.P.K. Safford, Franklin and12
Don A. Sanford, and Sabino Otero. Of the first twenty-
four claims, six were disallowed because they were located

13on Mexican land grants. Charles D. Poston, registrar at
the Florence land office, was informed by J.A. Williamson,
Commissioner of the General Land Office, in a letter dated
August 9, 1877; that section eight of the Guadalupe Hidalgo

Hmust be enforced. Squatters on the Arlvaca grant were 
to be apprised of their inability to secure titles under the 
public land laws.

11 Ibid..October 13, 1877. /
1^ Ibid.Y August 11, 1877. The first twenty-four 

locators and the quantities of land received are as follows: 
John Moore 640 acres; Thomas Hughes 320; Samuel Hughes ' 
280.21; E.N. Fish 640; James Southerland 160; S.A. Parkin
son 320; J.P. Cramer 160; R.A. Wilbur 640; J.C. Handy, 640; 
Pedro Aguirre 640; TbmAs Ellas 640; Juan Elias 320; Sabino 
Otero 640; A.P.K. Safford 640; S.R. Delong 640; W.B. Coyle 640; William Eustis 640; Franklin Sanford 639.64; Don A. 
Sanford 640;' Thomas Driscoll 640; H.B. Govern 640; F.: Maish 
640; C.M. Bullard 640; and Alvah Smith 640 acres.

13 Ibid., August 25, 1877. The six claimants were 
Wilbur, Handy, Aguirre, Tomas and Juan El fas, and Belong.
.. 14 gee 9 Statutes at Large, p. 929. Article VIII of

the February 2, 3#48 treaty provided that property belonging 
to Mexicans in ceded territories must be inviolably re-, 
spected. Also see'10 Statutes at Large. Art. Y, p. 1035 
whereby Article VIII was made"applicable to the Gadsden Purchase area.
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Not the least benefactors of the law were speculators. 
United States Surveyor-General of Arizona, John Else, wrote 
in 188? that perjury was frequently committed and that cer
tain parties obtained as much as four to five thousand acres

15under the law by illegal methods. Their schemes were 
difficult to counteract^ since they fulfilled the require
ments of the land offices in filing application and paying 
twenty-five cents per acre down.. But no less than half the 
claimants who had taken up 405,797 acres in the Gila land 
district by 1887 were non-resident speculators.. Out of 
199,026 acres filed upon during the fiscal years 1885-87,
for exeimple, 113,178 acres went to people who resided out-16
side the territory.

These frauds as to reclamation of the desert lands 
easily became the rule rather than the exception. Some idea 
of the preference for desert land entries is indicated by 
the official reports of the United States Land Office at 
Tucson. The area of public lands entered and selected in 
the southern district for the year ending June 30, 1890 
totaled 118,692.79 acres, of which over half, 62,589*53 
acres, was contained in desert land entries, lands pre
empted, 22,900 acres, and homestead entries, 21,199*26

•̂5 "Report of the Surveyor-General of Arizona," Report 
of the Secretary of Interior. 1887-1888. p. 604.

16 Ibid., p. 605.
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acres, were followed t>y 11,779.63 acres of timber-culture
17lands and 226.37 acres of mineral lands.

Obviously, modification of the law was inevitable and
in August, 1890, the amount of land which one person could

18
acquire was reduced to 320 acres. The following year 
another proviso stipulated that improvements equal to $3 
per acre ($1 per year for three years) for reclamation pur
poses must be added, that one-eighth of the entry should be 
put under cultivation, and that only Residents of the state
or territory where the land was situated had the privilege 

19of entry. - Needless to say; speculation tended to decline.
Sometimes, however, the cattle/bawono themselves re- ~

tarded settlement under-the land acts by enclosing large
areas with barbed wire fences. They chose the best-watered
sites and left no gates; the land was "their range" and "

20latecomers were treated as intruders. It was not until
February 25, 1885, that Congress prohibited all enclosure
of the public domain except under a title legally applied 21
for. . V ; : :

Report of the Governor of Arizona to the Secretary 
of Interior. 1890. p. ITT

1.® 26 Statutes at Large, p. 391.
19 Ibid., p. 1096.
20 Love, op. cit., pp. 4-7.
21 House Exec. Doc. Ho. 166, 49 Gong., 2 Sess., p. 1.
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There were many violations of the law as cattlemen 
attempted to resist the settler and small stockman. J.8. 
Hansford was one of many who were prevented from residing 
on their homestead entries by ranchers. Judge William 
Walker, acting commissioner of the General Land Office, ad
vised him in September, 1885 to inform the United States
district attorney and seek remedy in the county and state 

22
courts. : ' ,

Other settlers were more aggressive. In June, 1893, 
for example, the four-mile fence erected by Colin Cameron 
for the Calabasas Company was out down; the fence was on the 
south side of the land grant and encompassed what many dis
sident citizens of the Nogales area considered to be public 

23domain. Apparently the company had fenced land originally 
claimed under the Calabasas grant from the Mexican Govern
ment; yet much of the land had been wrested by the courts

24and transferred to the public domain. Consequently, in 
March, 1899 Mr. S.J. Holzinger, special agent for the Gen
eral Land Office of the Department of Interior, notified 
Messrs. Cameron, Wise, et. al. in the vicinity of Nogales, 
Calabasas, and along the Santa Cruz to remove their illegal

22 Arizona Daily Star, September 17, 1885.
23 Tempe News, Jone 10, 1893.

Oasis, February 18, 1899.
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25fences within sixty days. Thus a victory over the large 
land grabbers was attained.

Quite often the lack of fences created problems rela
tively as great. Friction between the commanding officer 
of Fort Grant and cattlemen of the locality illustrates the 
point. Since no fence surrounded the reservation, cattle 
frequently strayed; over the boundaries for water or grass _ 
and soldiers invariably chased them away. The officer in 
charge even threatened*to have the animals shot, and several 
were. The infuriated ranchmen sought.redress, arguing that
the government, should construct a fence; but their protesta-

26
tions were in vain.

The lack of fences likewise accentuated a quarrel be
tween cattle and sheepmen because no authoritative method 
of limiting their respective ranges existed. The rapid 
settlement of southern Arizona in the 80*s and 90*s was 
accompanied by a limitation of the public domain adapted for 
grazing. With no written law covering the subject, a tacit 
recognition of range rights, based upon occupation and im
provement, had arisen. Yet encroachments by sheepmen upon 
established cattle ranges was inevitable, and technically 
all classes of livestock were equally entitled to the

25 Ibid., March 25, 1899.
26 Ibid., August 20, 1898.
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untaxed public domain.
Nevertheless, it seemed unjust for sheepmen to be per

mitted the privilege of driving their flocks from the nor
thern to the southern portion of the territory during the 

27
winter months. The short invasions proved most destruc
tive to the cattle ranges, be they titled or merely,pos
sessory. Consequently, a demand began by the late 90*s for 
the governmental control of grazing on the public domain

2fand the protection of the equitable rights of all concerned.
But before continuing with the story of the distribu

tion and control of the public domain, it seems feasible 
that the concomitant national policy in regard to the Mex
ican land grants should.be related. As previously stated, 
the grants in the territory were less numerous than in New 
Mexico or California, and were confined to southern Arizona.

As in all other territorial acquisitions of the United 
States, the question of the validity of land titles was in
volved in the Gadsden Purchase. In Article T of the Gadsden 
Treaty (signed at Mexico City on December 30, 1853 and
proclaimed June 30, 1854), the United States was bound to

29recognize the validity of all land'titles. However, in

Message of Governor N.O. Murphey to the Twenty- 
first Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Arizona.7anmr~2y; im":-----  — .....■.. • --------

28 Report of the Governor, op. cit., 1899, p. 14.
29 io Statutes at Large and Treaties, p. 1035.
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next article provided that the titles must be recorded in
the archives of Mexico; and a Mexican law of November 14,
1853 had declared null all alienations of public lands made

30by the states and departments. Obviously, the law was 
passed in anticipation of the sale of northern Sonora to 
the United States, and to remove objections which that na
tion might have to large holdings granted in the area by 
the State of Sonora to Mexican citizens. At least the law 
was repealed within a year after the signing of the Treaty.

In 1873 Mr. Rufus C. Hopkins of the Interior Department 
made a full examination of the Mexican archives for official 
registers of land grants made by the Mexican Government in 
Arizona. The territory north of Zacatecas was judicially 
subject to the audiencia of Guadalajara, but no documents 
relative to the lands were found in that city; however, the
desired information might have been destroyed in the con-

31flagration of 1858 (or 1859).
Eventually the status of all the southern Arizona 

grants was determined by Congressional confirmation or re
jection, though in some cases the titles were so complicated 
and questionable as to require ultimate adjudication by the 
Supreme Court. In 1854 the office of the Surveyor-General

Arizona Citizen. March 25, 1876.
21 Sen. Exec. Doc. No. 3, 43 Cong., 2 Sess., pp. 1-6.

A search of the archives of Spain might have resulted in 
locating the documents.
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of New Mexico was established and assigned as one of its 
principal duties the investigation of the Mexican land
claims. Similarly, in 1870 it became the function of the 
Surveyor-General of Arizona, then John Wassen, to check ... 
these claims and report upon their validity to the Secre
tary of Interior, who in turn submitted the reports to 

33Congress. : . . -
. After commencing his work in 1879 the surveyor-general

learned that the majority of grants had been abandoned as
worthless by the original grantees for periods of ten years
or more, and that speculators, mainly from California, had
traced down the heirs and purchased their rights for prao-

34-tically nothing. By 1888 the surveyor-general had ex
amined and reported favorably on thirteen of the grants and

35unfavorably upon two. Finally in 1891 the whole subject
was referred to a specially created Court of Private Land
Claims, which assumed jurisdiction over titles originating

36under the authority of Spain or Mexico. The court : . * 33

^  10 Statutes at Large, p. 308.
33 16 Statutes at Large, p. 304. :

32
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completed Its work in 1904, having confirmed 116,540 acres37
of land out of 837,680 acres claimed.

The legal procedure for each claim was too involved to
38be adequately discussed here. -However, the final settle

ments made by the Court of Private Claims and the United 
States Supreme Court were important in the organization of 
large ranch units in southern Arizona. The grants which 
were left intact became the largest titled properties in 
the territory, and large squatter establishments on the " 
lands rejected by the courts were also given secure titles. 
On the disallowed San Rafael del Valle claim, for example,
the titles of the Packard, Greene, and Lewis Springs ranches 

39were settled.
Validity of Baca Float number three was not determined

until later. Homesteaders who had entered the grant were
benefactors of paternalistic legislation, since settlers
evicted by the local courts were authorized to select "in
lieu" lands twice the area of the land entries made prior

40
to December 13, 1917• 38 39 * *

3T Annual Report of the Attorney-General of the United 
States for the Year 19<54, House boo. No. 9, foTTfong.,
3 Sess., p. 109.

38 ibid. In Appendices II and III will be found a de
tailed listof the grants, their location, claimants, as 
well as area claimed, confirmed, and rejected.

39 Tombstone Epitaph. April 1, 1894.
4° 42 Statutes at Large, p. 108; 44 Statutes at Large.

pt. 2, p. 2W. —  "
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By the early 19001s, several bills had been introduced 
in Congress to provide for the leasing and fencing of the 
public domain; but they failed in passage because no ade
quate classification of lands had been made to distinguish 
grazing from farming lands. In December, 1905 President 
Theodore Roosevelt urged Congress to increase the size of

41homesteads so that a family might be sufficiently supported.
The Enlarged Homestead Act of 1909 modified the act of - -

42
1862. Yet the 320-acre entries simply furnished an addi
tional bad effect on range menagement in that the number of 
small units, uneconomical for grazing purposes, was in
creased. 1 • ' . -i

It was not until 1916 that Congress recognized the ex
istence of the cattle industry in the West. Until the
Grazing Homestead Act was passed, not a single land law had

43favored the cattleman. But the 640-acre maximum entry 
was still too small. The arid, non-irrigable land obtain
able had only a carrying capacity of about thirty head to 
the section. Most stock raisers considered at least one 
hundred cattle necessary for a competent living. Thus 
southern Arizona cowmen were presented with another law * 43

^  Congressional Record. 59 Cong.. spec. Sen. Sess., XL, 
pt. 1, p. ISO. ' .

^  35 Statutes at Large, p. 639 et. seq.
43 39 Statutes ah Large, p. 362 et. seq.
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44based upon a fundamental economic error. As the graz
ing homesteader selected the best lands, his activities
drove out the open-range cattlemen who had become adjusted

45to arid conditions. :
With no control over the public range nor means of 

determining grazing rights of the occupants, the stock 
raising industry had become a struggle for existence. Na
tional legislation was definitely necessary to prevent the 
gradual destruction of the range through overgrazing, and to 
build up its carrying capacity through regulated use. For 
ten years or more prior to the inception of the Grazing 
Homestead Act, the Arizona Cattle Growers' Association con
sistently advocated the administration of the public domain
under federal control similar in operation to supervision

46
of the national forests by the Forest Service.

The letter of Governor George Y/.P. Hunt to President 
Coolidge, dated April 9, 1926, expressed the desires of 
another group regarding the public domain. Though a con
siderable portion of the remaining unreserved lands was 44

44 Anonymous, "The Public Domain and the Stock-Raising 
Homestead Law," American Forestry, XXI11, No. 280 (April, 
1917), p. 243. “ “

4-5 e .O. Wooton, "The Relation of Land Tenure to the 
Use of the Arid Grazing Lands of the Southwestern States," 
U.S.D.A. Bulletin No. 1001 (February 23, 1922), p. 48.

^  Dwight B. Heard, "The Public Range and Present 
Plans for its Control," Proceedings of the Ninth Annual 
Meeting of the Arizona Cattle Growers^ Association, 1916,
P. 65. *-----------  .
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practically worthless, it seemed unjust to Hunt that it be
kept in possession of the Federal Government for the main-.
tenance of non-productive clerks rather than upon the state 

47tax rolls. But the first national law to provide for
regulated control of the unappropriated grazing lands and
for diversion of certain revenues derived therefrom to the

48states was the Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1934. The
stated purpose of the bill is - V r

to stop injury to the public grazing lands by 
preventing overgrazing and soil deterioration, 
to provide for their orderly use, improvement, 
and development, to stabilize the livestock in
dustry dependent upon the public range, and for: 
other purposes.
In order to achieve these goals, grazing districts 

were to be established. Permits to graze livestock thereon
would be issued to stock owners (preference to contiguous 
owners of land or water rights) entitled to participate in 
the use of the range, upon the payment annually of reason
able fees based upon the carrying capacity. Permits were 
granted up to ten years, renewal being subject to the dis
cretion of the Secretary of Interior. Fences, well, reser
voirs, and other needed improvements could be constructed

... 47 Congressional Record. 69 Cong., 1 Sess., LXVTI,
pt. 7, pp. 7362-64; see also Message of Governor George ' 
W.P. Hunt to the First Regular Session of the Eighth Arizona Legislature, January 10. 1927. n. yU.

t*8 48 Statutes at Large. pt. 1, pp. 1269-75; amended 
by 49 Statutes at Large, p. 976 and 53 Statutes at Large, 
p. 100^7 ---------------
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within the grazing districts. In fact, twenty-five per 
cent of all fees received is expended for range improvement, 
12 1/2 per cent being allocated to the counties where the 
fees are collected.

During the year 1935 no permits were issued to Ari
zona stockmen because no land classification had been made 
by which the commensurate value of properties could be de
termined. However, temporary licenses subject to revoca-

49tion by the Secretary of Interior were provided. Gradu
ally ten-year licenses were introduced.

Arizona ranchers were particularly interested in 
Section 15'of the Act, and also in General Land Office 
Circular Number 1336 regarding the leasing of federal 
lands. No application was accepted for less than 640 acres
or more than 3,840 acres and only land adjoining patented 

... 50land was leased. All isolated tracts not included in
■ ■ , "

grazing districts were leased to contiguous owners, or sold
to highest bidder if not in excess of 760 acres. The fees
charged in 1936 under Section 15 ranged from one-half to

' 51 :three cents per acre. The grazing fee rate in grazing
districts in Arizona from 1935 to May 1, 1947 was five cents

^9 Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XIV, No. 21 
(May 28,“T ^ T . "  “ “ ~*

^  Ibid., XIII, No. 37 (September 25, 1934).
Ibid., XV, No. 44 (November 24, 1936).
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per animal unit per month. The Bureau of Land Manage
ment in Phoenix, which has control over the grazing lands 
covered by Section 15, uses a formula based on the carrying 
capacity of grazing lands to determine fees. Thus the 
rancher is not compelled to overgraze to secure the full 
value of his rental.

A popular feature of the Taylor Grazing Act was the
diversion of fifty, per cent of the fees returned to the
state for the benefit of the counties in which the lands
are situated. For the fiscal year 1938-39, for example,
Cochise County received $2,068.06; Pima §981.95; Santa Cruz
$5.60; Maricopa $3,430.06; Pinal $2,081.59; and Graham 

53$6,561.96. Most southern Arizona counties are either out-
54side or only partially within grazing districts. Yet the

52

52 from Ed Pierson, Regional Chief, Division of 
Range Management, to the writer, April 15, 1949.

53 Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XVIII, No. 28
(June 6, 19397. , r . .

54 Pierson, op. cit. The following acreage statistics 
are for southern Zrizona counties with lands within grazing
districts as of 1949.

Amounts paid 
to counties

Gross acreage Public land from average
County within district within district annual fees
Pima 605,300 219,300 $222.00
Cochise 624,000 : 188,500 - ■ : 627.00
Santa Cruz none none none
Maricopa 3,518,200 2,001,000 1,937.00
Graham 1,081,000 777,000 2,991.00
Pinal 85,800 74,700 75.00
Yuma : 3,751,500 2,722,500 . 2,579.00
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counties receive remuneration from leases outside of dis
tricts. In an average year up to 1940, the following 
amounts were returned to them: Pima #1,626.00; Cochise
#880.00; Santa Cruz #2.50; Maricopa #1,482.00; Graham 
k A * 55#299.00; Pinal,#3,305.00; and Yuma §671.00.

Another commendable innovation was the McCarron amend
ment signed by the President in July, 1939. Authority for 
the first time was delegated to a local Advisory Board of
five to twelve stockmen in each district who cooperate

56with the district and a wildlife representative.
The allocation of certain federal lands to the states 

for educational purposes and for essential public improve
ments has been laudable; yet the designation of scattered 
sections has not been conducive to efficient administration 
or wise range management. Sections sixteen and thirty-six
were reserved to the territory of Arizona for the benefit 

57of schools; unfortunately, no revenue was to be received
therefrom before statehood. In 1895, Governor L.C. Hughes
estimated that the territory was thus being deprived of
. 58#75,000 to #100,000 annually. * 56

55 Ibid.
56 Weekly Market Report and News Letter. XVIII. No. 33

(July 2 5 T I # ) T —  — —  — ----— ’
5? 12 Statutes at Large, p. 665.
58 Report of the Governor, op. cit♦, 1895, p. 28.
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On April 7, 1896 however, the Governor, Secretary
and Superintendent of Public Instruction were authorized,
pending enactment of a leasing law, to lease school and
university lands under rules prescribed by the Secretary of 

59Interior. Finally, on March 18, 1897, the Territorial
Legislature provided for the leasing of school lands.
Squatters who had made improvements were given a preferred
right. Anyone paying annually up to 2 1/2 per cent of the
assessed .valuation was entitled to a lease for a term not
exceeding five years, or until the admission of the terri-

60
tory as a state; v ' : ^

The Enabling Act, approved June 20, 1910, added.Seo-
61

tions 2 and 32 to the state lands. Where any of the
designated sections were appropriated, other lands of equal
value could be selected "in lieu” thereof. In cases of
lands embraced within national forests for which the option
of indemnity selection was not exercised;:the state received

62
twenty per cent of the gross proceeds. land could be

63auctioned but for not less than #3 per acre. Furthermore, 59 * * * 63

59 29 Statutes at Large,,p. 90.
Revised Statutes of Arizona, 1901, pars.. 4032-4053, pp. 1015-19.
36 Statutes at Large, pp. 572-573.
Ibid., p. 574; also Revised Statutes of Arizona, 

1913, parTT567, p . 1478. : — —   -------—  — ---- —
63 Constitution of the State of Arizona (annotated and 

copyrighted by the Department of LTFrary and Archives,
July, 1939), Art. X, sec. 5, p. 65.
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no more than 640 acres of grazing land could be purchased
64byrbne individual. Pending sale, land could be leased

as the state legislature prescribed.
By legislative act of,1912 the Land Commission was

authorized to lease state land for a term not exceeding
five years, the minimum charge being set at three cents per 

65
acre. The limitation of 640 acres to a lease was clever-66
ly evaded by various means. Investigation of the Commis
sion disclosed many fraudulent practices on the part of 
individuals who were speculating in school lands. Perhaps 
the commonest, though not the most reprehensible, was sub
leasing without written consent:at exorbitant profit. 
Sometimes holders of territorial leases would not apply 
for a permit for the further occupancy of the land subse
quent to the territory*s admission, but continued to exact 
the stipulated rent from sub-leasees. Fictitious names,
or dummiesj were also:frequently-used devices.

However, neither the Constitution nor the Enabling Act 
of the state of Arizona made definite provision for the

Ibid., sec. 11. p. 66. ; :
65 Revised Statutes of Arizona. 1913, par. 4567, sec. 12, p. imr.
66 Arizona Range News. July 5, 1918.
67 Report of the State Land Commissioner of Arizona

to the Governor of the State (June 6. 1912 to December 1. TMTT pT37T: --- -
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classification of state lands or for the determination of
rentals on them. Under the territorial system and during
thirteen months of the Commission's existence, rentals were
determined by the boards of supervisors. As a result, great
inequality existed among counties of’ the state, since vir-68
tually no attempt at classification had been made. But" 
the land code of 1915 invested in the Commission the power 
to classify lands that had been^selected, as grazing, agri
cultural, timber, or irrigable. The amount of minimum - 
rental was again affirmed to be three cents per acre pay
able annually in advance on leases made for ten years with

70
preferred right of renewal. In 1933, fees as low as one

71cent per acre were legalized.
Occasionally the State Land Commissioner has found it 

imperative to change the rental charged. The commissioner 
in 1933, Mr. Howard T. Smith, for example, called in each 
lease to make a notation thereon that for the two years 
June 14, 1933 to June 14, 1935, & reduction from three to 68 * * 71

68 Ibid., p. 56. :
^  Acts, Resolutions, and Memorials of the Regular 

Session of the Second Legislature of the STTate of Arizona,
2 spec. sess., 1915, Chap. 5, sec."T5, pp. 19-257

7° Ibid., sec. 32, p. 25. ^
71 Ibid., 1933, Chap. 98, sec. 1, p. 467: or Arizona

Code Annotated, 1939, Chap. 11, sec. 304, p. 437.
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y 721 1/2 cents per acre would be effective. The plight of
stockmen had forced the decision of the Land Commission.
Similarly, the county assessors in a meeting at Globe the
previous December had set a §1 per acre maximum valuation
on private lands. However, the assessors were slower than
the Commission in reducing the valuations, and consequently

- ' . ... . "  ' ' • . ' ; 7 3  .". ■ : .V

the taxes, in several counties.
Arizona cattlemen commended the Commission for recog- 

nizing the suffering prevalent in the industry; yet the Com
mission showed dissatisfaction in the inelasticity of the 
rental system, since no set figure was equitable consider
ing the vast differences in the value of the range. They 72 73

72 Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XII, No. 19
(June 13, 1933). •

73 ibid., XIII. No. 30 (August 7, 1934).
- Grazing Land in Countie s f or 1933

Valuation-Taxation Purposes
County No. of acres 1933 per acre valuation- ' : • -
Cochise 1,278,885 .69
Pima 312,067 1.00
Santa Cruz 269,614 1.13..
Graham . _ 184,328 ' ; ' . 1.11
Maricopa - : . 742,177 i. ’■ . 2.42
Pinal 309,428 . .86
Yuma none 1.06
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recommended reclassification of state land and the estab
lishment of charges based thereafter on the carrying capac
ity of individual sections, as well as on the prevailing 
beef market— the two factors determining the degree of
fluctuation of rentals between definite minimum and maximum

- - 74 ■; ■ "' " ■ - . ' " ■ ■of limits. Carrying capacity and prices are complemen
tary. No stockman must sacrifice his cattle oh a low mar
ket when the range furnishes the possibility of a carry- 
over, and there is no choice when the ranges are depleted. 
But fifteen years were to elapse before these fundamental 
factors were considered.

Meanwhile in April, 1935, the Land Board unanimously
agreed to continue the 1 1/2 cent per’acre fee on state

■ 75 ... - ...lands for two more years beyond June of that year. And 
in 1937 the rate was voluntarily continued for an addition
al two years pending the completion of appraisal of. state 

76lands.
In January, 1936, Works Progress Administration Project 

number 274 was assigned to cooperate with the State Land

74 Twenty-second Annual Report of the State Land 
Commissioner (JulyTT 1933 to June 3<57 1974), p. 67

75 Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XIY, No. 1 
(January 2, 1935).

76 Ibid., XVI. No. 16 (May 11, 1937). \



77Department in the classification of all state lands. Here
tofore no permanent records classifying the lands had ex
isted, unless in the memory, of department employees who 
had never seen the lands. Consequently there was no pos
sible basis for leasing grazing lands except at a flat 
rate, regardless of their value to the lessees. Further
more, the administration was unable to secure income com
mensurate with the best interests of industries utilizing' ... : : - - ' , - 7g . - - " - .
or benefitting from the lands.

Specifications for classification included actual 
physical examination of state lands and the drafting of a 
topographical map for each township denoting all the.dif
ferent types of.lands therein, namely, state, private, rail
road, public domain, forest reserve, and. Indian reservation 
lands. The carrying capacity was estimated, rainfall and - 
soil conditions determined, and summaries by townships and 
counties made. . . ..

In addition to collecting, detailed data, the project 
uncovered many cases of completely inefficient handling be
cause of lack of information. For example, it was found 
that valuable irrigation lands were sometimes under grazing 
leases in violation of the Enabling Act, the Arizona 77 *

77 Twenty-fourth Annual Report of the Arizona State 
Land Commissioner (July i. 1Q3S to June"37T,T[9#TT n.p. '

7^ Ibid. . .
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Constitution, and state land code. Subsequent to the in
vestigation, however, they were properly classified and 
rentals collected accordingly.

The state also participated in the federal soil ero
sion program. On March 18, 1936 an agreement was made be
tween the state of Arizona and the Soil Conservation Service
of the Department of Agriculture whereby unleased state
lands in Pinal and Maricopa Counties were to be under the
supervision of erosion specialists; the object was to check
deterioration of the ranges by planting or propagating

80
vegetative covering. Lessees throughout Southern Arizona 
also reached agreements with the Service for the restora
tion of the land to its former capacity.

State lands were affected by federal statute in 
another way too. Under Section 8 of the Taylor Grazing Act, 
the Land Board frequently exchanged its lands within the 
federal grazing districts for comparable "in lieu" sec
tions (private owners in the districts were similarly au
thorized by the same section). Conflicts sometimes arose 
between the state and private lease applicants. It was 
determined that when land was applied for under both * 80 81

70 :: ■ : . / . -'y Ibid.
80 Ibid. -
81 48 Statutes at Large, pt. 1, sec. 8, pp. 1272-73.
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Sections 8;and 15, a one-year federal permit should be Is
sued under Section 15 if that application were made first;
but if the state filed the initial request, its applica-

82
tion went to Washington for investigation.

As previously noted, the procedure for leasing state 
lands was frequently changed. The contracts up to 1940 
included the "dr date of sale", clause; î .ja., the lease ex
tended for five years unless purchased. In that year, how
ever, Mr. William Alberts authorized the elimination of

f"  - r

the clause so that a potential-buyer must await the expira-
83tion of the lease.

The method of purchasing state lands in 1940 consisted 
in the filing of an application along with a $1 fee at the 
office of the State land Commissioner. The latter notified 
the proper county board of supervisors, which made an ap
praisal of the lands. After publication of a list of lands 
thus applied'for, public auctions were held. State lands 
were sold for cash or on terms. If on terms, the certifi
cate of purchase ran for thirty-eight years after payment 
of five per cent on the purchase price and two per cent in
addition for classification and appraisement.

: .v  ; ... . 1 . , ". . . .... * 82 83 84

82 Weekly llarket Report and News Letter, XV, No. 44
(November/24, 1936). " : ■

83 Ibid., XIX, No. 27 (July 9, 1940).
84 ibid.
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Two types of lands available for renting by Arizona
cattlemen have been discussed, namely, public domain and
state lands. In addition, there are national forests in

85
which the permit system of grazing control is used. By
1904 some eight forest reservations had been set aside in
Arizona in accordance with Section 24 of the General Re-86
vision Act of 1891. Three of the areas were south of

87the Gila River. The Santa Rita Forest Reserve (south
and southeast of Tucson) was created by an executive order

88 89
of April 11, 1902. The Santa Catalina (northeast of

^  There are numerous examples of large ranch organi
zations comprising several different types of lands. Many 
are in the Willcox area. In 1929, the J.H. Brookreson 
Ranch, for instance, consisted of some seven thousand acres 
of patented land purchased at #2 to $5 per acre (originally 
deeded by the government in 320-acre homesteads) and ap
proximately thirteen sections of state leased lands.
The Cook Ranch had three thousand acres of patented and 
a hundred thousand acres of leased lands. E.R. Hooker 
possessed some 35,000 acres of private and twenty thousand 
acres of state lands in addition to considerable forest 
acreage. The Riggs family had acquired a hundred thousand 
patented, fifty thousand leased, and 25,000 acres in forest 
lands. See' Arizona Range News, August 16 and 23, Septem
ber 13, October 11, andNovember 8, 1929.

26 Statutes at Large, p. 1103. In 1907 the name "forest reserves" was"""changed to "national forests."
87 Report of the Governor, op. cit., 1904, p. 111.
88 32 Statutes at Large, pt. 2; pp. 1989-91.
89 Ibid., pp. 2012-13.
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Tucson) was similarly established on July 2 of the same
90year, and the Chirioahua Reserve on July 30.

The establishment of other reserves followed until 
1908 when a process of consolidation began. On July 2, 
Executive Order number 90S directed that the Santa Rita,
Santa Catalina, and Dragoon National Forests be joined 

....... 91under the name of the Coronado National Forest. The re
serve was enlarged on June 6, 1917 with the addition of the

- 92Chirioahua Forest; also by Order number 908, the Huachuca,
Tumacacori, and Baboquivari Reserves were consolidated in-

93to the Carces National Forest. And on July 1, 1908, a
third administrative district, the Crook National Forest,

94was created.
Since the reserves embraced large areas of grazing 

lands, they have always been of paramount importance in the 
history of the cattle industry in southern Arizona. In 
1925/ for example, 1,226,506 of the 1,302,768 acres in the

90 Ibid., pp. 2019-21.
91 g@@ 36 Statutes at Large, pt. 2, p. 2719 for the 

alteration of the boundaries. The best available list of 
presidential orders is Presidential Executive Orders, 
W.P.A. Historical Records Survey',' 2 vols.

92 presidential Executive Orders, Order No. 2630,P.
93 s©e 36 Statutes at Large, pt. 2, p. 2687 for addi

tion of lands on April 2T7 1910.
94 presidential Executive Orders. Order No. 869,

p. 81.
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Coronado National Forest were usable for grazing. for an .. 
average of 10.46 months per year with a carrying capacity 
of 37,844 cattle. -, The Forest Service of the Department 
of Agriculture, which has .supervised the reserves since. . 
1905, was given the task of seeing.that the maximum number 
of cattle and sheep were grazed with the least possible 
injury to .vegetation. Its range management program in
volves the determination of carrying capacity, the most. 
adaptable class of stock, and the grazing period for each 
range. The most beneficial use of grazing lands and 
the best distribution of stock are obtained.through the 
proper division of ranges among the stockmen and among the , 
different classes of livestock, as well as by the develop- 
ment of water, construction of drift fences, better salt
ing methods, and.the eradication of poisonous plants.

; At first there was no law specifically authorizing
the sale of grazing privileges on forest reserves. But
since there was also no prohibition, Chief Forester Pinchot

98
ordered a small charge beginning January 1, 1906. .... In the

95 Hearings before a_ Subcommittee of the Committee on 
Public Lands and Surveys. TT.S. Senate. Cong., 1 Sess..
V m r pTT7T5— —  ,

9^ Paul C. Redington (District Forester), "Forest Re
serves and:Grazing lands,»-Proceedings of the Tenth Annual 
Meeting-of the Arizona CattleGrowers' SssocTation, 1^17, 
PP» 34-35. .,

97 Ibid-. 36. . ’ ..
9° House Doc. No. 6, 59 Cong. 2 Sess., p. 278.1
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years, preceding his extra-legal step, considerable opposi
tion was manifested -in western states against regulation.
On:February 14, 1899, for example, delegate Marcus A.
Smith of Arizona presented a memorial from the legislature

99of his state demanding grazing without restriction.
Yet the disadvantages of free grazing were apparent.

The Interior Department, which directed the reserves until 
1905, found it almost impossible to assign permits justly 
to all applicants, and thus adapted preferential rules.
The stockmen residing on the reserves were first considered, 
and then persons with permanent ranches within reserves but 
residence outside. Next in preference came those who lived 
in the immediate vicinity, and finally outsiders or tran-100
sients who had some equitable claim. Without the exac
tion of fees, however, restrictions on grazing were neces
sarily lax and westerners for that reason opposed the
transfer of reserves to a Department of Agriculture bent

101on the regulation of grazing.
Nevertheless, government control was established and 

the Congressional appropriation bill for the fiscal year * 101

.... .9? Congressional Record. 55 Cong., 3 Sess., 22X11,
pt. 2, p. 1879; Session Laws of the Twentieth Legislative 
Assembly of the Territoryof Arizona. 1899. Council 
Memorlal No.-1, p. 88.

100 John Ise, The United States Forest Policy, p. 169.
101 Congressional Record. 57 Cong., 1 Sess., 23X7, pt. 7, pp. 6509-26 and 6566-73.
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ending June 30, 1907 contained a provision relative to 
the levying of fees. The minimum charge for summer graz
ing was twenty to thirty-five cents per head, or thirty- 
five to fifty cent s per head for year-long grazing. But 
the regulation stipulated that grazing fees would be
raised as the ranges improved and the demand for permits 

102
increased. From 1906 until 1910 only slight changes were 
made in the regulations. But in 1910, fees were estab
lished oh the basis of thirty-five to sixty cents. An ; 
order of the Secretary of Agriculture, effective January 1, 
1912, added five cents per head per annum. In 1915 the 
scale ran from forty-eight to seventy-five cents per head. 
The first important increase came in 1916 with the raising 
of the maximum charge to §1.25 with gradual additions 
scheduled until by 1919 it would be §1.50 with a sixty-cent 
minimum.

Ten per cent of receipts from forest reserves were 
payable annually to the territory to be distributed to the 
counties in which the reserves were located for the benefit 
of schools and the construction of roads,. providing ;that- 
the amount was.not,equivalent to more than forty per cent 102

102 c.E. Rachford, "Forest Service, Range Appraisal 
Report,." Hearings. op. oit....pt. 1,' pp. 17-18.
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103of a county*3 Income from all sources. Accordingly104
the following.amounts were apportioned to southern Ari
zona counties' for the year closing June 30, 1908:
Cochise §511.77; Pima §230.13; Santa Cruz §757•03; Graham

105§1,065.23; and Maricopa #48.13. - By a subsequent act .
of Congress, however, it was provided that twenty-five per 
cent of the money received should be disbursed to the state. 
Thus in July, 1908 there was another distribution as fol
lows:: Cochise §976.47; ■;Pima §1,080.92; Santa Cruz §1,479.25;

106Graham #1,977.02; Pinal. #401.20; and Maricopa §1,302.19.
In addition, ten per cent of gross receipts is expended
upon roads within the forests, and about eleven per cent
is paid into the state treasury. Thus the -share of rents
received is at; least equivalent in most eases to the taxes
which would be collected from the same lands in private 

107ownership.;
The permit system of renting is more flexible than the 

leasing system. It entails a definite number of animals on

34 Statutes at Large, pp/ 1270-71; Biennial Mes
sage of the Governor of Arizona (Joseph H. Kibbey) to the 
Twenty-fourth teglslaTiTve Assembly. 1907, p. 41. :

Revised Statutes of Arizona, 1913, pars. 4654-55, pp. 1503-04.
•̂̂ 5 Biennial Message of the Governor of Arizona (J.H. 

Kibbey) to the Twenty-fIftlTLegTslative Assembly, 1$09,
P- 27. . ----------

106 Ibid.
3,0̂  Wooton, op. cit.. pp. 56-57.
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an amount of land which the Forest Service estimates to
be sufficient. The forage required for a given kind of
animal differs very little, and hence a uniform charge "per
animal" Is easily applied whereas a uniform charge "per
acre" is not equitable because of vegetation differences.
Furthermore, the leasing system is conducive to overstock-

108ing, especially if the tenure is short.
Speculation was discouraged, since permits are not 

transferable; also, a stockman who waives his grazing pref
erence by agreement with a buyer of his stock and private 
lands is prohibited from obtaining another permit for 
three years, unless surplus land of no use to other appli
cants is available. Moreover, permits were to run for only 
one year with preference being given to small nearby owners,
other occupants of the range, and owners of transient stock, 

109in that order.
The first decade of the existence of the Arizona 

forests brought a rapid increase in the value of grazing 
privileges, the higher price of meat and- the growing scar
city of open range being perhaps the chief causes. While 
rentals on Indian, state, and private lands rose accordingly, 108 109 *

108 Ibid.
109 "National Forest Manual," (Effective March, 192k) t

Regulation 0-7, Hearings, op. cit.. p. 61.
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the forest reserve fees remained stationary. But finally
in 1917, the Secretary of Agriculture decided to correct110
the discrepancy by raising the fees.

Livestock associations in the western range states
protested. The Arizona Cattle Growers1 Association,
eighty-four per cent of its members having forest permits,
registered strenuous objections at their March convention 111
in Globe. The committee appointed to draw up a protest 
to the proposed advancement in rates denounced the state
ment of the Secretary of Agriculture that Forest Service 
fees were only thirty-four per cent of prices paid by cat
tlemen for grazing on private lands; i.-e., 3.9 cents per 
head as compared with 11.7 cents per head. They contended
that fencing and the unregulated use of non-forest lands

112
were conducive to the most profitable range management.

The demands of cattlemen were partially met when the 
Department of Agriculture reduced its announced increase 
in fees from 33 1/2 to twenty-five per cent. Future in
creases were to be contingent upon investigations of the

113actual value of each permit in the separate forests. * 112 113 *

H O  Anonymous, American Forestry. XXIII, No. 279 
(March,. 1917), P. 177: ---

H I  E.H. Orabb, "Grazing Privileges on Forest Re
serves," Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Meeting of the 
Arizona Cattle Growers’7' Association, 1917, p. 65;

112 See the committee's letter to D.F. Houston, then Secretary of Agriculture, Ibid.. p. 52.
113 Anonymous, American Forestry. XHII. No. 279

(March, 1917), p. 177: ^
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Accordingly, a detailed appraisal of national forest
ranges began in 1921 in order that a parity between forest

114and commercial rates could be equitably established. •
The following year Arizona stockmen formed an organi

zation in Tucson called the National Forest Permittees1 - 
Association to resist attempts of the Forest Service to 
advance grazing fees. Their resolutions called for long
term leases in definite and positive terms, and the recog
nition of established rights based upon use prior to the 
creation of the forest reserves. However, Colonel W.B. 
Greeley, Forester-in-Chief at Washington, stated that ex
isting rents did not represent the full commercial value

115of the grazing lands. ^
Generally the cattlemen were satisfied with the regu

lated system of grazing as promulgated by the Forest Ser
vice, especially in times of depression. A typical situa
tion occurred during the mld-20's when many grazing regions 
were drouth-stricken. The Secretary of Agriculture was . 
authorized by Congress in March, 1925 to waive any part, 
or all, of. the grazing charges for the use of national :

y -.-y-;.. ■...... 116 -.......
forests in the drouth areas. In the same year, grazing * 116

Sen. Doc. No. 199. 74 Cong.. 2 Sess,, p. 257. 
Tucson Citizen. June 5, 1922.

116 44 Statutes at Large, pt. 1, p. 1259.
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fees were worked out on the basis of annual rates paid by
117stockmen,on leased state and private lands. In 1927, 

there-was a reduction; though the next year the Secretary 
of Agriculture approved a plan, to begin in 1928 and con
tinue through 1930, whereby grazing charges would be in
creased to the commercial basis less twenty-five per cent,
the difference in the two scales being lessened twenty-

118
five per cent for each of the three years. . v
; The extremely low: prices of cattle and sheep, however,

119resulted;in a fifty per: cent reduction for 1932. Then 
a flexible formula was worked: out and approved by Secretary 
of Agriculture Wallace on May 27,1933. It provided for , 
annual readjustment on the basis of prices received for 120
livestock during the previous year in: eleven western states; 
the 1931 range appraisal rate of 14.5. cents per head; per 
month for cattle was accepted as the, b a s e • Thus, by way 
of illustration, the 1939 cattle: fee was eight per cent 
lower than the 1931 level; i.<3., the individual forest fee 118 * 120

11? Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XII, No. 14 
(April 137 1933)':-------- --------------------

118 Sen. Poo. Ho. 199, 74 Cong., 2 Sees., p. 257.
: 119 Report of the Forester, 1933 (Robert Y. Stuart)',
Annual Reports“~oT~‘th'e.Department of Agriculture, p. 24.

120 ibid., pp. 24-25. : - . . . . ' : :
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was established -"by simply taking ninety-two per cent of 121
the base * -- ■

It is true that in spite of the general acquiescence 
in the forest program, certain criticisms prevailed, which 
were slowly met. The demand for long-term permits cul
minated in the enactment .of the Clarke-McNary Law on June 122
7, 1924i which granted contracts up to ten years; but
with the initiation of the public domain administration
under the Taylor Grazing Act, permits were once again is-123
sued on a year-to-year basis.

Furthermore, permission to erect fenced enclosures 
was sought. The lack of arbitrary lines of division lower
ed the worth of forest grazing privileges in comparison with 
Indian, state, or private leases, which empowered the 
lessees to construct fences and consolidate ranch units.
The difficulty in separating different kinds of stock or 
the animals of different owners is apparent. However, the. 
Service did allow so-called "drift fences" to restrict the 
movement of stock in such a manner as to secure their proper 
distribution on the range, second in importance only to the * 47

Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XVIII, No.21 (May 2,' 1939)” See the letter of James A. Scott, Acting 
Regional Forester at Albuquerque.

' - _ , - . - ............  ' : . •

■. - 122 43 Statutes at Large, pt. 1, pp. 653-655.
123 Weekly Market Report and News letter. XIII, No,

47 (December 4, 1934). .
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124rate of stocking.
In summary it can be said that though stockmen occa

sionally' protested -against increase in grazing fees and 
certain weaknesses in the forest reserve laws, they almost 
invariably supported the Forest Service in its efforts to 
improve range conditions; and the constructive pioneering 
of foresters in developing a range science in Arizona has 
been most commendable. Perhaps the first experiment of 
note began in 1903 with the enclosing of 49.2 square miles 
in the Santa Rita Forest Reserve; four contiguous ranches 
were also included. Previous to that time, heavy pasturing 
had considerably depreciated the range; but by 1910 the 
Bureau of Plant Industry was able to report conclusively
that vegetation which once flourished on the reserve could

. .. , 125. - ...be restored when given a measure of protection.’ In 1915 
the Experimental Station was transferred to the Forest Ser
vice, which has continued to show the benefits to be de-

126rived from stocking ranges'within their grazing capacity.
The basic objective in range research involves de

tailed study of conditions necessary for plant growth; it 125 126

Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Meeting of the 
Arizona Stock GrowersT~AssocTation, 19171, p. 4?7 :

125 David Griffiths, "A Protected Stock Range in
Arizona,M U.S.D.A. Bureau of Plant Industry Bulletin No. 
177, pp. 7-24. - ■

126 Redington, op. oit.y p. 36.
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begins with the soil and ends with the marketable animal.
A matter of chief concern has been the invasion of the
ranges by mesquite, cacti, burroweed, and snakeweed. Though
these plants often result in a decreased forage production,
they do not have the effect of poisonous plants in causing
cattle losses. The latter have presented a serious prob- 

127lem. In 1916 alone some four hundred head of cattle
worth approximately §16,000 were lost in forests of Arizona.
The principal plants causing the losses were three or four

128
species of loco. Of the experiments which have been con
ducted under the supervision of the Southwestern Forest and 
Range Experiment Station at Tucson, many have been con
cerned with the different methods of controlling and eradi
cating noxious and poisonous weeds. When tested and proven, 
the information obtained is disseminated among cattlemen.

Another important advantage which has accompanied 
governmental control of the ranges is the prevention of 
range wars, particularly armed conflicts between cattlemen
and sheepmen, as a result of the closing of forest reserves

129to "transient" and tramp herds. Furthermore, the forest

^ Kenneth W. Parker, "Control of Noxious Plants in 
the Southwest," Research Notes, No. 77 (December, 1939). 
Southwestern Forest and Range Experiment Station, Tucson,
p. 10.
... 128 Redington, o&. cit., p. 36.

129 vfill C. Barnes, "The Story of the Range," Hear-ings, op. cit., pt. 6, p. 1586.



regulations have had a salutary effect on the enforcement 
of brand laws. If an application for a permit shows that 
the stock to be grazed bear brands not recorded in the
name of the applicant, acceptable proof of ownership must 
be furnished. •v:
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BRANDS AND QUARANTINE REGULATIONS 
1Branding is as old as civilization, but it was the 

open range system of grazing which fastened it permanently 
upon the cattle industry. In southern Arizona, as elsewhere 
in the Southwest*, the vast public domain was roamed by cat
tle of nrniy different owners. Identification of stock thus 
became an important phase of the spring and fall round-upS. 
Two types of rustlers'scourged the ranges; and often made ' 
earmarks and other subsidiary marks necessary. One kind 
passed as honest ranchers who, paradoxically, usually had
more calves than cows; the other openly stampeded and drove2
away cattle in typical Indian fashion. Though cowboys 
sometimes provided a limited protection against dishonest 
cattlemen and thieves, the brand furnished the only proof 
of ownership when disputes arose. : :

As in many other aspects of the industry, the early 
American system of brand recording followed the Mexican in
novations. Each monogram was burned on a piece of tanned 1 2

1 "Brand" is not used inclusively in this chapter, but 
refers only to the burned monogram. Earslits, counterbrands 
or other marks of identification are treated as distinct.

2 John H. Cady, Arizona’s Yesterdays, p. 107.
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leather which was strung on a wire with others to he filed 
away so that court decisions could he based upon coinci-

3dence of the replica with the mark on the animal in question.
On the back of the cowhide in script was information which
the county recorder also entered in a book entitled Marks,
Brands and Counter Brands, showing a sketch of the brand
and marks, name of the owner, the date of recording, and
the signature of the recorder. Photostatic copies from
several pages in the Pima County books are Included t: e ;.l-

4herein to illustrate the entry made.
Many different types of brands were recorded. Whereas 

the initial letters of the owner were apparently most com
mon, character brands reflecting Indian and Mexican influ
ence were quite numerous. The story behind others can be 
traced to the owner’s nativity in Texas or the Indian Terri
tory where many of the more famous brands originated.

Under the county system of recording brands, it was a 
frequent occurrence for cattlemen to record a brand in one 
county, only to have another man, intentionally or acci
dentally, adopt the same brand in an adjoining county.

3 Arizona Daily Star. June 26, 1931• Many of these 
cowhide pieces can be seen in the Pioneer Historical So- 
city’s collection in Tucson;

^ Marks, Brands, and Counter Brands, ms., Pima County 
Recorder’s office, I (January 23, 18?? to June 29. 1896), 
pp. 1-804; II (July 11, 1896 to February 24, 1897), pp. 1- 29. Records were also made in similar books.from 186b to 
January 11, 1877; see Inventory of the County Archives of 
Arizona. No. 10 (Pima County, The™Hlstorical Records Survey, 
Works Progress Administration, p. 69.
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Inasmuch as there was nothing to prevent animals from roam
ing the open range across county lines, the system was a ; : 
constant source of confusion and litigation.

It is estimated that at least a dozen owners were,us
ing each of the following_brands: X, F, A, N, Z, and I,
There were hundreds of cases where two men had the same 
brand in use in different counties. However, the existence 
of such a possibility was not so apparent until after the 
heavy shipments of cattle began in the late 80’s. Inspec
tors were then confronted with the difficult task of deter-

5mining ownership. :
■ InVJanuary,'1885, a Territorial Stockmen’s Association
convention-at Prescott made several resolutions concerning 
the inefficient registration of brands. First it was con
sidered imperative that cattle driven through the territory 
have a uniform brand. Secondly, a step toward prohibition 
of territorial duplication was taken in a recommendation 
that there be no two brands alike in a county, and a limita
tion of one brand to an owner. Finally, the stockmen;urged
the compulsory registration of all brands with the county6
recorder.

It must not be forgotten, however, that no amount of

5 Biennial Report of the Live Stock Sanitary Board of Arizona, 1897-18981 p. 3T '
^ Clifton Clarion, February 18, 1885.
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administrative efficiency could have erased all the prob
lems relating to marking. Quite often altogether different 
monograms or characters resulted from alterations made by 
the rustlers. A wet blanket (wrung out) was placed over 
the brand and a red hot frying pan pressed against it; the 
steam scalded the hair off, and the job was done except for 
rebranding after the hair grew back in a few months.

Nevertheless, the livestock laws of the territory 
which were approved on March 10, 1887 partially met the 
stockmen's demands. They contained a provision to the ef
fect that every cattle owner must have a mark, brand, and 
counterbrand different from that of his neighbors, and as 
far as practicable different from any other.in the territory.
One weakness of the law was its inapplicability to brands or8
marks already recorded in accordance with law. Yet the
county system of recording was made compulsory, a $2 fee

9being charged for each entry.
The certificate issued was prima facie evidence in

courts of competent jurisdiction in any action involving10
the ownership of an animal legally branded. Furthermore, 
there was a requirement in the law that every person selling

7 Ibid.
8 Revised Statutes of Arizona. 1887, par. 2785, p. 503.
9 Ibid.v par. 2787, P. 503.

10 Ibid., par. 2788, p. 503.



cattle not intended for slaughter must counterbrand them 
on a shoulder or, as an alternative, give a descriptive bill 
of sale. Failure to comply with the law meant that the
seller could not recover an animal by virtue of his own■ 11 • ... ̂ ■ -- - • ■
brand. _

Arizona was the last of the range states and terri- . 
tories to abolish the county system of brand recording. But 
finally, in 1897, the Live Stock Sanitary Board of three 
members was empowered to enforce the Registration in the 
Territorial Brand Book of all range stock brands for which 
legal recognition was desired. For each of seven entries 
on a page, a facsimile of the design or figure was to be de
picted along with a diagram denoting the manner of earmark
ing adopted by the applicant; additional information which
was included consisted of the name, residence, and address

- . . . " ' . ;  * • . - \

of the owner plus the date of application, where the brand 
was to be placed upon the animal, kind or kinds of animals, 
a general designation of the range whereon such animals were 
located, and sufficient proof to the Board to verify owner- 
ship of the brand and cattle.

Cattlemen who had brands on the county records could 
pay the county recorder twenty-five cents for a certified

11 Ibid., par. 2790, p. 503.
12 Ibid.:. 1913. . par. 3756. n. 1291.

168
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copy signed by both the owner and recorder. Some owners 
failed to avail themselves within the set time of the right 
to transfer their old brands, and consequently were com
pelled to adopt new ones in order to avoid conflict with 
those previously recorded. To illustrate the unwilling
ness of stockmen to comply with what they at first consid
ered an iniquitous law, it might be mentioned that by June
15, 1897, only 25# of some 600 brands In the counties" had
• ... ..... 15 " . . :■ " ' / ' - ■ ■ ■ ' "been transferred. • ...................

Yet many applications for both new and old brands were 
received. When the Board was satisfied in each case that 
no similar brand had been recorded theretofore by any other 
person in the territory (or state, by the time of 1913 re
vision) owning range stock, a $5 fee (now $10) was accepted 
and placed in the "license and inspection fund.” The process 
was completed with the issuance of a certificate, providing, 
of course, that the person applying therefor had made affi
davit that he had no knowledge of the existence of a similar

16• brand or earmark in the Republic of Mexico.
The 1931 law provided for advertising of new brands, in

*3 Tempe News, April^24. 1897.
Biennial Report of the Live Stock Sanitary Board. 

1897-169^7“ ^  -------------------- --------
Arizona Weekly Star. June 24, 1897.

16 Revised Statutes of Arizona. 1913, par. 3757, p. 1291.
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, . 17some newspaper, journal, or bulletin at least once;
originally, however, a rule of the Board itself required
publishing of the application in two consecutive issues of
the weekly papers in order to give cattlemen an opportunity
to protest when a conflicting iron was presented. The
papers used for the purpose were The Range News of Willoox
and The Tucson Post of Tucson in southern Arizona, as well
as The Coconino Sun of Flagstaff and The Weekly Gazette of

~ T S — —  . , . --------- ---------
Phoenix. After 1931 the Weekly Market Report and News
latter contracted to print all the brands applied for.
Their $50 per month remuneration saved the Live Stock Board 
an equal amount since the newspapers had been receiving 
$100 * per month. The Treasury Department added another de
tail to the registration procedure by requiring that a ten 
cent revenue stamp be placed on each certificate.

The first twenty entries in the Brand Book were made on 
March 14, 1897 by different members of the Cameron family. 
The information for certificate number one shows that Colin

Acts.Resolutions, and Memorials of the Regular 
Session, Tenth Legislature of the State o?-Arizona, 1931, 
par. 2113, p. 98. ■' ; . : : "

1® Minutes of the Live Stock Sanitary Board-. October16, 1902” ------- *
_  ^  ■ ’ ,  ' ‘ ‘ : . - . • ; . . ■ - ' 719 Ibid. - :.: 7 : ' ' ' " ■ ' ' ' " >
20 Oasis. November 5, 1898.
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Cameron of Loohiel, Arizona, in the San Rafael Valley of 
southeastern Pima County, was given legal right to use the 
6T brand on the left side of his cattle; the brand had been 
previously recorded on I&iy 8, 1883 in Pima County. The 
entry is stamped as having been re-recorded in 1919 when 
the Live Stock Sanitary Board exercised its prerogative to
require re-recording of all entries, thereby eliminating

'.v, ■ - 22 : r : ■ ' .i.v": ■ : : ' . - -
those not in use.

In general it can be said that the stock law was 
framed not to confiscate the cattle of honest stockmen, but 
to stop cattle thieves. Rustlers could be easily distin
guished when all permanent brands were recorded. According
ly, provisions for the effective enforcement of the act were 
included. Inspectors were to seize unbranded animals as 
well as those with mutilated, indistinct, or otherwise dis
figured brands; freshly-branded "mavericks” were also sub- 
ject to confiscation.

Yet the livestock law of 1897, or "bull tick" law as 
it was commonly called, has been severely criticized from

^  Territorial Brand Book of Arizona. I, p. 1. The 
original books arefiled in the office of the Live Stock 
Sanitary Board in Phoenix. Also see Marks, Brands, and 
Coimterbrands, <1, op. pit., May 8; 1883 recording.

22 Revised Statutes of Arizona. 1913. par. 3757-A,
P. 1291. ------------- ------

23 Ibid.. par. 3725. p. 1278. See also Acts. Resolu 
tions and Memorials, op. oit.. Chap. 48, par. £166. ^Ma
vericks"were known by such, other names as "leppys," 
"dogies," "orejanas," or "sleepers."
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two viewpoints. First, it protected only owners of re- 
eorded brands; in this argument, however, one provision was 
frequently overlooked, namely, that under certain circum
stances , ownership, could be established through the testi-
mony of persons able to identify the animal in question and- 1 '' _ ■. - ■ *' ,  ̂ ‘ * .... * * ■*
the owner, independent of marks or brand.

. Moreover, the stock law.of 1903 largely squelched this 
criticism since it gave inspectors the power to seize "all 
livestock, the ownership of which is questioned," and pro
vided proper legal process for determining the disposition 
of such stock, each claimant having the opportunity to 
prove his ownership without reference to brands or marks. 
Prior to that year there was no adequate remedy in cases 
involving cattle burned with a recorded brand other than 
that of the owner of the animal, since the brand certificate 
was prima facie evidence of ownership. Under the new law 
all animals which could not be claimed were condemned and 
sold, proceeds reverting to the "license and inspection" 
fund. Of the first 433 animals for which the right of pos
session was determined, 289 were condemned and $1,104.96 
turned over to the Live Stock Board; the other 144 were 
given to the true owners on presentation of sufficient proof

2l* Ibid., par. 3758, pp. 1291-92. Also see Webb vs. State. 1)1 Pacific Reporter, 970-973.
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25of ownership.
But it is true that the stockmen of the rest of the

United States and Mexico had no real salvation except to
pay the fee. The Secretary of the Live Stock Sanitary Board
reported in 1897 that several Utah stockmen near the line26
were registering their brands. Most unfortunate, however, 
were the New Mexico ranchers who failed to do so. Many of 
their, cattle were lost to Arizona rustlers who apparently 
were legally, safe in their operations. One man, recently 
released from the Yuma prison, recorded a brand with the 
Board, went to Graham County and proceeded to accumulate 
cattle with that brand which strayed across the,line from 
the neighboring state. By May, 1897, he had gathered ap
proximately 1,100 animals as the nucleus for his ranching ' ' "'' 27
enterprise. The New Mexico Sanitary Commission was be
coming quite provoked and by March, 1898, threatened,to
adopt stringent measures to detect cattle thieves of the' ..... 28 " ■
above nature.

A second criticism of the 1897 law was that it

25 Report of the Governor of Arizona to the Secretary 
o£ Interior, 1955". pp.

26 Oasis, June 12. 1897.
27 Arizona Weekly Star. May 27, 1897.
28 oasis, March 12, 1898. . . ^ /
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protected certain brand owners who were not considered en
titled to '& recording. Opposition was particularly strong 
against permitting Mexicans to acquire certificates. It 
was argued that since.no alien could secure a homestead 
grant, lease state lands (that is, after.1912 when the state 
was given lands), or obtain a forest permit, he should not 
have territorial protection in grazing the free public 
domain. : -:v,. \ / --- ; : ..

Iifciny who objected to the statute for any of sundry 
reasons found means to circumvent it. Certain irresponsible 
parties, for example, were recording numerous brands for 
unlawful use. So on October 16, 1902, in accordance with 
paragraph 3025 of Title XLII, Revised Statutes of Arizona 
for 1901,-the Live Stock Board Instructed the secretary to 
require each applicant to file affidavit that he was the
"true and sole owner of range animals" for which a brand 

29was desired. The following March, however, the require
ment was dropped, subsequent applications being referred
to the inspector of the district in which the animals' 30
ranged. : v :- ; . , / ■ . ..

On the other hand, some attempted to-flout the act 
outright, their actions falling under criminal provisions

^  Minutes of the Live Stock Sanitary Board, October 
•16, 1902; kevisecT"Statutes~bf Arizona. 1901. par. 3025,

30 Minutes of the Live Stock Sanitary Board. March 18. 1903. — ---------- — — — -  ----- — —
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of the law. The use of unlawful or unrecorded brands was 
deemed a misdemeanor; the stock law of 1931» quite similar 
in some respects to those which preceded it, set as the 
punishment a #10 to $100 fine, or ten to thirty days in 
jail, or both. The same law stated in essence that the ob
literation, disfiguration, or changing of a recorded brand 
by addition of marks, figures, or characters to convert it 
into another brand constituted a. felony; conviction re
sulted in imprisonment of not less than one nor more than 

31ten years. - ; . : -.
Provisions in the stock laws relative to slaughtering 

also served to protect the honest cattlemen. Before an ani
mal -could be slaughtered, it had to be examined by an in
spector who recorded a full description of the color and 
brand. The owner then was required to file the information 
in the:county recorder*s office within ten days; there it 
was kept for six months. When a rancher killed a beef 
for home consumption, he had to retain the hide in his pos
session pending inspection, and no alteration or disfigura-
^  33tion of the -brands or marks was permissible. ::

Furthermore, every butcher was required to slaughter

31 Acts, Resolutions. and Memorials, op. cit., par. 2118, ■p.TSSt----------- -----------------------

- ^ Revised Statutes of Arizona. 1913, par. 3747, p.1288. .
33 Ibid., par. 3745. P. 1288.
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at a fixed place to which the inspector had access at all 
times. By the 1903 law, each Butcher was compelled to se
cure a license costing from |30 to $150, depending on the
size of the town; and in order to obtain the license, he

34must present proof of "good moral character." Thus 
butchering on the range and the vending of meat by irre- - 
sponsible parties, for the most part, has been effectually 
checked. But means of evasion were devised, and the courts 
often times sentenced few violators. In 1931, to show the 
general situation, Mr. Carlos Ronstadt wrote that the 
Southern Arizona Cattle Growers’ Association had secured • 
its first conviction in twenty years. The thief could ' 
hardly escape as they saw him rope the calf, kill it, re
move the brand, and haul the carcass to Phoenix where it

35was sold to a butcher. -
Another disadvantage of the 1897 livestock law was its 

failure to provide revenue with which to enforce its provi
sions; therefore, in.1903 the twenty-second legislative as
sembly passed a new measure including a brand tax of §2.50 : 
per annum on all range brands and marks that were used in

34 ibid par. 3741. d p . 1286-87: Messages of Governor 
George T/.P.' Runt to the Secretary of State Allowing Bills 
to Become~~Law3 wiTHToui "Executive Signature, March l5, 1927.

35 Weekly Market Report and News Letter, February 24,
1931. -------------- ---------------------
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the territory. For the 1903-04 series some 2,414 receipts
were Is sued. The primary importance of the act, however,
was not the successful production of revenue, for in the
operation of the law it was possible to determine at all
times whether a brand was being lawfully used. The profit
of the rustler was curtailed because inspectors seized all
freshly-branded stock encountered with brands upon which
the tax was not paid, and reported the seizure to a court
of competent jurisdiction. Many illegal practices that
had;become traditionally associated with the livestock
industry— e_.£., the burning of brands, illegal slaughtering,
mutilating of uninspected hides, and so forth— were vigor-

36ously prosecuted.
Perhaps the improvement in the brand inspection system 

can- best be understood through a typical example of its ear
lier 'Operation. In the summer of 1897, sufficient facts 
were revealed to show that certain unknown parties were 
stealing large numbers of cattle in Pima County and driving 
them to the Salt River Valley for sale or shipment. During 
May some seventy head with several different brands had been 
seen accidentally in a corral near Casa Grande; the two men 
in charge represented that they had purchased the cattle 
from Indians in the Baboquivari Mountains at $4 to $6 per 
head, and were driving them to Tempe for feeding purposes.

Report of the Governor, op. pit., 1904, p. 74.36
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As two investigators sent by the Pima County Cattle Grow
ers* Association discovered, however, the animals were 
actually taken to Phoenix and shipped. Apparently the in
spection required at the shipping point was one in name 
only. The cattle had been vented and rebranded, but the 
inspector failed to report the original brands so that the 
former owners might be notified.

In their tour of the Tempe pastures, the representa
tives of the Pima County organization found a number of 
cattle which had been stolen by Indians and sold to the 
ranchers. Seventeen head belonging to Zepedas of El Plomo, 
Sonora had been smuggled across the line; later when the 
owner identified them and paid the duty, he received the 
remuneration from their sale but the holders lost the amount 
paid the Indians. Other cattle which the investigators 
found in the vicinity belonged to the Arizona Land and Cat
tle Company (L. Zeckendorf and Company) and the Wakefield 
Brothers. Obviously, the livestock inspection had not 
been thorough before 1903, but improvement in the system was 
forthcoming.

In certain other respects the 1903 law was no more 
effective than the one it replaced. By July 13, 1908 there 
had been 11,566 brands recorded in the Territorial Brand

37 Oasis, July 10, 1897.
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y V ' ■: , 38 •=. ■' : • % ■ ■ , . : : : :
Book of Arizona. With that large a number (though many 
of these were deficient for failure to pay the brand tax), 
duplications were unavoidable. Apparently, however, the
greatest difficulty involved a reversal of the border situ
ation of a decade before, a condition which no Arizona law 
could directly arrest. Stockmen of the territory were now 
losing cattle to Sonorans who used identical brands. The 
Boquillas Land and Cattle Company of Cochise County, for 
example, in 1900 had purchased a brand and a large number 
of cattle bearing the brand from William Miller, and re
corded the same in Phoenix as well as in the state of 
Sonora. But without their consent Marion Williams, resid
ing in Cananea, Sonora, purposely adopted the same brand, 
though not in violation of the laws of the Republic of
Mexico. The Live Stock Sanitary Board protested, but with-
' ■' - "• ; ; 39 - ' ' • ' - : : v
out immediate success.

By 1931 the number of recorded brands had risen to ap
proximately 14,000. Many were obsolete, making it diffi
cult to devise new and distinctive brands which would not 
conflict with those previously accepted. For that reason 
Governor George W.P. Hunt recommended a clarification of

Brands and Marks of Cattlet Horses, Sheep, and Hogs 
as they appear in the office 6t the Live Stock Sanitary 
Board in Phoenix, issue of July 13, 1908.

Minutes of the Live Stock Sanitary Board, April 8,
1908. -----
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40
the situation toy the elimination of unused brands. The
Tenth Legislature acoordingly passed a law providing for
a re-reoording every ten years. Each owner m s  given: until
December:31, 1931 to make application to the Board for a 

41certificate. , The procedure resembled that of the origi
nal recording, with the exception that the fee m s  only |2.

42since no advertising m s  necessary.
Mention has been made of the 1897 and 1903 laws rela

tive to determining the ownership of strays. It should be 
explained, however j that the,chairman,of the Live Stock : 
Sanitary Board decided to whom money received from the sale 
of cattle should be paid, except in cases where the brand 
was not recorded. Often he was confronted with:evidence 
presented by many claimants. In fact, numerous persons in 
the territory.scanned newspaper lists of strays and claimed 
every animal advertised for which there was a chance of get
ting the money; . ,

The sale of a stray steer at Fort Huachuea in 1897 
serves to illustrate the difficult decisions which faced the 
chairman. There were at least ten claimants; six of them

Message of Governor George W.P. Hunt to the Tenth 
State Legislature, January 2l, 1931, p. 44.

^  Acts. Resolutions. and Memorials, op. cit., ;par. ' 
2114, pp. 98-l0l;' Weekly Market Report and News Keiter. XIX, 
No. 48 (December 10, 1940J1

Arizona Daily Star, June 26, 1931.
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had had. the brand recorded by transfer from county records, 
while the remainder had unrecorded brands. Almost every . 
county in the territory was represented, but after consider
able deliberation by the Board the money was awarded to a 
man residing at Huaohuca whose brand had not been entered.
in the territorial books. Every other claimant, of course,

43 :filed a complaint. .
: . Sometimes a claim was ordered paid subject to deduction
of a delinquent brand tax. Such was the case with Stray
number 2318 belonging to VY.S. Walters, Peter Johnson, and

44Maliva Johnson in 1908. A year later Seward E. Brown was
45similarly allowed the net proceeds from Stray number 2395.

And the same year Mrs. Carrie Myers was remunerated for
46Stray number 2421 upon the payment of her brand tax.

For ten years before the Live Stock Sanitary Board be
gan registering brands, it had been carrying on other func
tions just as important. The Commission, as the five-man • . 
board was then called, cooperated with a veterinary surgeon 
in.exercising strict supervision over the health of live
stock throughout the territory, and in seeing that

Biennial Report of the Live Stock Sanitary Board, 
1897-189^7"p. 7.-- ------ ---- -------------------------

44 Minutes of the Live Stock Sanitary Board, April 7,1908. — ------------------------------ -------

>5 ibid.. April 6. 1909.
46 Ibid-, July 14, 1909.
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quarantine laws governing the importation of cattle from
Mexico and the states or territories of the Union were en- 

47
forced. - '"'r ,

In August, 188? the Commission accepted the advice of 
Dr. Chandler and authorized Governor C. Meyer Zulick to is
sue a quarantine proclamation against importation of cattle

48
from Mexico and Europe. The possibility of disease being
conveyed by.such animals was. great, since Mexico had no
quarantine law and was the dumping ground for infected
European cattle which were barred from most, markets. For
that reason they were to be held at least ninety days on
the line and until a certificate of health was obtained from

49the territorial veterinarian.
Strenuous objections were raised by certain importers . 

of Mexican cattle; and smuggling, became a common practice.
In October, 1887, for instance, the custom house officials 
seized about two hundred cattle which had .been rounded-up in 
Sonora and driven to the west Huachucas; Colin Cameron, H.L. 
Hildebrandt, Sidney Thomas, and James Southerland were sub
sequently arrested by Deputy United States Marshal Kelton

47 Revised Statutes of Arizona, 1887, pars. 2797-2819,pp. 504-568. ........... .
48 Ibid., par. 2812, p. 508.
^  Tombstone Epitaph, September 3, 1887. The Governor’s proclamation is printed in full in this issue. Also see 

Tombstone Prospector, October 7. 1887.
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50for allegedly "evading the payment of duty.
One decision of Judge Barnes at Tucson in the case of 

United States vs. Hildebrandt in January, 1888 directed the
defendant to pay the duty on fifty head and the court

51 \costs. Actually, the main purpose of the smugglers was
to avoid the ninety days quarantine, not the duty. As was
proven later, they willingly paid twenty per cent of the
value of their stock in customs fees in order to secure the

52higher price in California, Kansas City,' and elsewhere.
Objections of cattlemen to the ninety-day provision had 

already found legal expression in evidence presented by at
torneys Herring and Herring that the quarantine was uncon
stitutional, largely because the institution of the same
against foreign nations was a function of the general govern-

53ment and not of local governments. However, C.M. Bruce,
chairman of the Commission, contended that a quarantine was 
proclaimed against Missouri because that state had no quar
antine law, and by similar reasoning one could be issued

54 7against Mexico. Nevertheless, it was upon the request of

50 Tombstone Epitaph. October 8, 1887.
Ibid.. January 28, 1888; Tombstone Prospector, February 8, 1888.

52 Tombstone Prospector, June 15, 1888.
53 Tombstone Epitaph, November 12, 1887.
54 Ibid.. October 15, 1887.
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the. Commission that the Governor revoked the proclamation55
on December 14, 1887.

But a federal regulation on importation came within a 
year. In October the Treasury Department, having been in
formed by the Committee of Agriculture of the supposed 
prevalence of splenetic fever in Sonora, prohibited the 
entrance of all cattle into Arizona except at Nogales and 
Yuma, and at these points only when free from contagion.
The meat processors immediately attacked the Territorial 
Stock Growers' Association, and especially C.M. Bruce who 
had been sent by that organization to Washington. Mr. Pas- 
choly of the Kansas Cattle Company intimated that the large 
stock growers were attempting to raise beef prices.
Mr. Tribolet of the Wholesale Butchers' Association of Tomb
stone considered it an endeavor to freeze out small cattle-

. - 56men who depended on Sonora ranges for grass.
Colin Cameron, who grazed cattle across the line, 

wrote that Sonoran cattle were just as healthy as those in 
Arizona. He said that the quarantine was unjust discrimina
tion since not one animal with splenetic fever had been 
brought. into Arizona.- Furthermore, inspectors promised for 
Lochiel and other ports of entry had not been sent, small

55 ibid., December 24, 1887.
56 Tombstone Prospector. October 27, 1888.
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ranchmen being thus unnecessarily forced to hold their cat
tle at the border while big operators could Induce inspec
tors to be on hand at opportune times. Finally Cameron 
insinuated that the Live Stock Board and territorial veter- 
inarian were being used by the Chicago ^beef pool." On 
the other hand, C.M. Bruce in a letter dated October, 29, 
1888 to the Tombstone Prospector, defended the measure as 
a proposition to inspect, not to quarantine, cattle.

, But the Treasury Department partially yielded to its
critics and modified the October 15 instructions. la Noria,
' ' 59Hereford, and Buenos Ayres were added as ports of entry.
Cattle from below the quarantine line could go anywhere in
the United States between November 15 and January 15, -the

60
idea being that ticks are killed during cold weather.

Arizona livestock remained comparatively free from dis
ease except for occasional importation of diseased animals. 
The first discovery of cattle suffering from southern (or 
Texas) fever in Arizona was in a herd brought by Mr. Powell 
from southern California in June, 1894. All the animals 
from three of the four shipping ranches were infected, but

5? Ibid.. November 15, 1888.
58 Ibid.. November 1, 1888.
59 ibid.. November 17, 1888.
80 Biennial Report of the Live Stock Sanitary Board.

1897-18937 P : " 9 . ----------------------------- -------
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only the thirty head from the non-infected ranch died
. . „ .61

(within forty-five days after arrival in Arizona). Their 
carcasses were burned and the other animals quarantined un
til colder weather. No cattle were allowed on the ranch
the following summer, and during the interim all traces of62
the disease apparently disappeared.

In December of the preceding year, forty-five Jersey 
cows'were shipped into the Salt River Valley from Eolia, 
Missouri and sold to Mr. Osborne. They were admitted 
without examination because accompanied by Missouri health 
certificates. Upon investigation, however, it was discov
ered that twenty-five of the cows and fourteen of the calves 
were affected with tuberculosis. They were at once de
stroyed and cremated, the balance of the herd being placed 
under quarantine.

In December, 1897, the Live Stock Board devised a means 
to circumvent the federal provision“allowing winter entrance 
of cattle into the territory. The- Southern Pacific was per
mitted to bring in tick-infected stock by way of El Paso

- . „Arizona is in the highland country in„comparison 
with California. When tick-infected lowland cattle are 
taken to the highlands, or vice versa, the native cattle 
with which they are intermingled invariably die from the 
fever, except in the winter. See Minutes of the Live Stock 
Sanitary Board. January 28, 1897. “

62 Biennial Report of the Live Stock Sanitary Board. 1897-189̂ ' p>. I ? " l —  —  —  —  — '
63 Ibid., p. 25.



upon the condition that the owner pay the expense of a
ninety-day quarantine at Willcox. However, animals from
California, also below the quarantine line and infected
with ticks, were refused admission even though the drouth
there was taking a heavy toll. But the territory did
establish "quarantine yards" at Arizola (and later at Yuma
on the Southern Pacific) and at Peach Springs (on the Santa

64Fe) for transient California cattle. The measure should 
not be considered too harsh, therefore, especially since 
Governor Thornton of the neighboring state on January 28, 
1897, had quarantined all of southern California and Arizona 
lying south of the thirty-fifth and west of the 110th 
parallel, even though Arizona was completely free of southern 
fever infection. Furthermore, such a restrictive ruling was 
not new, because Texas had been continuously quarantined for 
ten years.

Perhaps the real reason for the ban on California cat
tle arose from the infection of eight farms near Tempe by 
herds from that state. All suspicious areas had been freed 
from ticks within a year after the arrival of Colin Cameron 
in January, 1897 to quarantine the district, but cattle had 
been imported in violation of the Board's ruling and placed

64 Ibid., pp. 9-10.
65 Minutes of the Live Stock Sanitary Board, January 28,
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66on two tracts. '■ :
On August 11, Mr. J.E. Sturgeon placed 140 head on 

the "Price Tract" (Sec. 14, T. 18, Range 4E). Consequently 
Inspector M.J. Harris mis put in temporary charge of guard
ing the cattle until December when they were released upon 
the payment of $312 for the expenses incurred. Mr, Mont 
Ellingson brought cattle to a quarantined:pasture, his own
property, and was required to hold them until sold for im-

67 ,mediate slaughter. • . - - ' ; ..
Meanwhile cattle were crossing the border in large

numbers. In the first two weeks of April, 1897 there were 
.. 68 eight thousand head cleared at the Nogales port. In one

day, April 28, L. Zeckendorf and Company imported two thou
sand head which brought the total of that company alone to

69eight thousand head for the season.
In July, large numbers of Mexican cattle were corralled

at the customhouse below Bisbee, it having been discovered 
, 70that they were covered with "bull ticks." And yet the

Tempe News, January 23, 1897. :
6? Biennial Report of the Live Stock Sanitary Board,

1897-18937“p7 1 7 . ---- --- ------------- ----
6? Tempe News, April 24, 1897.
69 Oasis. May 1, 1897.
70 ibid.. July 17, 1897.



number, of importations remained steadily high. From August
15 to October 15 some five thousand were admitted, the ma-
jority for grazing purposes. After January 15, 1898,
however, the quarantine laws excluded all Mexican cattle
except fat beeves being shipped for immediate slaughter,
but even they were held in quarantine during transit.

The duties exacted were by no means prohibitive. Two
dollars was charged on calves or yearlings, and $3.75 for
all other animals not valuated over $14 per head. A 27 1/2
per cent ad valorem was fixed on stock worth more than that
amount. Finally a fifteen per cent ad valorem was levied on
hides; however, drawbacks were allowed equivalent to the
duty levied on exported leather made from the imported 72
hides.

In spite of heavy imports, the inspection system proved 
efficient. On December 31, 1900, J.C. Norton, the terri
torial veterinarian, reported that livestock was more nearly

73free from contagious diseases than at any time in ten years. 
Blackleg, or symtomatic anthrax, had been causing the great
est number of bovine losses, from five to thirty-five per 
cent in some valleys. But the United States Bureau of Animal

71 Tempe News, October 16, 1897.
72 oasis, August 14, 1897.
73 J.c. Norton, "Report of the Territorial Veterinari

an,” Biennial Report of the Live Stock Sanitary Board, 1898- 1900, p .  15.
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Husbandry was distributing thousands of vaccine doses
74among the cattle breeders of the territory. ’ As a result,

7 5the losses were reduced to less than one per cent. ;
The cooperation of the railroads in the enforcement of 

systematic rules for admission of livestock had reduced 
the introduction of disease to a minimum. Better organiza
tion of the inspection system was conducive to stricter 
following of the established procedure of requiring either 
a certificate of health or an inspection by the veterinari
an for all;animals imported.. The territory was divided 
into forty inspection districts, each in charge of a com
petent cattleman and as many deputies as were needed, usu
ally between eighty and a hundred by the turn of the cen-76
tury. Yet in spite of all precautions, occasional viola
tions of inspection, rules could not be avoided. In Novem
ber, for example, certain individuals in Bisbee demanded 
a grand jury investigation because beef cattle were being 
sold and slaughtered in that city without any inspection 
whatsoever. Mr. 'Ml. Plaster suggested that the inspector, 
Mr. Hugh Carlson, be subpoenaed and the facts elicited

7/f Ibid.. pp. 17-18.
Report of the Governor of Arizona, op. cit.. 1907, p. 24. --------------------- -------  ---

76 Ibid.! 1904, p. 73.
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" - 77 . ' .from him.
Yet sanitary conditions remained most gratifying, ac

cording to Norton, who reported in April, 1902 that for the 
first time in over seven years Maricopa County had no quar
antined cattle. Infection in Cochise County was being 
controlled largely through the February 20, 1902 order of 
the Live Stock Board which required the inspection of all 
shipments of cattle from that county.

So effectively was the ruling applied that D.E. Salmon, 
Chief of the Bureau of Animal Husbandry, decided against a 
federal quarantine of southern Arizona counties and recom
mended the continuance of the territorial quarantine of

• ' ■ 78certain ranches as well as supervision over shipments.
On May 4, 1903, however, the earlier order was revoked, ex
cept for inspection of shipments from San Simon, Hyshan, and 
„ , 79Neal ranges.

During the interim, .the Board had convinced the feder
al authorities that general quarantine of southern Arizona 
counties was unnecessary. The members contended that in
fection was prevalent only on the San Bernardino Ranch of

77 Letter of Mr. W.M. Plaster to the Foreman of the 
Grand Jury, Tombstone. Ms..in files of the Arizona Pio
neers' Historical Society.

78 Minutes of the Live Stock Sanitary Board. April 8,1902. ---------:-------— --------- — ----
79 ibid.. May 4, 1903.
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gome 200,000 acres in the southeast corner of Cochise 
County. Resolutions were drawn up requesting Mr. John 
Slaughter to completely isolate his ranges from the ingress 
and egress of cattle across the international line. Fur
thermore , the New Mexico Sanitary Board was asked to urge 
ranchers of that state who had property adjacent to
Slaughter’s to take similar actions to guard against the

80
transmission of cattle-tick fever by Sonora ranchers.

In order to enforce the measure, the Sanitary Board
was authorized by th e  Departm ent of Interior to maintain
drift fences around the area. But it was soon learned
that the winters were not severe enough to destroy the

82ticks, and a ’’dipping station” was built. During 1904, 
the cattle were dipped in an emulsion of crude oil. Peri
odic inspections of the range from June, 1905 to July,
1908 indicated a complete eradication of ticks. But on the 
latter date, they were again discovered, probably having 
been brought in by cattle from Mexico through breaks in the 
fences caused by storms. With the resumption of dipping 
methods, Arizona once again became free from southern cattle 
fever. Nevertheless, the range remained under quarantine

80 ibid., January 2, 1903.
^  Ibid., January 11, 1906.

Report of the Governor, op. cit., 1907, p. 24.
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and cattle were not removed except on inspection, and then 
only for immediate slaughter.

Though fences effectually enclosed the infected areas, 
they were paid for by private capital and maintained by lo- 
cal stockmen. Furthermore, they were on public lands and 
without the authority of law. Wire had been strung on the 
international line by Arizona cattlemen for a distance of 
about fifty miles, but a rather uncertain protection was 
furnished because of the difficulties involved in upkeep. 
Fences on the other three sides of San Bernardino had proven 
to be a second protection.

Unfortunately, however, certain.unwise settlers not 
familiar with the difficult nature of arid farming filed 
upon portions of the range and demanded removal of the il
legal obstructions. The Interior Department could only 
acquiesce in their complaints and comply with the law for
bidding fencing of the public domain, which in Arizona was
ninety-five per cent semi-arid with scarcely any private

84
fences to assist in restraining livestock. Consequently, 
pleas were made to the national government for the **

**3 Annual Report of the Livestock Sanitary Board of 
the Territory of Arizona. 1911. p. £♦ (Typewritten ms.
signed by J.C."Horton, the Territorial Veterinarian, in 
the files of the Department of Library and Archives, 
Phoenix.)

8^ Report of the Governor, op. cit., 1907, p. 25.
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construction of a first-class stock fence and for a Con
gressional act which would constitute the breaking of the

85fence a felony. ■ : •
Eventually Arizona's ranges were thus separated from 

Mexico, but not altogether at the behest of private ranch
ers or their representatives. On May 25, 1918, for ex
ample , Congress authorized the construction of a fence
along the boundary line south of the Papago Indian Reserva-86tion for the protection of cattle belonging to that tribe.

From time to time regulations of the United States. De
partment of Agriculture and ,fGeneral Quarantine Rules" of 
the Live Stock Board for the movement of Mexican cattle 
into Arizona were issued. In 1905» for instance, It was 
determined that a permit for the importation of cattle into
the territory by rail for immediate slaughter would be

87granted only if all conditions were met. Quarantine, 
slaughter corrals had to be built at a sufficiently isolated 
place adjacent to some railroad and marked "Quarantine 
slaughter corrals for southern cattle only," in letters at

85 ifria-. P. 25.
40 Statutes at Large, p. 569.

8? Revised Code of Arizona, 1928, par. 2081, p. 505; 
par. 2084, p. f>061 (Repealed by Acts, Resolutions, and 
Memorials, op. cit., Chap. 43, sec,. 38, p. 113.)
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least ten inches in height; and in addition a surrounding
fence sixty feet distant was required.

The cattle could be shipped only in placarded oars and
unloaded only at "southern pens,” from which non-infected
livestock was not only excluded but considered as diseased
if mistakenly placed in the pens. After arrival at the
destination, the local inspector kept the animals under
close supervision until they were slaughtered within the two88
weeks* time allowed.

In attempting to enforce the quarantine the Sanitary
Board was actuated by the desire to protect the livestock
interests. For the most part they were successful. By 1915
the prevalence of foot and mouth disease had caused great
losses in eastern states, but Arizona continued relatively

89free from the contagion. Yet the enforcement of the quar
antine along a 250-mile border was extremely difficult.
Lack of cooperation from certain elements among the cattle
men occasionally presented a problem.

In January, 1916, for example, delegates from Pima and 
Cochise Counties refused to attend the annual convention of 
the Arizona Cattle Growers’ Association at Prescott. For 
some eighteen months they had insisted that the state

88 Minutes of the Live Stock Sanitary Board, April 7.
1905. " ' ------------------ -------

89 Message of George T/.P. Hunt, Governor of Arizona, 
to the Second sta^,e~~Eegislature, 1915.



quarantine was necessary and by pressure brought about its 
adoption because they had cattle to sell. Out of some 
twenty-six cases in the term of federal court preceding the 
convention, most were concerned with the fraudulent impor
tation of livestock; the Association played no small part

90
in securing twenty-five convictions.

But by January they were buying great numbers of cat
tle and opposed the continued operation of the Board’s quar
antine regulations. With the supply of marketable cattle 
above the quarantine line nearly exhausted and thousands 
available south of the border at cheap prices, there was 
naturally considerable inducement for smuggling and thus 
need for cooperation, especially by the border cattlemen.

In regard to the states, Arizona sanitary regulations 
down to the 20’s •had generally been stringent, California 
being the only major exception. But in 1924, Governor George 
W.P. Hunt declared an embargo against automobilists return
ing eastward from that state because of the foot and mouth 
epidemic there. Though the situation was handled rather
tactlessly, the Governor’s precaution was defended as neces-

92sary for the safeguarding of Arizona cattle.

90 Proceedings of the Ninth Annual Meeting of the Ari
zona Cattle Growers’Tssoclatioh, 1916, p. 79.

91 Ibid., pp. 77-79.
92 t*Th0 Arizona-California Border War,” Literary 

Digest (editorial), L3CQCI, No. 5 (May 3, 1924), p. 13.
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CHAPTER VII

- CATTLE RUSTLERS

As previously discussed, rustlers made branding abso
lutely necessary on the vast ranges of Arizona. Two types, 
the open outlaws and the thieves who posed as honest 
ranchers, were reviled by early Arizona stockmen, though 
the stampeders were perhaps the most troublesome near the 
border. A common method of rustling entailed the adoption 
of a brand which could be placed upon unbranded calves, no 
matter how obtained; over-branding was more dangerous and 
seldom practiced since obvious cow-stealing invariably car- 
ried the death penalty. For the most part, cattle stealing 
gradually disappeared along with the open range, but it has 
continued to be an important problem to Arizona ranchers.

Immediately after the discovery of gold near Tomb
stone, a cosmopolitan population rushed into the area.
Along with law-abiding citizens there came many undesirables, 
escapees from the Texas Rangers and equally determined law 
officers in Kansas, Missouri, and other states. Cochise 
County with its numerous canyons, arroyos, and hill pockets 
became a rustler’s paradise since stolen stock was easily

^ John H. Cady, Arizona Yesterdays, pp. 107-109.
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corralled and branded before being marketed. The majority 
of the cattle were stampeded from across the border. Rus
tlers from Texas traditionally hated the so-called "greas
ers" and were, unscrupulous about raiding the Sonora ranches. 
Frequently they would enter into contracts with unsuspect
ing parties, particularly Indian agents and commanders at 
the military posts, to supply them with beef; afterwards the
number of animals required were secured in Mexico or else-

3where. A common return route was through the Altar Valley
and over the Peloncillo Mountains by way of the Skeleton

4Canyon into the San Simon Valley. r .
Many of the outlaws gathered at Galeyville, on the . ... 

eastern slope of the Chiricahuas, in close proximity to the 
scene of their operations. The Clanton Ranch on the San 
Pedro and the MoLaury place in the Sulphur Springs Valley 
were also notorious centers of nefarious enterprises. In 
fact, nearly every canyon or valley in the county was even
tually used by rustlers. : Their operations became so exten
sive that friendly relations between the United States and 
Mexico were threatened. On February 1, 1881, Governor John 
C. Fremont sent a special message to the Territorial Council

^ "William M. Raine and Will C. Barnes. Cattle, p. 202.
3 Report of the Governor of Arizona to the Secretary 

of Interior, 1^81, p. 11V.
Raine and Barnes, op. cit., p. 203.

2
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requesting measures to destroy the organized bands of rus
tlers. He urged the creation of a force of one hundred men 
to maintain order on the border. But the legislature de
feated a bill providing for territorial volunteers, maintain
ing that the federal forces in Arizona were sufficient to

5cope with the situation.
At first the Arizona cattlemen did not strenuously ob

ject to the rustlers, because the Sonora and Chihuahua
ranchers were the principal sufferers; also, "wet" steers

6
could be purchased at nominal prices. The organizations
which were founded for mutual protection against cattle
stealers had little effect on the general lawlessness, though
occasionally thieves were apprehended. In 1880, for example,
the Stock Association of Pima County filed a complaint
through its secretary, I.N. Harvey, against D.A. Sanford, a
prominent rancher of the county, who was subsequently ar-

7rested for cattle stealing. ~
However, the Mexican stockmen were naturally more riled 

and resisted the rustlers, frequently chasing them into the 
Arizona territory. Finally a major disaster occurred in

5 George H. Kelly, Legislative History of Arizona,
1864-1912, pp. 98-100. ~  ",

6 Paul I. Wellman, The Trampling Herd, p. 358. The 
term "wet" originally applied to stolen cattle which were 
swum across the Rio Grande, but later came into general 
use for all stolen stock driven across the border.

? Arizona Weekly Star, December 2, 1880.
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July, 1881, when Mexicans with a pack train were murdered
in Skeleton Canyon. Shortly afterwards six of "Curly
Bill’s" rustlers entered Sonora where they rounded up about
three hundred head of cattle. A group of vagueros trailed
them and not only recovered the animals at the Cloverdale
River, but took two hundred more from the Double Dobe Ranch
belonging to Charlie Green and Charlie Thomas. Curly Bill -
and fifteen of his cohorts, however, overtook the Mexicans
and killed several before returning with the cattle. The
three hundred Sonoran beeves were sold to "Old Man" Clanton,
then established in the Animas Valley near the border.
Later Clanton decided to drive the re-branded stock to
Tombstone, but was ambushed by Mexicans in Guadalupe Canyon

8and murdered along with four of his herders.
With Mexicans constantly on the lookout for the stam- 

peders, it became more profitable to steal from Cochise 
ranchers. Stockmen who had formerly acquiesced in the il
legal operations became active enemies. In 1883, Governor 
F.A. Tritle reported that the previous year was accompanied 
by an all-time high in outlawry, and that the citizens of 
the southeastern county subscribed and paid to the trea
surer over #5,000 to be expended for capturing and punishing 
the outlaws. "The Arizona Stock Association offered#1,000

® Walter N. Burns, Tombstone. p. 126.
9 Report of the Governor, op. cit., 1883, p. 12.
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for the death of Curly Bill, perhaps Arizona’s most famous 
10

outlaw. With the support of cattlemen, law officers
worked more effectively and in 1885, Governor Tritle stated

11that livestock then ranged in relative security. However,
the rustlers were not completely suppressed and John
Slaughter, who was appointed sheriff of Cochise County in
1887, issued the ultimatum, "Rustler, get out or be killed,"12and most of the outlaws took one alternative or the other.

With the establishment of big ranches, rustling again 
became active. Local papers reported many isolated cases 
of thievery. On April 9, 1897, for example, the Tombstone 
Prospector reported that Sheriff Slaughter, accompanied by 
Constables Fred Dodge and Charlie Smith, rode to Contention 
to arrest L. Larrieu. John Vaughn of the Vail Cattle Com
pany had preferred charges for the arrest of larrieu after
being informed that an animal bearing the Vail brand had

13been seen in his possession. Hides branded the Vail heart 
were found at Larrieu’s slaughtering plant and furnished the 
necessary circumstantial evidence for his conviction.

10 Tombstone Epitaph. April 4, 1882.
H  Message of Governor F.A. Tritle to the Thirteenth 

Legislative Assembly of the ThTrteenth Territorial Legis
lature of Arizona, January 24, 1885, (n.p.).

Raine and Barnes, op. cit.. p. 205.
13 Tombstone Prospector. April 9, 1897.
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On August 10 of the same year, a group of stockmen 
gathered at Huachuca Station to organize and consolidate 
the Babocomari Stock Association and the San Pedro Associa
tion. Their object was to devise means for stopping the
wholesale cattle stealing being carried on in the border 

14country. By February 5, 1898, to give one illustration 
of the Association’s activities, eighteen charges had been 
filed against William Garvey, a Ft. Huachuca beef contractor, 
and Charles Wilson., an employee. They were accused of fur
nishing stolen beef to the post after forty-seven hides
bearing brands belonging to settlers along the Babocomari

15had been found on Garvey’s premises.
In the April 9 issue of The Oasis appeared an adver- '

tisement wherein Colin Cameron offered a $250 reward leading
to the conviction of any person dr persons unlawfully

16
handling his stock. About the same time, the New Mexico 
Sanitary Commission was threatening to adopt stringent mea
sures for the detection of cattle thieves. Large numbers
of cattle had been stolen in San Juan and other counties:and

17driven into Arizona.
By the turn of the century, lawlessness on Arizona’s

^  Oasis, August 28, 1897.
Ibid., February 5, 1898.

16 Ibid. , April 9̂  1898. ; : .v;
17 Ibid., March 12, 1898. -
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frontiers was so rampant that small cattlemen were fast
going out of business. Only the larger establishments, such
as John Slaughter’s San Bernardino in southeast Cochise
County, William Greene’s ranch in the southwest corner, and
the Erie Cattle Company and Henry Boice’s Chiricahua Cattle
Company in between had enough range riders to keep the

18
large bands of rustlers away. The miscreants would sweep 
down from their mountain fastnesses, and round up a small v 
herd before a posse could be formed.

In order to remedy the situation, the Arizona Territori
al Legislature on March 21, 1901 authorized the appointment 
of a company of Arizona Rangers consisting of one captain,
a sergeant, and twelve privates, to be supported by a one-

19half mill levy on all taxable property in the territory.
Two years later, however, a lieutenant, three sergeants, and

20
eight privates were added. To qualify, the men had to be 
excellent riders, ropers, and "shooters. Governor Oakes 
Murphey appointed Burton C. Mossman as the first captain, 
but on August 27, 1902 he was succeeded by Thomas H. Ryn- 
ning; and in the same year the Rangers began operating from

Joe Chisholm, ’’Captain Thomas H. Rynning,” Arizona 
Historical Review, IV, No. 3 (October, 1931)> p. 38.

19 Revised Statutes of Arizona, 1901, pars. 3213-30,
pp. 833-836. .

20 Acts', Resolutions. and Memorials of the Twenty- 
second Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Arizona,
Act. 64, secs. 1-iO, pp. IO4-T06.
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Douglas. Captain Rynning described the town as a place 
where "cattle thieves, murderers.and all the worst hombres 
of the United States and Mexico made their headquarters.M

Weekly reports submitted by the captain to the.Gover
nor indicate in detail the nature of the work performed by 
the Rangers. On July 27, for example, the arrest of Jesus 
Valenzuela for cattle stealing in Santa Cruz County was
reported. The most important arrests in September were

■ - - ■ ■ ■ - -

George Correyell, Lee Wright, and one John Doe on the 15th 
for the theft and unlawful handling of cattle. During the 
following month two unknown Mexican thieves in Santa Cruz 
County were brought to justice; and in November Bert Sor- 
rels, Jose Romero, and Jesus Romero were the principal law
breakers arrested in the county. In December, the most im
portant work accomplished was the satisfactory settlement 
of the quarrels between the cattlemen and the settlers in 
the Mule Mountains in Cochise County. Further examples of 
the Rangers’ activity relevant to the cattle industry for 
the early part of 1903 were a number of arrests for the un
lawful killing of cattle, chiefly Jesus Cola on March 18
while on the Empire range, and James Southerland nine days

22
later in the Huachuca Mountains.
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21 Thomas H. Rynning, Gun Notches. The Life Story of 
a Cowboy-Soldier, up. 202-2537

22 Retort of the Governor, 0£. oit., 1903, p. 173.
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From April 1 until the end of the fiscal year in 1903, 
the Rangers worked almost entirely with the Live Stock .
Sanitary Board in enforcing the new regulations governing 
the handling of livestock. The territory was divided into 
forty inspection districts, each under the supervision of 
a competent cattleman with sufficient deputies to meet the 
demand. Their function was to make a record of all inspec
tions for health and brands of cattle made at railway load
ing stations, places of exit from the territory, or wherever 
meat cattle were gathered to be transferred from one range 
to another. The defining of different forms of cattle
stealing and other violations of the law were of particular

23concern to the Rangers.
By 1904, the principal work of the Rangers was definite

ly that in connection with the livestock interests. They 
received assistance not only from the Live Stock Board, but 
also from the Arizona Cattle Growers1 Association in the 
enforcement of the 1903 stock law. Many strayed and stolen 
cattle were restored to their owners, and cattle stealing 
was practically curtailed. The Rangers attended the round
ups and also served as livestock inspectors, especially 
along the border; the latter was done without extra compensa
tion and hence reduced the burden on cattlemen who indi
rectly paid the cost of maintaining the inspection service,

23 Ibid., 1904, p. 23.



24$12,910.83 for 1903-04. Captain Rynnlng reported that
the average distance traveled by each member of the organiza-

25tion was 390 miles per month.
Not the least troublesome duty of the Rangers was the 

solution of difficulties arising between law-abiding cattle
men. On one occasion Rynnlng prevented the Jansen and the 
Neil and Hershan outfits from clashing. It was a range law 
that two ranches grazing the same country should conduct 
their round-ups together. Otherwise extra work is involved 
if one organization makes the round-up and the second comes 
through the gathered herds to cut out its animals; further
more, the cattle lose considerably more weight. The two 
outfits mentioned were honor bound to start at the same 
time from Silver Greek in the Chiricahuas, using the same 
chuck wagon. However, due to mutual enmity, a range war 
seemed possible and the Ranger captain ordered a single 
round-up, neither group being permitted to carry guns. To 
insure compliance, he and another Ranger worked alongside 
the cowboys throughout the round-up. Thus, as in many
similar cases, a little judgment and hard work kept the cat-

26
tlemen pacified.
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24 -Ibid.,' p. 75.
25 Ibid., p. 79.
26 Rynnlng, op. cit.. pp. 237-238.
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The Rangers found that the rustlers who posed as 
honest ranchers were not easily detected. A cattleman 
named Taylor was a particularly good illustration of this 
point. His neighbors had been unable to convict him for 
branding their calves, so Rynning and Johnny Brooks devised 
a means of apprehending him. They roped thirteen red-and- 
white and black-and-white unbranded calves near Taylor’s 
place in the Chiricahuas, made slits in the gullet of each, 
and pushed in an 1885 Mexican half dime. After driving the 
animals toward the suspected cow thief’s headquarters, the 
Rangers left but returned about six months later to check 
on their investment. Finding the calves with Taylor’s brand, 
they had them transported to the county seat at Tombstone 
and arrested Taylor. Being presented with the evidence, 
Taylor promised to depart from the country if freed. His 
ranch and cattle were sold to the ?D and the Neal and Her- 
shan outfits for $16,000, a fractional part of the real 
value.

In making life and property secure in Arizona, the 
Rangers had the cooperation of the rurales or federal police^ 
of Sonora and the ’’mounted police” of New Mexico. A strong 
argument for the creation of the latter organization was 
found in the fact that many outlaws who had escaped from 
the Arizona Rangers were hiding in the territory. However,

27 Ibid., pp. 249-251.
2^ Report of the Governor, ojd. cit., 1905, p. 68.



the Rangers often experienced difficulty in securing the 
assistance of the district attorneys and judges, particu
larly in cases involving violations of the livestock laws.
The importance of a harmonious relationship was necessary 
because of the large numbers of arrests; 453, for example, 
were made during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1904 and 
1,052 the following year, including thirty-five for cattle 
thefts and twenty for violations of the butcher license and
other stock laws. There were 704 arrests reported during... 30 '
1905-06; and of the 614 arrests made in 1906-07, thirty- 
seven were for cattle stealing.

In some instances the Rangers were forced to innovate 
extra-legal methods to secure justice in the courts. Billy 
Olds, to give one illustration, straightened out a justice 
of the peace in the Tres Amigos country, west of Nogales. 
When the judge in one case obviously favored the outlaws, 
with whom he was associated, Olds took command,of the situ
ation to prevent rustlers from running rampant in the area. 
He fastened the crooked judge by the neck to a mesquite tree 
with a trace chain. Y/hen Rynning arrived, the enchained man 
promised to administer justice impartially if released, and

29 Ibid., p. 70; Ibid., 1904, p. 78.
3° Ibid., 1906, p. 21.
31 Ibid., 1907, p. 14.
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32
only upon that condition was he freed.

The Live Stock Sanitary Board passed a measure on
April 8, 1905 which expedited the apprehension of cattle
thieves. A reward not exceeding $100 in each case was to
be granted for sufficient evidence leading to the conviction
of any person found guilty of the larceny of range ani-

33mals. Many payments were made, some being divided among 
several people who had presented information. On October 
10, 1906 the claims of Orson Wilkins, David Love, and Yf.W. 
Lund were presented to the Board since they had been in-

34strumental in a cattle-stealing conviction. On July 9, 
1908 the chairman was authorized to reward W.S. Wright with 
$100 for evidence procured by him in the trial of Matildo 
Campos; payment was deferred until August 15, however, pend
ing the application of other claimants. Similar action was 
taken in a case wherein the same W.S. Wright had furnished ,
information leading to the sentencing of Miguel Sebedra for

35cattle stealing. Many others likewise received remunera
tion for cooperating with the law enforcement agencies. As 
late as the fiscal year ending June 30, 1911 there was $500

32 Ryhnlng, op. clt., pp. 252-253.
33 Minutes of the Live Stock Sanitary Board, April 8,1908, p/IJO.  .— —   ------ ;— -— —  -----
34 ibid., October 10. 1906. p. 175.
35 Ibid., January 9, 1908, p. 229.
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disbursed for the rewards.
Cattle rustling and other violations of the livestock 

law did not cease when Arizona attained statehood. The 
first legislature provided that county sheriffs could ap
point ranger deputies; evidently little was accomplished 

37by them. Governor George W.P. Hunt stated in 1915 that 
numerous complaints of cattle thievery had been received 
by the Live Stock Sanitary Board. Since most of the depre
dations were in isolated regions not adequately patrolled
by livestock inspectors, he urged the legislature to in-

38
crease the number of inspectorships.

About the same time the Federal Government was greatly 
concerned, over smuggling of.stolen cattle from Mexico.
Charles L. Hardy, Collector of Customs for the District, of 
Arizona in 1915» placed responsibility upon the cattlemen.
He said that cooperation with the Bureau.of. Animal Industry, 
which had the duty of inspecting all imported cattle from . 
south of the border, was necessary; and that without the 
assistance of ranchers, the- reduction of cattle rustling

36 Annual Report of the Live Stock Sanitary Board for 
the Fiscal Year EndingTune 30. 1911, p . T T

37 Acts, Resolutions, and Memorials of the Regular
Session, first Legislature of the State o7~~Arizona7 Chap. 93, s© o * 2t) p * 627 • f - - —

3& Message of George W.P. Hunt, Governor of Arizona, 
to the Second State Legislature, 1915, p. 19.

36
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39and cattle smuggling would be impossible. With the avail
ability of cheap cattle in Mexico, unscrupulous dealers con
tinued to endanger the health of livestock in Arizona, but
by "1916 Hardy reported that enf orcement of the 250-mile

40
quarantine line was gradually becoming more efficient.

By the 20fs, the cattlemen of southern Arizona were 
feeling a greater dependence upon law enforcement agencies. 
No longer were they the lords of unmeasured stretches of 
the public domain over which customs rather than law pre
vailed. Since numerous thieves were invading the ranches to 
kill cattle for butchering and sale in the larger centers, 
the Arizona Cattle Growers' Association met in Tucson in 
January, 1923, and requested a revision of state livestock
laws whereby cattlemen would be protected from illegal beef 

41killers. In November, 1929 the Southern Arizona Cattle 
Growers' Association was organized; the cowmen pledged to 
cooperate with the Live Stock Sanitary Board and all law

39 Address of Charles L. Hardy, "The Federal Govern
ment and the Cattleman," Proceedings of the Eighth Annual 
Meeting of the Arizona Cattle Grov/ers"r-Association, 1915, 
p p . % - 3 r r  —  ---------------------------------------------- ;-----------------------

Address of Charles L. Hardy, "The Further Coopera
tion of the Livestock Growers' Association and the Two 
Departments of Government: The Customs Department and the 
Bureau of. Animal Industry," Proceedings of ..the. Ninth Annual 
Meeting of the Arizona Cattle Growers' Association,19l6, 
PP. 77-737

41 Tombstone Epitaph, January 28, 1923.
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42
enforcement agencies for the protection of their cattle.

The development;of motor truck transportation and 
good highways introduced another need for new stock regu
lations. In 1931, Governor George W.P. Hunt stated in his
message to the Tenth Legislature that the cattlemen were

43suffering great losses as the result of theft. Illegal
marketing of range stock had become relatively easy, and
consequently revised laws to cover transportation of cattle
and dressed beef were demanded.

In the summer of 1932, cattlemen were losing up to
fifty per cent of their cattle because of the drouth. To
replenish his herds, one prominent rancher stated that he
had been buying many of his own calves from a neighbor.
Two other outfits had also been purchasing their beeves from

44the same rustler. In the same year, a member of the state
45legislature was arrested for stealing a calf. So obvi

ously rustlers were still prevalent, even though their 
methods had changed.

An attempt was made to place cattle stealing under 
federal jurisdiction, but President Franklin D. Roosevelt

Arizona Daily Star, November 15, 1929.
^  Message of Governor George W.P. Hunt to the Tenth 

State Legislature, January 12. 1931. p. 44.
44 Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XI, No. 29

(August 2T I932T:------- — -  -------- --------
45 Ibid., XI, No. 49 (December 28, 1932).
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vetoed such a bill three times. On October 21, 1940, he
attached an explanation to his veto stating, in essence,
that the legislation was an unjustifiable extension of the
federal policy power to embrace offenses of a petty lar-

46ceny type.

^  Ibid., XIX, No. 41 (October 22, 1940).



CHAPTER Till

PAPAGOS

. About nine miles southwest of Tucson is situated the 
Papago Indian reservation. It is one of the leading centers 
of livestock production in southern Arizona, chiefly for 
two reasons; First, the free life of the open range is par
ticularly compatible with the Indian’s temperament. Second
ly, most of the land is not adaptable to intensive agricul
tural development, and the livelihood of the people is , 
therefore dependent upon the successful raising of cattle.

: The annexation of Arizona by the United States was most 
disastrous to the Papagos.; Belonging to the Piman family, 
they were early Christianized by the Jesuits and Francis
cans, later being recognized as citizens of Mexico. But 
with the arrival of white settlers, they were not only de
prived of citizenship, but also of extensive land holdings 
and water rights. By an executive order in 1874 and by, a 
congressional act of 1882, the tribe was granted a meager 
69,200 acres of which 41,622 acres were allotted to 363 
tribesmen by 1890. It was inevitable that stock raising 
should continue to be the chief economic pursuit of the 
Papagos since 33,062 acres of the allotted land and the 
entire unallotted area-of. 27,578 acres-were considered
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; , ... ivalueless except for grazing purposes.
By executive order 2300 on January 14, 1916 approxi

mately two million acres of public land were set aside for
the Papages, their first real safeguard against white en- 

2
eroachments. However, it was learned that a six-mile 
strip running generally east and west aq6)j'ss the reserva
tion had been applied for by the state of Arizona prior to 
the establishment of the reservation, in accordance with its

3"in lieu" privileges. Certain private individuals had also
initiated valid claims to certain tracts under the public
land laws. Consequently, executive order 2524, February 1,-
1917, provided for the elimination of the "six-mile strip"
and its return to the public domain, leaving three separate
tracts which were most insufficient for the grazing needs

4of the tribe. Immediately the Indians began insisting that 
their lands be made contiguous through the closing of the 
strip and tiy the acquisition of the privately-owned Santa

^ Sen. Doc. Ho. 973, 62 Cong., 3 Sess., p. 5.
2 Indian Affairs, Laws, and Treaties, IV, Sen. Doc.

No. 53,70 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 10031 Executive Order No. 
1374 (June 16, 1911) and Order No. 1538 (May 28, 1912) re
served, certain public lands for the Papages; whereas Orders 
No. 1090 (June 17, 1909) and No. 1655 (December 5, 1912) had diminished the reservation slightly.

3 Constitution of the State of Arizona (annotated and 
copyrighted by the Department of TTbrary and Archives,
July, 1939), Art. %, sec. 5, P. 65; 36 Statutes at Large,
P. 558. ... . : -. ... ..

^ House Report No. 1934, 71 Cong., 2 Sess., p. 2.
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Rosa Ranch as well as adjoining public land. -
In 1930 a bill was introduced in the United States Sen

ate contemplating certain additions to the reservation, 
viz., all the unreserved and'undisposed land within the 
"strip." Also some $165,000 was to be appropriated to ac
quire the Santa Rosa and other privately-owned lands to 
completely consolidate the tracts. Thus two advantages 
would be attained: (1) the Papagos could range_their live
stock over the entire reservation without trespassing on 
private grasslands, and (2) the encroachment by white and 
Mexican stock raisers upon the reservation would be limited. 
It was also hoped that the state would relinquish its "lieu" 
selections within the strip. The bill became a law bn Feb
ruary 21, 1931, with the•stipulation that the lands acquired 
should not be subject to allotment.

Congress had previously voted $9,500 on June 28/ 1926
for a purchase which embraced 440 acres of patented lands,
one quarter section being known as the "Steinfeld tract"
and the remainder as the "John Tierney tract." The latter
was practically all fenced and furnished valuable pasture6for the; agency cows.

The topography of the Papago country is characterized

 ̂46 Statutes at Large. pp. 1202-03.
° 44. Statutes at Large, p. 775; also see Sen. Report 

493, 69 Cong., 1 Sess., pp. 1-2. . ; .
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by a number of low mountain ranges running north and south, 
separated by flat or gently-sloping valleys and plains..
It is an arboreal desert, with mesquite, palo verde, palo-: 
fierro (ironwood), catclaw (acacia), and oootillo being the 
principal flora. Mesquite (prosopis velutina) is the most 
abundant and valuable as livestock feed. The most important 
grass from a forage standpoint is Eothrock grama (bouteloua 
rothrockii). Others are needle grama (bouteloua aristi- 
doides), side-oats grass (bouteloua cutijaendula), six-weeks 
grama (bouteloua barbata), and so forth.

It has been stated that the Papagos are unexcelled as 
cattlemen under semi-arid conditions, largely because they 
practically live with their hoofed possessions. Being in
herently nomadic, the Indians move their stock to take ad
vantage of local conditions, usually to the foothills during
the hot summer months and to the low valleys when water is » 8
available.

Yet their needs have seldom been fulfilled nor their 
fidelity to the government rewarded. In the early 1870*3, 
for example, they suffered severe hardships due to drouth 
but they were not assisted in their plight and thus were

^ Annual Statistical Report, Sells Agency, Arizona, 
Fiscal Year fending June 30, 193$, pp. 3-7. V :

Stanley Clark, Lessons from Southwestern Indian 
Agriculture. University of Arizona Agricultural Experiment 
Station Bulletin No. 125, 1928, pp. 250-251.
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forced to consume their few cattle and seed grain. Mean
while the treacherous Apaches received beef, corn, flour, 
sugar, tobacco, and so forth at no cost. Simultaneous with 
their acceptance of lavish supplies, the long-time enemies 
of settlement in Arizona wreaked depredations upon cattle
men. On September 12, 1872 the acting Indian agent, H.
Soule, of the White Mountain Apache Reservation, wrote to 
the Pima county recorder and requested a copy of the marks 
and brands belonging to the principal stock owners in the 
vicinity of Tucson, in order that he might ascertain the

10ownership of stolen animals brought upon the reservation.
In the early 90*s the Papagos also became quite aggres

sive, killing and stealing cattle and threatening ranch em
ployees until many stock raisers were compelled to abandon
their lands and improvements, including wells worth between

11$7>000 and $20,000. Marsh and Driscoll, two of the oldest
stockmen in southern Arizona, sold all their cattle to an
Idaho buyer because of the continuous ravages. Others were

12
similarly influenced. The extent of depredations by

9 Arizona Citizen. October 19. 1872.
10 Ibid.. September 28, 1872. ' ; . \ .
11 Memorial of the Eighteenth Legislature of Arizona, 

in Regard to Indian Depredations, Rouse boo. Ho. 104,
5K Cong., I™Sess., pp. 1-2. . - 4̂

12 Arizona Weekly Star. January 14, 1897.

9
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nomadic Papagosws estimated at #300,000 for the first
13half: of the decade; •:

Therefore‘the Eighteenth Legislature requested that
Congress adopt measures providing for the return of the
depredating Indians to their reservations hy force of arms.
About thirty Pima County cattleman, under the leadership of
C.W. Wright, organized a six-man patrol for protection
against the Papagos. Ranges were to be constantly patrolled
and cattle thieves brought to justice, each stockman being

14assessed in accordance with the size of his herd. In 
spite of their misdeeds, however, the Papagos cannot be 
held entirely responsible. During the dry years the beef 
market was unprofitably low, and many animals were turned 
loose hear the reservation. At least the depredations were 
short-lived. - - -

In 1909 Carl Lumholtz journeyed among the Papago In
dians and recorded his observations. At the large rancheria 
of Fresnal, situated among the foothills below the peak of 
Baboquivari, he found the Indians very prosperous, three 
or four of them owning as many as two hundred head of cat
tle and fifty horses each. At another rancheria called 
Sepanovak (smell of the coyote), also in the Baboquivari

Report of the Governor of Arizona to the Secretary 
of Interior, 1895, p. 48. , : : ; : „

• * *11 . - ■ • • • • • * - - * " .14 Ibid., p. 52.......
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Range, large numbers of fat cattle and horses were seen; 
in fact, the animals were so attractive that they fur
nished a striking contrast to the dingy houses and un-

15healthy-looking Indians. - "
Although the Papagos are in general very good stockmen

in matters relative to the care of animals. their knowledge
16

of selective breeding has been limited. In 1912 the 
Federal Government gave the Indians two registered bulls, 
one Durham and a Holstein; two years later they purchased 
twenty-two registered Hereford bulls, -nothing having been 
accomplished previously toward herd improvement. . And even 
then the animals were apparently selected for variety of 
colors. By 1920 the registered animals had all died,main
ly from neglect during periods of drough.

like their white brethren, the Papagos have encounter
ed many problems in the stock industry. Not the least out
standing influence on the grazing situation is aridity.*
Rain is irregularly distributed and falls largely in sudden, 
torrential summer showers which cause a heavy run-off and 
subsequent erosion. Furthermore, the scarcity of water for

^  Carl Lumholtz, New Trails in Mexico, An Account 
of One Year’s Exploration in iforth-western Sonora, Mexico, 
and" Southwest Arizona, l^OlPlO, pp. 32-39.

Richard H. Y/illiams, "History of the Cattle Indus
try in Pima County," Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual 
Convention. Arizona Cattle Growers1" Association, 1920,
p. x.
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stock has limited the use of the range and forced the de-
17velopment of artificial watering places. According to 

the Department of Interior's precipitation map, most of the 
Papago Reservation receives less than ten inches of rain
fall annually, though at Indian Oasis slightly higher aver-

18
ages have been recorded.

Numerous congressional appropriations have been made to
assist the Papagos to develop water supplies. In August,
1914 #5,000 was voted for the construction of stock-watering
places and for irrigation. Four years later $20,000 more

20was given to eight different Papago villages. Then in 
the 20fs, yearly appropriations were made for the mainte
nance of pumping plants for the distribution of a water •

I? "Statement of Honorable Cato Sells, Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs," Hearings Before the Committee on Indian Affairs, 66 Cong., l.&e>ss., I, p. 82. : -

• 1® Lee Muck, Percy E. Melis, and George M. Nyoe, "An , 
Economic Survey of the Range Resources and Grazing.Activir. 
ties on Indian Reservations," Hearings before a Subcommittee 
of the Committee on Indian Affairs, united Stages Senate,
7T dong., 2 Sess. , pp. l2'255-5&- - ■.

19 38 Statutes at Large, p. 587.
20 Indian Affairs, Laws, and Treaties, IV, op. cit.,

P--13- ■ —
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21
supply for Papago Indian villages. In 1928 the Secre
tary of Interior reported that earthen tanks and reservoirs
had been constructed to impound water and make it available

22
for stock during seasons of little rainfall.

However, subsequent drouths continued to have dire 
effects upon the economy. In 1938, for example, a serious 
dry season was reported. Feeders from ranches in the Salt 
River Valley purchased cattle on the reservation near 
Sells which was described as being rough and drouthy. The 
Fapagos were forced to sell and realized only nominal re
turns, three cents delivered for cow and four to five cents
for steers, most of the steers being yearlings in poof23
condition.

The Papago land status has accentuated the more unde
sirable features of drouth. It is impossible to determine 
exactly the quantity of land needed by each stockman, but 
it is evident that the Papago range area per capita has been 
insufficient, with overstocking and deterioration the 
inevitable result. The reservation comprised 2,375,55k

2-*- 42 Statutes at Large, pp. 565-567, $19,000 to June 
30, 1923 and p. 1174, $22,o6o to June 30, 1924; 43 Statutes 
at Large, p. 400, $22,000 to June 30, 1925 and p. 1141, 
$T8706O to June 30, 1926; 44 Statutes at Large, pt. 2, p. 
462, $18,000 to June 30, 1927.

22 Sen. Report No. 503, 70 Cong., 1 Sess., pp. 1-2.
23 Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XVII, No. 19

(May 24,-imT.----------------------------
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acres in 1930 of which 2,371,804 acres were grazing land.
Thus the range area approximated 459 acres for each of 

245,159 Indians.
Successful livestock production in semi-arid regions 

entails the possession of thousands, not hundreds, of 
acres. The white stockmen have obtained large areas under 
the various leasing systems. But, not being a citizen, the 
Papago is unable to lease government lands and is thus at 
a disadvantage in the competitive field dominated by his 
white neighbor. His only solution was overstocking, a 
course which by the late 40*s culminated in poverty and 
virtual expulsion from the pursuit which had supported his 
ancestors for at least two and a half centuries.

Nor have the Papagos been able to compete with other 
Indian tribes. By way of comparison, the statistics on cat
tle sales for May, 1935 are typical of the inequality. In 
that month the Papagos sold 865 head of cattle averaging 
only $22.;71 per head, whereas the San Oarlos Apaches aver
aged $35.75 for the 1,700 animals which they sold. The 
$13.04 difference could be attributed to perhaps three fac
tors favoring the Apaches: (1) superior range, (2) better

25breeding, and (3) better marketing methods.

24 Muck, Melis, and Nyoe. op. clt., p. 12273.
25 statistical Report, Sells Agency, op. cit., p. 17.
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The practice of the Papagos in selling small numbers
at a time to buyers with stock trucks from Ajo, Casa
Grande, Tucson, and Tempe was perhaps the chief cause for
low prices. The average transaction for 1935-36 involved
2.47 animals at $20.85 per head. The advantage in selling
larger numbers is clearly shown in the case of one seller
who received $18,000 representing eighteen per cent of the
value of all Papago sales for that fiscal year; his 558
head brought an average of $32.65 each. It was estimated
that cooperative marketing on a larger scale would have

26
netted the reservation $50,000 more.

It is true that a few Papagos grazed more animals than 
was necessary or legal. A regulation of the Department of 
Interior specified that no Indian family could graze over 
fifty horses, one hundred cattle, or five hundred sheep, or 
a combined equivalent thereof. The rule was sustained in 
federal court, but was consistently violated on the south
west reservations. In 1930, for example, sixteen Papagos 
owned an excessive number of battle. Legally authorized to 
have only 1,600 they possessed 7,900. As a result, there 
was not an equitable distribution of forage. The number of
violators, however, was insignificant in comparison with

27the whole tribe.

26 Superintendent1s Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1935-36, 
Sells Agency, dells, Arizona; pp. 14-15. . . ■

2? Muck, Mails, and Nyce, 0£. cit., p. 12300.
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The relative position of the Papago stock industry 
with that of the white population can be illustrated by sta
tistics and is somewhat illuminating since only one other 
Indian tribe in Arizona, the Zuni, shows a deficit rela
tionship in the ratio of population to livestock numbers.
In 1930 the Papagos possessed 17,700 livestock units, the 
ratio thus being one to 3.4» For the entire state of Arizona 
with a population of 334,162 and ,851,800 livestock units 
the ratio was one to 2.5, indicating a greater per capita 
ownership. The analysis clearly shows the inferior status 
of the Papgaos, especially when consideration is given to 
the fact that they are so greatly dependent upon cattle 
raising for their occupation and livelihood. It is sig
nificant that many of the Indians began working off the 
reservation for wages. As early as 1919 some #267,368 out 
of the total Papago income of §613,736 was earned in this 
manner. .. . : . . :

Another perplexing problem has been that of preventing 
trespassing on the reservation by Mexicans and citizens of • 
the, United States. On May. 25, 1918 there was appropriated- 
§10,000 for construction of a fence along the international 
boundary line...Conditions were greatly improved and in * 1

28 Ibid., pp. 12285-86.
Statistics presented by Mr. Edgar B. Merritt, As

sistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Hearings, 66 Cong.,
1 Sess., on. cit., p. 748.

. » [::r w ."" , „ . - t -

30 40 Statutes at Large, p. 569.
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March, 1928, the Secretary of Interior approved the erec
tion of a fence on the east boundary of the reservation. 
Prior to that year, the range conditions of the reservation 
had been improved by the development of artificial watering 
places which made grazing on Indian lands better than that 
in adjoining pastures. Consequently outside stock was 
straying in, or being driven into,-Indian lands where they 
consumed forage needed by the Papago cattle. And occasion
ally Indian stock drifted away. Therefore the fence was 
approved. The tribe furnished the labor, whereas the funds
for the cost of materials and the expense of transportation

32
were provided, by the government. By 1934 the boundaries
were all fenced though maintenance work on thirty miles was

33done for the fiscal year ending June.30, 1935. ;
The Papagos secured the foundation for a range manage

ment program on October 4, 1934 when they accepted the Emer
gency Conservation Work program. As the first step toward 
the systematic use of range resources, nine large range■ . 
units or districts were to be established and separated by 
division fences. Livestock associations were organized and 
supported by a tribal fund to which Indians employed onrgov
ernment emergency projects voted to contribute.

33- Sen. Report No. 503. 70 Cong., 1 Seas., p. 1.
32 ^5 statutes at Large, p. 617.
33 Statistical Report, Sells Agency, 1935, op. clt.,
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Many water supply and erosion control projects were 
initiated. During the fiscal year 1935, forty-four earthen 
tanks, sixteen dams, development of nine springs, eleven 
storage tanks, and twenty-two wells were constructed; in 
addition 1,465 pounds of seed were planted on the erosion 
areas. To eliminate one cause of overstocking, 968 worth
less horses and burros were rounded up and sold. Further
more, a project to determine the actual stock-carrying 
capacity of the ranges was begun with a survey of base 
lines; some 2^708,895 acres were mapped for range forage
. 34-types . - . ■

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1936, thePapa- 
gos procured 1,065 head of New Mexico DrouthRelief "grade 
cattle.n Some three hundred of the best grade cows were 
sold to the Indians, but the remainder were turned over 
without charge for immediate slaughter; according to Super
intendent T.B. Hall, however, nearly all the cattle were
utilized for breeding purposes, since most of the reclpi-35
ents had previously owned no cattle. - '

In 1936, E.C.W. Project number 131 under the direction 
of Harris H. Roberts was completed, 306 miles of district

34 Ibid.,  p p .  18-20; -
- - 3 5 , superintendent*3 Annual Report, 1935-36, op. cit., 
p« 13 •
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range fence enclosing the nine separate range districts 
having "been constructed. In conjunction with the fencing, 
twenty-four cattle guards were placed on county highways, 
Indian service roads, and primary truck trails. Thirty-two 
more charcos (earthen tanks) and two masonry dams were 
built in order to secure the correct spacing of watering 
places. Thirty large masonry storage tanks were erected; 
thirty-one wells were developed, and three drilled. In 
addition, nine thousand pounds of Johnson grass (holans- 
bal-pensis) and Chamiza (atriplex caneseas) were gathered 
and five thousand planted on the nearby San Xavier Reserva
tion. One of the more meritable projects was the rodent 
treating of 650,000 acres on the two reservations at a 
relatively low cost of 4 1/2 cents per acre; the principal 
rodent in the area was the Kangaroo Rat, it being estimated
that each destroyed from eight to ten pounds of grass seed 

36yearly.
In spite of government help, however, the Papagos were 

confronted with the problem of overstocking and the deteri
oration of their ranges. The long drouth during the winter 
of 1948-49 virtually finished the livestock industry on the 
reservation. A long-range program was proposed by the 
tribal council and approved by Secretary of Interior Krug

36 ibid., pp. 48-56.
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which would separate the 7,400 Indians. About one-third
would be diverted into farming, and an equal number into
the white man's pursuits, leaving the remainder as live-

37stock growers.

37 Tucson Daily citizen, March 29, 1949.
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The cattle industry in southern Arizona really had two 
beginnings. But it would be erroneous to conclude that the 
earlier phase is entirely separable from the so-called 
American. More than a century and a half of Spanish and 
Mexican domination, followed by several years of indiffer
ence by the Federal Government, left substantial influences 
in the region between Sonora and the Gila River. Much of 
the cattleman’s language is of Spanish derivation with no 
equivalent in English; the cowboy’s equipment and methods 
were likewise Mexican innovations.

By 1880, cattle raising in Arizona had definitely as
sumed the aspects of a business enterprise. Thus the 
building of the Southern Pacific Railroad was of paramount 
importance; not only were grazing lands opened to prospec
tive cattlemen, but the possibility of transportation to 
eastern markets was provided and subsequently utilized. By 
the mid-SO’s, however, the ranges of southern Arizona were 
fully stocked; and by the time of the drouth commencing in 
1891 they were obviously overstocked, and the process of 
vegetative destruction well underway. Changes in the in
dustry were inevitable.

One necessary result was the establishment of ranching
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on a permanent basis. Also, improved breeds were intro
duced. Surface wells and windmills were erected to render 
available many ranges theretofore considered unusable.
The raising of calves became of chief concern, since the 
retention of older animals caused overstocking and could / 
therefore be more profitably shipped elsewhere for fatten
ing. :: ' ; ;:v - : \  ' - - /

Ranch operations naturally became more efficient; yet 
several outstanding problems have prevailed. Periodic 
drouths, for example, have deterred the industry but are - 
largely uncontrollable. On the other hand, cattle rustling 
has been more effectively curtailed. It is the complicated 
system of- land ownership in Arizona which has caused the 
greatest consternation since stockmen have experienced many 
difficulties in securing sufficient land for the remunera
tive management of their herds. As a result, many ranches 
are hodge-podges of patented, state, forest, and public 
grazing lands. No standardization of leasing fees has been 
achieved. Consequently, users of low rental lands are 
frequently subjected to attacks by beneficiaries of the
same.



APPENDIX I
NUMBER OF CATTLE IN THE COUNTIES OF SOUTHERN ARIZONA, 1880-1940

Year Pimaa Cochise8, Santa Cruz8 Graham8 Maricopa8 Pinal8 Yuma8
1880% 11,741 (part of (part of 4,590 4,024 321881° 18,000 Pima to Pima to 12,500 6,000 5,000 4;ooo
1883 56,600 1881) 1899) 10,088 4,481 14,281 1,8971884 80,000 33,605 17,167 5,974 21,513 2,066
1885 70,000 22,086 7,680 28,383 2,030
1886 66,500 60,492 29,217 9,586 28,566 3,1111887 83,234 73,285 37,089 9,505 34,386 3,5101888 94,734 73,294 : • ; , . - • i 45,541 12,698 31,460 . 3,340
1889 109,206 94,021 : 36,855 15,514 39,347 3,3781890 113,974 83,792 55,623 23,843 40,032 3,4451891 121,377 95,850 ' - ' • •• ; • r 66,730 26,509 48,565 2,2501892 116,604 82,122 ; 68,526 24,506 35,102
1893 49,599 45,056 64,800 22,974 27,002 3,352
1894 60,694 43,541 50,237 20,622 21,245 1,1851895 66,818 51,162 67,992 17,893 25,625 1,8571896 51,418 51,686 85,091 15,860 ■ 24,164 1,421
1897 58,171 63i312 - 67,273 18,528 34,007 1,6561898 56,781 64,063 "• 64^825 24,213 26,274 8371899 40,881 66,780 14,394 .... . 57,076 22,800 23,213. 9821900 34,721 70,157 16,312 " • - 36,392 22,188 21,961 mmmm

1900d 173,175 99,719 43,919 86,278 85,544 42,957 2,5881901 24,614 56,441 — 47,166 20,835 19,017 1,3631902 22,259 48,207 15,392 45,621 20,933 15,984 1,3411903 20,083 30,655 21,717 *»*• 20,828 14,976 1,472
1904 19,340 29,978 20,089 40,857 27,351 12,105 2,1671905 20,945 33,881 23,414 41,430 26,532 13,445 1,857
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Year Pima Cochise Santa Cruz Graham Maricopa Pinal Yuma

1910® 46,121 152,169 ...  44,133 99,997 75,912 42,526 6,322
1920f 64,423 88,909 28,060 50,939 109,179 46,000 5,788
1930S 85,099 82,371 28,019 39,676 —  69,543.. 20,007 7,09419356 74,811 107,164 32,092 52,352 110,331 43,137 11,3991940S 60,139 93,382 26,820 34,961 111,084. 55,536 20,172

a. The counties of Pima, Cochise, and Santa Cruz are wholly in southern Arizona,
i.e., south of the Gila: whereas Graham, Maricopa, Pinal, and Yuma are only 
partially so.

b. "Report on Production of Agriculture,M Tenth Census of the United States, 1880.Table IX, p. 142. . * “ —  —  -------- -------- , , w
o. See Report of the Governor to the Secretary of Interior, 1881, et. seq. The

r e p o r t g i v e s a  compilation of the number ofcattle assessed from 1883 
through 1893. The statistics given are for comparative purposes only since, 
according to,the estimate of Governor F.A. Tritle in 1885, at least fifty per 
cent could be safely added to the returns of the county assessors.

d. Twelfth Census of the United States, 1900: Agriculture, V, pt. 1, Table 35, p. 418.
e. Thirteenth Census of the United States, 1910: Agriculture, VI, Table I, p. 70.
f. Fourteenth Census of the United States, 1920: Agriculture', VI, pt. 3. County

Table Il, pp. 23W35. .... , ; .
g. Sixteenth Census of the United States, 1940: Agriculture, I, pt. 6, CountyTable IV, pp. "4(74-105.



APPENDIX.II ;
LIST OF CASES DECIDED BEFORE THE COURT OF PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS IN. THE ARIZONA DISTRICT^

No. Claimant
Name Location

of grant (county)

Number of acres..
Area oori-

Area firmed & Area
claimed approved rejected

1 John H. Slaughter San Bernardino Cochise 13,746.00 2,382.86 11,363.14
2 Alfred A. Green San Rafael de Santa

la Zanja , Cruz 152,889.62 17,474.06 135,415,56
3 Juan Pedro Camou San Rafael L • . " • J ' _ v -

' .... " del Valle ' Cochise 20,034.00 17,474.93 2,559.07
3i Robert Perrin Babooomari _ n and ' • - - ■ •,■ - " ■ ; • : v. ; ' Santa

Cruz 123,068.87 33,792.20 89,276.67
4 Heirs of Miguel 

Peralta (trans
ferred to N. Hex. 
district)

5 Santiago Ainsa Agua Prieta Cochise 68,530.05 68,530.05(administrator)
6 Maish & Driscoll San Ygnacio

de la Canoa Pima 17,353.85; 17,203.214 150.636
6& M n Buena Vista Santa• ; Cruz 18,648.00 5,733.41 12,914.59
7 Arivaca Land &

Cattle Co. Aribac Pima 20,400.00 20,400.00
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Number of acres

No. Claimant
■ Name '
• of grant ^

Location
(county)

Area
claimed

Area con- 
:firmed & 
approved

Area
rejected

8 William Faxon, 
trustee, et.al.

Calabazas & 
Tumacacori Pima 81,350.00 81,350.00

9 D.GV Astiazaran 
et.al. (see 
case #8)

10 Reloj Cattle 
Co. - San Pedro Cochise 38,622.06 38,622.06

The following claims were transferred from the New Mexico district when 
the court was established at Tucson, Arizona on December 6, 1892; numbers 

, referring to those on New Mexico docket.
29 U.S. v. Santi

ago Ainsa
Los Nogales 
de Elias Pima 32,763.00 32,763.00

40 « • « San Jose de 
Sonolta ■:Pima,v 12,147.69 5,123,42 7,024.27

42 ?/m.R. Hearst, 
et. al.

Rancho de 
las Boquillas 
y Nogales 30,728.00 17,355.86 13,372.14

47 Earl B. Coe El Paso de 
los Algodones

Pima
21,692.32 21,692.32



APPENDIX II (CONT.)
• ; ■'/ ', ■ . :: Number of acres

No. Claimant
Name 

of grant
Location 
' (county)

Area
claimed

Area con
firmed & 
approved

Area
rejected

71 Francis E. 
Spencer,
si- si- Tres Alamos Cochise >3,384.64 43,384.64

132 Manuela 7. de 
Marquez

i Reyes 
Pacheco Pima 600.00 . •: 600.00

162 G. Hill 
Howard (see 
case #8)

■ ' : ■ ' , 1

201 Sopor! Land 
& Mining 
Co. Sopor! Pima 141,721.60 141.721.60
TOTAL 837,679.70 116,539.954 721,139.746

a. Annual Report of the Attorney General of the United States for the Year 1904, 
HouseuocV Eo. 9. 58 Cong..  ̂Sees., p. lO^T -



LIST OF CASES APPEALED TO THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES FROM 
THE COURT OF PRIVATE LAND CLAIMS, ARIZONA DISTRICTS’ .-...

APPENDIX III

u Name of grant By v/hom appealed Remarks
2 San Rafael de la Zanja Claimants and United Judgment affirmed

States (18 U.S. 256)
■3. San Rafael del Valle (1) Claimants Judgment reversed anc

(2) United States
cause remanded 
(171 U.S. 292) 

Judgment affirmed 
(184 U.S. 572)

34 Babooomarl (1) Claimants Judgment reversed 
cause remanded

and

(2) Claimants (171 U.S. 292) 
Appeal dismissed

5 Agua Prieta Claimants Judgment affirmed 
(184 U.S. 693)

6 San Ygnaclo de la Canoa United States Judgment reversed 
cause remanded 
(171 U.S. 242) '

and

64 Buena Vista Claimants Appeal dismissed

*ov>->3
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APPENDIX III (CONT.)

Name of grant By whom appealed Remarks

7 Aribao Claimants Judgment affirmed 
(184 U.S. 649)

8 Tumacacori, Oalabasas 
and Huebabl Claimants

Judgment affirmed 
(171 U.S. 244)

10 San Pedro Claimants Judgment affirmed 
(184 U.S. 624)

29 Los Nogales de Elias Claimants Judgment affirmed 
(161 U.S. 208)

40 San Jose de Sonoita Claimants Judgment reversed and ' 
cause remanded 
(171 U.S. 220)

47 El Paso de los 
Algodones

(1} United States 

(2) Claimants

Judgment reversed and 
cause remanded 
(170 U.S. 681) 

Petition for rehearing. 
Petition for rehearing 

denied (174 U.S. 578)
71 Tres Alamos Claimants Appeal dismissed
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No.. Name of grant By whom appealed Remarks

132 Reyes Pacheco Claimants Appeal dismissed
201 Sopori Land &

’ Mining Company uClainmnts Appeal dismissed

a. Annual Report of the Attorney General of the United States for Year 1904, 
HousePoc. Ho. 9. 58 gong.. 1' Sess.. p. 109. .;
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